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CllAIrdtAN WRIGilT: We will call to c rder the llouse

of Representatives Select Committee on Three 1111e Island,

i

Today the IIouse Select Committee continues its hearings with

the appearance of officials from the Federal Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, the Federal body responsible for, among other

.v .a mpe,-5 & r, a: things,.sthe. licensing,.; control and., inspection _of the nuclearc

power plants in the United States.

With us today is Dr. Ilarold R. Denton, Director of

the Of fice of Nuclear Reactor Regulations , Mr. Harold E.

Collins , Assistant Director of Emergency Preparedness , Office

of State Programs , Mr. John Collins , we have two Collins , lir.

r3 John Collins, Deputy Director of Recovery Operations.
,' )
'

Would you t'.rce gentlemen care to rise and raise

your right hand. .

DR. HAROLD R. DENTON, HAROLD E. COLLINS and
%. m . . . , . . , , , ,.r,,, , , , , 1 .

.
. . . , . . ,

. .,. . . ,

J0llN COLLINS, called as witnesses, bcing duly sworn,

testified as follows:

CllAIP. MAN WRIGIIT: Dr. Denton, I am sure that you

have some preliminary remarks that you would like to make to

the committee, following which we have some questions to ask of

you.
,

DR. DENTON: Thank you. I am pleased to be here

@
.

,Q' .
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- today. Let ce say a word about John-Collins. John is the

Deputy Director of our Recovery Operations, lie has been here

since I care up that Friday in the helicopter. I am glad to,

be here under better circumstances than I was six months ago.

I would like to express ny appreciation to the organi::ations

of the state for their cooperation and con,fidence in assistingn . , sua . w . .\ s n u.- a -. .n es.vwp p:s .:v 4 u r. . .n.. v .w.a 4+>.a. ~ < a n .c.- '
..

r.

us in dealing with the accident. It vould not have turned out

as fortunate as it did without the excellent cooperation of

all your state agencies. One person I would like to recognize

is Bill Dornsife , who stayed with us in the trailer, a state

employee, not only was he effective as a conduit to the various

state agencies but provided us a lot of firsthand knowledge

about the plant itself. I guess I would especially like to

recognize the effectiveness of the confidence of Governor

Thornburgh. I thought he was extrerely able in translating

ny scientific and technical. j udgment ,into public policy. -omr w., . f a .;,e ..

.

.

With that opening, I would be happy to answer your

questions.

BY CliAIPdfAN WRIGilT:

Q. We thank you, Doctor. I guess my question at the

outset is where are we going? What do you perceive the

procedures and methods and technology will be in cleaning tp
.

1

:.,
.
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7 and disposing of the contaminated water and maybe you might
-

,

like to make a comment or two about the disposal of low-level

wastes , disposal sites , of course, are somewhat limited, the

availability of them. Maybe following that, what problem do

you see two or three years down the road when we get into

the r.eac, tor building and take the top off, ,the reactor vessel?. . , m , . r,s . . ,. s.--
. .- ,-..,n. . . . . .4,,, , . . . , . _ _ 4 . .m .c ,. . . . . . 3.. .y +.

1. . I see two separate problems. There is about

300,000 gallons of water in the auxiliary building and that is j,

!the water that the system we have naned E )icor was designed '

to process and clean up. The staff has done an assessment of

the use of E11cor ; . corpared E icor to other ways of cleaning? !

up that water and decided that was the proper chemical treatacr t

unit process that water. Our assessment is out for public

comment.
.

I guess my view is I would like to ace that system

go into. operation as soon.a. ,.ossible, start c1 caning up that: - y 3 1., ,c -

The water that it produces , which would meet drinkingwater.

water standards, could be stored on-site without being released .

So the use of Epicor doesn't mean that the water results from

the use will necessarily be released at that time. We have a

separate asscaseent underway as to what type of release

minimizes the public risk, whether it should be released in

the Susquehanna, ocean release, evaporated release to the
.

. . .

4...' . .
... ~ ,
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(r- - atmosphere. - And once that is completed, that would be made

available to the public foracomment.

But the presence of that water in the building,.
.'

presents a continual radiological hazard within the plant.

And as you may know, there have been occasional overexposures

.o,<,..:..,.
.le resulting in part due to the fact that that water isof peopv,:m.1, w.w.nw, .n. x,v..... . ,n .a , : ,. . . , v. ,, . , a .. ..o .. . ,<,w.. ,, .

still there awaiting cican up. I am interested in getting

F,picord on line, getting it in use while we await final

decision on what to do with the water that is processed.

That water though is relatively -- has lower

activity than the water that is in the containment. The

licensee is due to provide us a safety evaluation report and
7~

kg) environne 1keport on 3bL^s plans for reentering and cleaning up the damaged

reactor itself. We don't have those plans yet. I plan to
,

issue a new set of licensed conditions for the UnIi~t 2' in the

OW.rers.a..an - near. future and would include in those. licensed conditions .

specific prohibition against any release of the gases in the
J

containment, so-called venting of the containment, until such
'

,

time we have had a chance to do a con.plete safety analysis and

environmental study on that. So I don't see us authorizing any

entry.or release of the gases or water that is in the contain-

ment for some time. Although I am sort of anxious to get on
,

with the process in cleaning up the water that is in the

/ )
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/)~~ auxiliary building today.
"- '' ~ -~ ~

b
The aspects of low-level waste, there are some''

low-level waste burial grounds in the United States, but it is

increasingly difficult to obtain cooperation of the state in

shipping these wastes. I think things are moving to improve

.tx.r o g,.w ,,, o.o.ur.. requirements for .the , packaging and shipment ,.of wastes. .If ,

those changes are made, I would anticipate that the burial

grounds which now take wastes would continue to do so.
.

Q. My. information indicates there are three states

available in the United States, South Carolina, Nevada and
'

Washington and two of those three sites are sort of off

limits at the moment for waste from TMI Number Two. And the7s
( only_ thing available to TMI Number Two is Washington. I

suspect those two sites that ,are off limits, that the people

in those areas are trying to generate other states to

! teter"'enaw " establish disposal' sites. -Is this the responsibility of the w -

Federal Government to determine the location of sites or is it

the state's responsibility?
...

A. It.is my understanding that the Department of.

i
'

' Energy is charged by law with making sure that both low-level

and high-level waste repositories are available in the U.S.

I see the Department of Energy has a large role to play in

this process. We do not have~any responsibility within.the
,

'-
i ,

| 4[,
s. g .. , .

' F:* ' ' ' '
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NRC for establishing such sites. - We are responsible forrg. .

kJ
~

.

reviewing them once they are proposed.
;

Q. Proposed by who?-
,

A. Proposed by either the state or by the Departrent

of Energy. The country is fortunate in having places such as

Nevada and the state of Fashington,,very unusual geological
...ir h a p w w .v. y m A,.y:y w: y.v.% u w v w....i..n .,v.w ,e v.u a w > < !. m . ~, k u an m O c n o i:.w. 4

conditions. Such as the 17evada test site, for exarple, being

in the Mohave Desert, very dry, the water table is 900 feet
.

.

below the surface. There are certain states whose properties

are such that they rake very 16cical sense for storing of

waste and no pathways to ran. I guess I would like to see

a policy whereby we would encourage the use of these areas of

the U.S. which are particularly well-suited for waste rather

than requiring every state to develop its own low-level burial

ground. I think each of our states have unique resources and
;

r e rd r o e w e 9 er.: . certainly,some,,likeJi,evada and the atate ,of. Washington.are very ._

well-suited for long tern storage of waste.

Q. I suspect as we look over the next couple of years
' ^'

the most severa clean up problewwilli.be: the containment

building and taking the top off of the reactor vessel to get

at this fuel. Do I gather from your comments that we have not

as yet developed a plan for that?

A. I understand chat the licensee has prepared a plan

,/~')
\:W

q -? .' i; '' *
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(g) or had a plan prepared for him by a contractor. I don't think

that plan has been submitted yet to the NRC for review. It
4

.

may be in draft form. But the normal process would be that

they would submit their plans to us , we would review them dnd
'

go through our normal process, write safety evaluation reports

n ,d amend the. lice.nse * in .my ylew, befo.re. we wo.,uld ,ac. ,tually.an.
.:;g, m -.,, n. ,,. + .1 . .. . .- ,. . , . . a u.. . . .

permit entry and any release of any of the gases that are in

containment now.

Q. Let's return now to the first step in the entire

procedure which would'be the decontamination storage and

disposal of the water that is in the auxiliary building. What

is NRC's involvement in that?

{h~#N A. Let me outline the general view. Then I can ask

John who has been heavily involved in preparing our evaluation
,

of that. The historical way that we and licensees approach

w ,* y n . % . . , ~each other is that.they propose and we. dispose. ,We don't Or

design their plant because then we would be reviewing our own

design. So we require thatthe licensee develop a complete

design and complete safety analysis and a complete environmenta:

evaluation and submit that to the staff. Then the staff

reviews it, asks questions, requires changes, publicly issues

safety evaluation reports, y ar meet with our Advisory

. Committee on reactor safeguards, we get p blic comment on many
m

.

[ + ' $_ . A'
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^- of these documents and theri finally reach a decision at the-y
/

- end of that process. -

Now with regard to the Epicor system, that is the-

system that was proposed by the licensee, came into the NRC

in report form, we reviewed that, compared it to other ways to

process the water, clean up the water, and issued uhat we
J e.4 e. f.c ww., . ... +w , o . . . . . x . , , .s _ ... , 4 , , ,j , . ,; ,a v.,m m,,,,, a s,n,, . , , p .,4

. ,

call an environmental assessment of the use of the Epicor1

system. And in that assessment we considered such things as

personnel exposure in operating this system, potential for

accidental releases from the system, effectiveness of the

system. So we produced that environment assessment and that is

out now for public comment. Once we get the public comment,

( \

we will make a final assessment of the operation of Epicor-

and the Commission has asked that we return to the NRC
.

Commissioners with our views on the use of .Epicor. and they

will.make the final. decision,on whether or,not.the licenseee w ,. n , . - g

will be allowed to use the 'Ep'icot system. That is separate

fron the decision as to what to do with the water that the

.Ep'icor system will process . That evaluation is just now

beginning and will go through essentially the same process.

Would you like to elaborate John?

IIR. J. COLLINS: Well, to discuss a little bit

more about our involvement, we really have two involvement-

m
f h-w

*
'

,
, ,

,5
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programs at the site ongoing. One is our. normal inspection'

,

and enforcement activity in which our inspectors are reviewing

the licensee's programs, his ongoing activities to assure that

t'aey are done in conformance with the licensinr, conditions

that are set forth in the technical specifications. Also, in

the NR a commitn:ent, the safety analysis corritrent, and then
.>.u;a m m .;;.c,. u s . v r.. . .s . . . .v. . a + .1, s . :.. . . : . A na . . : ap a. . n.: ;,,;, . e, .o. .. ..

ve are also r.casuring his perforrance against the operative

procedures which have been developed by him and reviewed by

the I;RC s taff.

The other function we perform is a function very

sirilar to that which we would perform in our Bethesda Office,

which would be the review of designs of various systers

(

c' proposed by the licensee in reasuring those proposed modifica-

tions against the NP.P. licensing acceptance criteria. Those
.

are the two rain functions that we do perform on-site.

DR. DENTON: Perhaps.I,should . add that the NRC hass. w v. .p e - . .m. ., .< , . ., , , ..r e , -

had a sizable presence at the site ever since I arrived. John

heads up a grcup of 20 people who are on-site tod- and this

includes three secretaries, there are 17 professionals. We

are in the plant round the clock today and I hope in the near

future to establish an office somewhere in Middletown or

nearby that we could call the NRC Recovery Center and would be

core publicly visible and accessible. 15ut it is a large group

_

.

- - . .
% " m% , .#.. ,u k4 ..,4',....-b
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(
~~ '' of people who are continually in the' plant reviewing 'the day-

-

- to day operation. Much of the review of the design and use

systens like Micor and their plans for containrent entry

will be done at the site in combination with people back in

Bethesda.

. .. ,,,CliAIDIAti WEIGilT ; Representative giccola.,,,. , , ,., .,.> ., 44 mu o n.n + .:.,41...- -

,, , , ,

REPRESENTATIVE PICCOLA: Thank you, Mr. Chairran.

BY REPRESEliTATIVE PICCOLA:

Q. First off on behalf of my constituents and the

people of the Harrisburg area I would like to thank you, Mr.

Denton, for your calring influence that you had on us during

[] your stay with us in March and April. ' I am only hopeful that
x,

the liRC as a whole will continue to or will ratch your e::arple

that you set for us in April.

One of the things that has the people of the
m.w ~ n a an . , e , ~ < :. ,, = ; , . ar .: . ., .- . .,- .. m.

.

liarrisburg area concerned inmediately in any event is the

proposed venting of the gases that has been proposed by

Metropolitan Edison. Could you explain in some detail what

the licensee will have to do and what the NRC's response to

that will be before any such gases would be emitted?

A. ?!ost of the noble gases that were released in the

containment during the accident have short half-lives and have

decayed down to very low levels except for one gas, that is,

,-
#6 t

. i. ~14.mth.J. e 2- awh .;, . - e .m L se ~. 5 - . em- -a +
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Krypton 85. That gas has a rather long half-life. It is a
-

.

-m

low energy beta nmitter. So that is the gas that is in question
,

as to how to -- shat is the best way to process it. I think

the licensee 'as tended to think along the lines of proposing

to vent that gas under proper meteorological conditions and he

would hope to show that the off-site doses would be very small~

.: a ,. \ . . i ., . . c. v. ,; . .. ,:
. , , ,, ., , , _ _ , _

,

in comparison to limits. There are other ways to handle that

One is cryogenic distillation, which would mean processin ;gas.

all :he two million cubic feet of air and gases that are inside

the containment through a cryogenic system and removing the

Krypton, actually bottling it up in liquid form. So that is

another alternative that we asked the licensee to explore and
,

kI we will be looking at.-

But as I indicated, I intend to modify their
'

license with a new set of licensing conditions in the near

future to reflect the real status of the plan and have the
,s . , w n y . v ,, ,. g.. . . . ... . , . . ,.

' c
.

license prohibit any venting of those gases without further

amendment of the license. This will provide a reans to insure

that when they do make their proposal, it goes through our |

normal review process and everyone has an opportunity to comment

and access to the proposal.

So at the morent the licensee has submitted no

proposals to vent gas. We are awaiting his proposal and then.

|

; .
.

: _ m x = m, . . m ._ _ ._. _ . . .
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we will begin ou'r review of his proposals , but it will require
.

~ u

-

specific authorization from the NRC. ;.

You said you were setting up a new set of condi- h
Q. r

I

Does that mean you are raising the standards for thetions.

or just changing the procedure which they would have
-

licensee

ww. we n .ito go through?.w ..v..m.- - <ua . a,6. . >. , w r -. m m. :2 B

A. Both. The present license is the same license

that was in effect prior to the accident and many of the

requirements of the license cannot be met because of

accessibility limits and they are not really applicable to

a damaged core. At the same time, I want to introduce new

license requirements to make sure that the additional systems
(

which were built on-site and installed are properly monitc ced
-

and operated. So there will be a new license that reflects

the controls that we would like to have on a plant when it is
o.u amw,,..,,, , In . , 4the state i., t ' is ~ in today . 'v~ t

- .p. . y, ,
. . . .

Q. The biggest concern or one of the biggest concerns
,

that frightened people of this area during the incident was

the existence of the hydrogen bubble. And it was -- I believe

you stated at one of your news conferences that the existence
It wasof this bubble , I think your words were a new twist.

something you, meaning the NRC, apparently had not anticipated.

I am told, however, that there are at least five or more

. .

" =<

- ~ ~% :-. - - -- _ - _ - - _ . . , . -
.
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physics textbooks that state the possibility of such an ^ -

occurrence happening in a reactor vessel. Given that fact was

the existence of the hydrogen bubble properly analyzed by your,

office and if not, why not?

A. The hydrogen bubble episode is one that I regret

and I wish we had been able..to handle it differently. Weaww)wp. ;.%u 4.+ rt. . t.. >,u. n. t .:,- m v. .I cv a. a v .i u w.s .- b,a e o . r ;"o m w m e ~m b + .

knew, o f course , that metal water reactions were possible in

reactor cores. That phenomena had been studied extensively.

We had equations that calculate the amount of hydrogen that

would be involved. And that is why we had required the

containment for reactdrs have hydrogen recombiners. All the

thoughts though about the hydrogen bubble had been in connectio nGV with large pipe breaks in which you get a large pipe break,

you lose all the water in the core, you get high temperatures,

hydrogen would be forrred and flow out the open break in the

Pi C #SO..,it,twould, not. collect ,in .the reactor. . vessel. ,So-the 9P4.4uw v.wn,+,

new twist, so to speak, in my mind was the fact that we did not

have a large pipe break, we had, essentially, intact a primary

system, once that valve that was stuck open was recognized and

closed so the hydrogen was trapped in the system. But

certainly it was not new, the phenomena that generated hydrogen

was not new at all and had been extensively studied and

calculations made. Uhat was new was that we had that much
a
k)~

|

|- & .h.y.. | h >., . a,..
,
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"); hydrogen generated in an intdct system with no way to readily -
/

remove the hydrogen,

REPRESENTATIVE PICCOLA: Thank you.
,

CHAIRMAN WRIGHT: Representative Geesey.

BY REPRESENTATIVE GEESEY:

..g.M "I b ld lik$'toreaffirnI'R$hEeEdnta'ENe
A .;; w w .,a u ,r ,- w,,. .$ n ' g o. ". u

Piccola's statement about the calming effect that you had on

Central Pennsylvania upon your arrival. It was very clean at

that time that there was a credibility gap, that we in this

area, indeed, did need a leader who would have a calming

effect and you did a very commendable job and I would like to

thank you not only for myself but all the people in nye

district. We really appreciated that.

Uhen you license ~a plant what criteria do you use
,

to establish the licensing procedure?
..w:n e y. m c .v "u n;,a ,.. w n.v..,... . i. v . - . .n. . ~ _ u. . p.~; w. c e s :-.

.
.

A. Our process was really set by Congress with the

passaFe of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 in that it delegated

to the old Atomic Energy Commission the responsibility for

reviewing and issuing licenses and it has gotten more

complicated over the years. But basically, it requires the

licensees , before they are able , before they do any construction

at the reactor site, must submit a detailed description of the

.v
>: . 4 ,

| h!' * J.~; ., , . , . , 1 ,,_,+ , .,,
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f^'b ' ~ reactor and the potential hazards'"that"'it would pose and why
~~

v

it is safe ' to operate that plant. 'And'now we require

environmental reports, we require anti-trust matters and we

require physical safeguards, all of which have been added to

the original safety process. Basically, the licensee submits

4,.an applica, tion _t,o,. day,.say,,if a plant yere coming in,t,oday,,,1., w it. 4 ,.. h ,, o u
.

;

it vould probably be on the order of 15 to 20 volumes of

materials costing, perhaps, $20 million to prepare. It would

be distributed among my staff, among the various technical

disciplines and ont the staff we have, these range from

seismology to metallurgy to a nuclear engineer and reactor

physics. These individual groups review these various technical-

(J
chapters of the design of the plant. The process takes only

usually at least two years and maybe longer to do a complete

review of the construction permit application.

ove roe v.trm ,, : mva ri.e,o :. We'are'the first level review. "Then it'is' required

by law that our product be reviewed by a statutory group called

the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards. This group

*eviews our product, meets with the licensee and they write
~

their own report to the Commission. Then we take that report
~

and we will write a supplement based on views of the Advisory

Committee. At that time we are ready then to have a hearing.

We' are just one party to a hearing and the hearings are full
p:
v

. ,. ,

'
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adjudicatory hearings with discovery, impeachment of witnesses.,

So the applicant's responsibility in the hearing is to carry

the burden for his application. Our role in the hearing is

to confirm to the Board that it meets the Commission's

regulations. And then quite often the facilities are opposed

byx..n. people who would prefer not to have the plant built., .A< isgranu .m .. vw . v . ,:,1,. . ., m 1,c. ~, ~ a . > .a .u . a .s . ~.- , . .,. y .,,, .. , ,. i. ..., -:.: m ,; ., w p, _..

decision is reached by the IIcaring Board. And if their,

decision is favorable then I will have the authority to grant,

the license. Now, that Board decision is appealable to a group

called an Appeal Board. And then their decisions are

appealable ultimately to the Commissioners themselves. So, it

is approximately five steps to get a construction permit and

then the process is repeated again when the plan is nearly

completed and final design details are available.
,

,

Q. Your comments raise one question. You do have a

n w,rn py.u,7 seismology department?,. ...a y 6,_., , ,..t >79 7, , ,.;, . u , .. s. ,,.

A. Yes.

Q. If that is the case, why then have we built plants

where the one fault is where the potential for an earthquake

exists that we have since had to shut down?

A. We have tried to avoid building plants near

capable faults. The field of seismology has changed so

drastically over the past.20 years that it has been remarkable.

O
.

, .,.
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,
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( ) I think when I joined the Commission, plants were designed* ,/

quite often to ten percent or twenty percent. o'f gravity. That-

was considered sort of a very high design. And the same

approach was followed in building high-rise apartment buildings

in California and schools and office buildings. Then the

. carthquakes occurred in California and much large.r. forces were.w.w, i or;v,,v- :q , n .. , .w . q a r. . , , s. .-n., ..u. . .. - ~ ,, , -

reported. The seismic design requirements are going up

immensely. And there is one plant in California that I have

been associated with, that at the time was the most extensively

research site in establishing design criteria and at that time

design criteria was greater than any other building in

California . Then, as a result of advances in offshore tech-,

I )
'2' nology, they were able to detect faults that were offshore that

were otherwise unknown and this resulted in an increase in the
,

design requirements for those plants.

.m -Q... ,, >In .your licensing procedure do you take intoa.~..m,,..,,.... a. . <
. <

consideration personnel staffing, things of that type?

A. Yes, sir. We issue, it is necessary to have a

license from the NRC to operate reactor controls. So there are

about 2500 people in the United States who are licensed by us

as reactor operators. We specifically license the operator and
the

then we also lorJh. at/minngehmtt m'd technical capabilities of

the company. This is an area, obviously, that is going to be

, .
.

9
6 /

,
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improved in the future.
_ _

Q. The comtnent surprises tre a little because in the

Uashington Post, Monday, April 9th you were quoted as saying,

' They were trying to cope with all demands being placed on

them and they didn't have enough staff to turn to. I was

concerned that they were so thin technically at that time that
9, 5 ,: n . s t;,; w , - ,a 1 ;< a, - .+ e . a +~. s u e w.- r ~ , n. v " + -

,

I could not find anyone who could give ce the hind of

information I uould have e:<pected. "

And thnt you were getting more facts fror your

oun personnel than you were fron personnel at TMI. How do we

justify the licensing procedure when we also take into

consideration personnel and this particular stater.cnt?r

h A. I think I have used the word operators in two
senses. One as a person, the operator who is the ran at the

controls, and then I have probably used the word operator to

rean a power corpany,. Pet-Ed, who .is the operator of the- ,;.; 3 7 ~ , ,,,., s > n :- ,.

station.

In looking back I think the thought 1 process that

rust have gone on uas that the r.iachines were so well designed

that the people uho~uere trained and hired to run the 1,achine

were able to operate under norral conditions , that the machine

uould not get in trouble itself. In other words , the nachine

could currently not require a great deal of skill and place a
y

% t
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lot of der ands on operators; -.

v.

I think what we found with this particular

reactor design here at the Three Mile Island, it is the rost

demanding design in terrs of operator perforrance; it placed

tore requirerent for hit to think fast and on his fcet than it

did the forrer Westinghouse cornbustion engineering design. So.4 nw :s , .:s r . c,, vw . . . a. ,. . ~ . .s . . m a r - ,

we need to ,qo back and desensitize that type of trachine so it

doesn ' t make the de:. ands . I have used the analogy it is like

driving a Ferrari versus driving a Chevrolet to operating a

B and W plant. De have since r.odified all B and U plants,

117 conrents with regard to being very thin was I

found this particular utility, raybe there are others in the
-

i
v' country in the anr.e general condition, did not have the

managerial and technical capabilities irzrediately available
s

on their staff to cope uith this type of accident. And when I

o . > . . 3 ,, n y , , made.that.renark.I felt that the sane people .had been involved-

in trying to core with the accident for several days and needed

additional support. I rentioned that to the President of the

company, Eill Kuhns, I believe, Friday night when I arrived or

it uns either Mr. Diekarp, I felt he should obtain additional

technical assistance from the industry. And then I felt even

rore strongly Friday night, I nentioned it to the President

Saturday rorning, I felt that rcally the industry was standing

*
. -

,
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(]~ by and responding on an as-called basis. And that reall'y all'
~ '

the questions that were outstanding such as the hydrogen

bubble, the ability to cool the core down, control releases

that had to be addressed and the corpany was busy fighting

brush fires and didn't have tine to do long range thinking that

1. felt.was necessary... So he put .soccone else .on the phone and* - : r ., - c., s

I went through the lis t of industry executives in the U.S. ,

you nay recall Saturday and Sunday a number of people started

arriving at the site to supplement tietropolitan Edison's staff.

Q. Uho is in charge of establishinF the training

programs for plant operators? Does the NRC establish the

prograt?

A. We establish the requirements for operators. In

the past, we have let the licensee establish his own training

progran provided the operators cet certain mininun requirements

^ ' " " " They hid'to have so bany' ears' experience in ~related fields, '

they had to possess certain knowledge and background. But we

allowed the utility to train the operators thenselves and we

would give ther. a final eran. And if they passed our exam,

we did not look at the training program of the company and now

in looking back, we find wide differences in the approach of

various companies. I now have before the Cormission a proposal

to rake several dozen changes in the way that we approach

O
s_

l
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{ operator licensing.. I don ''. think the way that we licensed

operators in the past is adeq . tate. I think we can do a lot
better in the future.:=

::-

O. An I correct in assuming from what you said that
what you have ..t T!!T or what you had at T iI was sor:,ethinn far
r; ore difficult. to onerate nornally than you had anticipated

;4q u ;c.; ir.4 .,. <, r . . , a. , m . . ,eu ..t .i. ,- m m ,1 ... v ! ' L ;, 4 e . ec. . . .. , ., ' -:--

prior to the accident?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. You are faniliar vith the accident at Toledo?
A. Yec.

n. Sane hind of plant as 'n I?

A. Yes.

) Q. l'a s there any kind of sinilarity between the
accident at '"oledo and at T;fI?

A. In retrospect, we should have recognized the

potential for the . accident at T !I from the accident, the eventsu , , . .. . p e ,s <., a s3 e '- a' +4 ~ '
,, ..i ,- -

that occurred at the Davis l'e s s i e .

Q. Not only T!'I but any sit:llarly constructed plant?
A. Yes, it would have tha potential at any B and U

olant. tnd in lochtny back through the history of B and W

plants ve found thst that valve that I ad stuck open at T!4I had

opened 150 tires in the past at vari 6us plants in the United
~

States and it stuck open three tinica. And that these reports

1

,s . s

-
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were buried in the 3,000 reports that we e,et a year fron,

v
conpanies on unusual events and trani ints that occur. When it

occurred at Davis Bessie, the operators responded in a differen-:

ranner and recornized the valve was stuch open, they closed

the valve and so no fuel darage or no untoward events occurred.

And we were not sr. art enough at the tire or did not pay enough
u sta , 1 s, . .a .+ .. ,. ....;..4.. .r. . . e , , , m . = , , .: > , . , <.

. - ,

attention to that event to recognize its true potential. It

turns out that a similar case happened in Switzerland that we

have now found out, about five years ago, in the Uestinghouse

plant in Switzerland.

What we have done in response to this is created

a special group within the NRC whose sole job is to review the

operating cy.perience at the plants which are licensed and to

ro through these 3,000 reports that we get each year and try

to separate out wheat from chaff and find out which ones and

what trends so we ,can do a .better .j ob. . We are really learningm ,,,,.r. ,w ..,. j ,

fron operating experience. I think the fact that we have gotter

3,000 a year for many years , none of which has resulted in fuel

damage, sort of led to an unwarranted confidence that you could

have all kinds of things go urong and yet the inherent protec-

tion of the rachine you could always control it and TUI proved

that is not a correct assurption.

9 Well this is really what bothers re because sone-

.
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gg- thing of this type, uhoever revious these reports, should -

recognize a great big red flag, what happens if, and apparently

that was never pursued and because it was never pursued, TMI

happened. I!ad it been pursued the way it should have been

pursued T'll would never have hoppened. And there is really

absolutely no reason if every, body would have done their jobo , w. v . v a . . . , >: . . . ,,c,.

, .w. , , , > . . . n .r,~ :. .. ;+,.,m.. n s ..
,

to have an accident at TMI. And that really is what bothers

ce and I think the whole thing comes dovm to the NRC staff,

to a degree the Met-Ed staff because they didn't follow it up

either, but as the regulator, the prire responsibility for

following information' of that type belongs with you and it

was not done. And that really is, I think, a very serious

Os. consequence at least as far as I an concerncd.

A. Let re say, Con {ressnan, I --
Q. No, I am not a Congresscan. ue work here.

a,.A. .I. agree.completelf with the sentiments.that you aree i r m e. ',- - i - ,. , , -

expressing, and to look back nov, you can wonder why it wasn't

picked up. .My own view is that the industry had adopted a

policy that if the Nnc did not require it, they weren't going

to make the chenne. So they would report these u7 usual

occurrences as they hnopened, but they would sit back thenselves

and unless uc issued a directive from Washington saying put in

another pump, change that procedure, do this, they vere not

.

.
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going to cornit any funds to ilo it. We,~ourselves, on our
~

_-

part, did not pay enough attention to the operating clues that

ucre cor.ing in and did not really plot the trends adequately

to detect here uas an increasing problem with this class plant

and if we had spotted it, we could have prevented it.

, o, n ; ; A . . .,1 u 4 sQ.#;t And ,that ,bri.ngs us, to another problem. The Time ,, , - .
.

,

and I don't have the date, has an articic on watching the

oh, April 16th, in it they make thewatchdogs and in it --

following staterent, "The UCS also clains th.,t the top staff

r.erbers of the I'RC are too cozy with the industry they are

regulating. A 1975 s tudy found that 65 percent of the M2C

staffers have been employed by corrpanies that held licenses,

perrits or contracts with the Corricsfon."

We have the sare.problen in Pennsylvania in that

I had asked Mr. Dornsife vben he appeared before us whether or

. o ; .v. . n. r. . . . . ,. ~ iot he~, v t any point in tire , found any fault with the actions. .

t a

of the UP.C or !.fet-Ed and his answer uns absolutely none. And

then we cor.e to find out that Mr. Dornsife worked for the

engineer who designed the plant. And we do have, I think, a

very cozy situation which bothers ce. It certainly is not

unethical, but I just wonder whetter or not all parties involved

at the HRC, in view of their previout background, are viewing

things as analytically as they ought to be viewing then.?

|

|'
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ny
A. For /own part , I am completelv indifferent to the

''
survival of the nuclear industry. I try to carry out the role

that Congress has assigned to us. If the costs that' result fron;

these requirerents or result in a shutdown of the industry,
then so be it. I think nns t of the staff sees it the sane way.
There nay be sore people on the staff who think that nuclear

.

4 . .. .w , u 4 r. , , 4 -e . c 1. / - r A "< " ' ' ' ' " " "' '"'""' " ' ' " ' " ' ' ' " ' ,- - - '

somehow is good for the nation. Eut I don't see that I, as a

regulator, at paid to make that decisien. Congress tells me

to issue licenses only if certain conditions can be ret. I

rake that findine independent of what the costs mirht be to a
utility. The one place ne do consider cost is that there may

be differing alternatives to achieve the sare obj ective. I

|| _ uould certainly be for the most cost-effective way of tecting
that standard. But the setting of the basic standard, I have

I feel no responsibility to protect the industry so to 5: peak.--

I think if the industry.is going to nahe it, they., . . .,.,.,. w , ;. . ' . e o , .
. ..#-e+4- -: 'v -4

have got to make it oni their am. And as you know, I Envc shut

down a norber of plants --

Q. They do, indeed, need the help of the NPC, effective
help.

A. Let ce talk to you about the nueber of people that

work in the agency and maybe elsewhere within the industry. I

worked for DuPont, who is not in the commercial industry, before
,

- - - -

. . .. .
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( }- I joined the Cornission; But it is such a young industry

alrost everyone, in order to gain any experience anywhere, has-

to cor.e out of the industry to the NPC. And we have rade an

effort not to assign anyone to plants designed and operated by

the corpanies that they work for. So people might core to us

, . f ron .Uestinghouse , be very. expert in fuel behavior, and wev ,nm. e ,- .n . , , . w. . . ,. ., . ,. . . . . . . ,. . > . . > + . . w. - . . .

would put ther to work reviewing GE fuel. But it is difficuir,

except to obtain interns, they are about the only class of

individuals and recent graduates who have not worked sorewbere

in the industry.

Q. Ue get bac1! to a recent problem we had with water

discharge and that occurred, oh, roughly a nonth apo at TMI.
|

|

'd And according to testirony that we previously received, the-

U?C's staff person told the plant chemist seven days prior to
,

the water discharge that a gross beta analysis test has to

-take place prior to the. discharge of the water.+.Now the probler. < m.r. : m

is that he told the chenist, he didn't tell rob Arnold, who is

in charge of the cican-up of the plant. He didn't tell the

other NRC staff personnel on the site, so that when the water

discharge occurred the staff personnel on the site vas not

aware thac the test was sunpose to be taken. Uhy was that

procedure followed that ne simply tell the chemist, we don't

tell the ran in char,ce , whv didn' t ne tell the other staff
|

'
.

,
|
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nc=bers on the site? 'l!ad we done that, that would not have
'

occurred without that test first being taken.

A. It waa certainly a breakdoun of cormunications with

Hi'.C, with the people at the site. It bothered re a lot. It

did pror.pt Vic Stallo, uho is head of the inspection and en-

forecte. nt side ,., and, I to get ,together with our staff and set, ,,4 : a;xa a , u~ . ,. . -- .c - .: - - u- - -

up an organisational hierarchy so that it won't happen again.

But let re ask John who was personally involved in that maybe

to respond more fully.

MR . J . COLLIUS: Well, I think liarold characterized

it right. It was a breakdown in corriunications. Certainly

the inspector uho rade the recorrendation should have,.

' '

cotrunicated that infornatien with the other staff people.'

I!owever , I think the point here that should be rade, that the

dischart;e that was being rade was being nade in conformance

with their planned technical < specifications. :What our inspector+ u . :f -

was trying to have the utility recognize, that in a nornal

operating reactor we don't normally see beta activity that we

had seen as a result of this accident. Uc do perform a beta

analysis, but it is an analysis done after the fact. You take

a sample out of the dincharge 17ater and you composite that

sarple on a monthly basis and you analyze it for Strontium 89

cnd 90. Using that historical data, because the beta activities

4

'
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- - or Strontium activities rcrain fairly constant in operating
,;-

plants. You use that historical data to add to that or add

that number in with the ganrz activity for the total discharge.

So it is not as if the sample had not been taken. But here we

were faced with a different situation where we were starting

to recognize higher levels of Strontium than one would normally
g up u.a.,; m e o . m.o n -, v..e e ,. ,- ., ,,..+........o . o i s. - < e, ,. -.,

Our inspector recorrended to the plant people that a grossec. a

beta analysis should be done and that truly was not communicated

to the rest of the staf f people.

LY REPRESENTATIVE CEESEY: (To Mr. J. Collins)

Q. Ue freely adcit and recognize that up to that point

g all tests were done according to the rules in effect at the

tire for all plants. The only difference is that here was a

test that proved conclusive 1y the kind of radioactive caterials

that were in the water as opposed to the assumptions drawn from
t. p n m , w . ,

.
. - ~ , , . . . sr..

. . . . . , ,

the other tests. It was specifically conveyed to the plant

chemist that these tests have to be taken and it was not

conveyed to anybody else and was not taken until after the fact.

Now it bothers me that not only the fact that the c;.'nist did

not make the tests, but that the staff person did not tell the

ran in charge,Itr. Arnold, that he didn't tell the other staff

people. Were you told, Mr. Collins?

A. No, I was not.

;+ .
..

.. .
,
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- q. - You're the bosa ,- right? - .

.

DR. DENTON: I an bothered by, more than bothered

by the fact that he didn't tell John so that John could put it

in writing to tir. Arnold. I trould not have enpected the

inspector to infort ifr. Arnold because that is not the way we

o erate. He should have gonc up the chain of comand, put itop
i #.c.n u , t . 4,. . ... . . n - . ., . u . w .. x., .m e 2 2m i; :, v. <..v. e , m. . . m . n. . ~ v. , , . , e . ,

in writing and have it trannmitted over by John to confirm.

And he just r.ade the requirer.ent and dropped it and neither

of the two parties infor ed the rest of the people at the nite.

EY p<EpKESE*'TATIVE e,5ESEY : (To Dr. Denton) ,

Q. You would not disnr. rec '4Lth the need for the

( ,) requircrent I prestme?
,

w
A. ?io , sir.

Q. You understand our probler in this area then with

credibi ity. There is a very definite rap and it is creating
wi~ r . , i, .. ,,, , , ..,.7 . , , , , . , , 1, , y,3,, .,,3,, ,, ,, ,,.

a lot of problers not only for '!ct-Ed, but it is creating a

lot of problern for the ' RC and there is no question about that .

A. I % ink it is , I'm concerned about beine on top of

these kinds of problena. I'e are poinr, to continue to have a

potential for these problers na lon?. an we have as much

contaminated water there uith relatively volatile fission

products in it. That is why I think it is inportant to get

Epicor running as soon as we can to clean up that water. There

'

%
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rm is also a potential for water that is in the containment thatL.),
has this high beta concentration that it can find its way out

through small leaks and other sources and it has to result in

a change of recognition on the part of plant operators that

there is this high beta potential.

~% L + nd I have forced a select gr,oup. of .h, e.a..lthA
> t c:: ,2 u;. . s o n._ cr. 3,%_,,,n m w ,- .- s x 1. , ; .. .v . e .- v. . r e . . .

physicists to review the managerial and technical capabilities
of the company

/in the health physics area to assure myself that over the long

haul they have got in place an organization that can deal trith

the kinds of problems that they have.

Q. I would very quickly like to get your comments on

a conversation because my time is up. It is a conversation(')
(r> that we had some time ago with a gentleman who has been

involved in the nuclear industry since day one, who has been
,

involved in the first nuclear sub, the plant building, the

. whole bit. _. , And during that . conversation he relayed a conversa-. o av .n n.w -

tion that he had with a gentlenan who works for a nucicar

contractor. And the conversation was that he indicated to the

gentleman working for the contractor that he felt some day

there would be an accident in this country but not in his life-

time. The gentleman working for the contractor said, you're

wrong, not only will it be in your lifetime but it is going to
.\

-

be very shortly and it is going to be one of three places.

@
.

. .
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/'l-. One I forget,'the other was VEPCO and-the'other was TMI. I'
%;

asked him why and he said, he said, he asked the sane question.

The reason was bad managerent.and sloppy housekeeping. My

.corrtent was did he tell the NRC and his comeent was it didn't

really matter because the NRC knew about it anyhow. Do you

have any coerent on that? Ue are talking about people who arem a.,a;..; .. eu .% .m m a .s , . u.+m.,an,# .4.wfeo, pm,u si.:,,e .m. e,,. -

pro nuclear, okay?

A. Three Mile Island has opened our eyes to a lot of

areas that ue assurred we did not need to get into before.

Historically, the AEC and the URC worried costly about the

reactor core and fuel and core physics and those sorts of

things. We didn't worry about earthquake design, for examnle,( ,b
'%>

>

we thought the industry could handle that. He didn' t worry

a lot about the or;<anization of the conpany because they
,

operate large equipment anyway under the PUC y.uidance and if

; www w. m.. there..are sloppy operators and result in. a lot of downtirne and

equiptnent damage , they vill pay for it and you would think the

stockholder [wouldkeepthecompanyonits toen.

I.. becorre concerned about the saec thing inriediately

after I returned to Pashington , partially reflecting t'ty concern

that Metropolitan Edison Company was thin 'and I surveyed ' the

rmnagerial and technical capability of all the companies in the

U.S. that are operating power plants with a goal of identifying
m

is

N_.

l
.

.
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s the types of canagerent structures and the depth of talents

that we would like to see in conpanies.

Now, we have not developed positions on this yet,
,

!

but certainly the inforr:ntion data base is nov available and we
|
!

are having sotre very cornetent pcople look at that to try to '

draw one of it, why in it that Idniral Rickover has been able
, . s :. a s , . v v s x . . :a a a e . - w. . . s .x . . . s - ws'+ "- ~ ^ t~ .

to operate such a succeasful progran, why is it that other

corpanies whose contractc with the Atoric Energy Commission

were abic to operate successful progrars at Hanford and

Savannah River and why aren't we having the sate experience
,

in our power cor:panies. And once we get those ans':ers raybe '

ve can effect a structure of the power companies ther.selves.

REPRESE!!TATIVE GEESEY: Thank you very nuch,!!r.

Denton. I do appreciate your candor.
.

CIIAIRMAIT WPIGI'T : Representative Cole.

: u r enw , . ,. .~ .. . .,. . . .. . c -, . , < .

IW REPRESEliTATIVE COLE:

1 In general, I could like to in general echo my

thanks to you and to your staff for the fine job you did during

the crisis back in " arch at Three Ifile Island. Last week we

had the officials of the General Public Utility come in before

us. Now I am starting to loch at the future of Threc !!ile

Island rather than to the past and the disaster back in Itarch.

They stated that they thought that the :lRC proposed consideration

__ .. _ _ _ _ ..
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(''7 for opening Number One would be a timetable of about two years
y

in the future. And originally, I am sure that the company was

hopeful to get Number One back on line by the first of this

year. Would you give re your thoughts or your views on the

future of Number One at this time, the timetable?

.A. You may recall.that after I returned to Washington
4 m .a.. g ,n . .,u.. , ., : s . : a . . ,. . - , i ; . n . - . :., , , ~ . , ~ :u .,,.. w u r, .wa~~s ;,.

I took action to shut down all the operating B and U plants

by order of the Commission until they made certain changes.

Since TMI One was the sister to TMI Two, I gave that one last

priority knowing that it would take more attention than plants

which had a lot of differences between TMI, those plants and

TMI Two. While the reactor was designed by Babcock and Wilcox

in all cases, the rest of the plant was designed by various

companies, Bechtel, Stone Uebster, Gillford, etc. I did not

issue an order shutting down Unit One at the time because I

.had a commitment.from the company that they would not restarta. 4,.c.o. - -

it without our approval. You may recall that there was some

furor over the fact that they were not included in the original

shutdown order and there were petitions to hold hearings on the

restart of Unit One. We met with the Commission several times

the Commission reviewed the applicant's position and the

position of various intervenors of Unit One and decided to hold

a full blown hearing on the restart of Unit One similar to the

1

-
. _

5 .

'
|
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_ type of hearing that was held to allow it to operate in the

beginning and they have spelled out in the order the issues

which were to be considered in the hearing. And I think that

these have appeared in local newspapers that spell out the

issues and invite the public to participate. And that is a

process which will likely take on the order of a year before
u , . . . c> ~ -, c .n .n n .- - y .,o. .-< m .- <u n '. e c % r

. . . ,

any decision is reached by that hearing board.

Q. My concern is that these same officials that told

us that their custorers are paying 15 percent to replace the

fuel that was provided by Three Mile Island. I an sure the

custerer hasn't felt the effect of the winter bills which are

forthcoming due to heating, which is a imjor factor in our
p

1[ electricity hills. So I am very concerned hope that first

we are considering the safety of Number One and then to get
_

Nur.ber one bach on line as quickly as possible.

d!>a ,.I w uld have.been satiefied,if the corpany had e.et. . rc, 1.m o + +

the requirements that I wanted to lay on Unit one, had net then

to ry satisfaction and that was the case in the restart of all

the other B and W units. If they net staf f requirements to our

satisfaction, we would allow them to go back in operation and

hold the hearing after the fact to deternine if the requirements
had really been net. But I think the Commission was concerned

about the psychic cost, so to speak, in this area of reopening

e

. 7[ wi_? b.,4. ., - ' e4 A * < * + ' * ' * ' *..
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1- Unit One without the full public hearing before the fact, and
,

in considering that they did order a full hearing. In that

hearing the staff is one party to the proceeding as is the

corpany and others and it will be up to the Eoard as to the

tir:etable and whether or not Unit one will be allowed to

operate.
a ,.3 5 .. % - ,% . w - s c.. e a -, - ' w, , . >

Q. You feel that the earliest could be one year that

a decision could be rade on Hurber One?

A. With the procedure that is in place I just don't

see those steps being taken nuch sooner than a year. These

steps, incidentally, sir, are not the rechanical changes. They

are more the period of discovery and interrogatories andc
i )
j testimony. They are the legal procedure steps.

1 The cost of clean-up and to replace any danage

to Reactor ilumber Two is estinated at $400 million. The cost

if Nunber Two does not. core back on line.is estimated as highy. . _ . , , ,y . ,
. ,7 ,

as a billion and half dollars to replace that fuel source for

the company. At this tine, if all the requircrents are met,

and I an sure that is going to be further in the future, do you

foresee -ilumber Two ever reopening at Three M'' 2 Island?

A. I see that as a possibility with the outcor.e restin;

largely on the shoulders of the applicant. If he is willing to

meet the requirerents of the Connission that are in place at

t
.

!
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.

7j the time he wants to . return the unit to operation and is
(_;
'

'

prepared to repair the unit and cake .those modifications , then

I would think we would not treat him any differently than any

other operating plant. But it would be his decision as to

whether he wants to make the repairs , conforn the plant to the

new requirerents or not. He would balance the cost and benefito
.up -x,w, n : o.u a um ,;.w,: sy. m c..,;;,.x, w. + ., . w is ., w p u . v o . , . p . n ... ...

currently and then if he found them favorable, would come to us

and if we found that he met the Commission's requirements , I

think we would let him operate.

Q. I am sure with the difference in that amount of

money that.they certainly would consider replacing any damage
i.

to it and try to put it back on line.
A
(g/ A. I would like to mention that we require a lot of

changes in all of the operating plants in the U.S. already as
.

a result of Three Mile Island. A number of changes, including

s tationing. people of college background. in ,the . control room .at.i.e.4 n - y. . y,,, . , ..

all times , requiring off-site etergency centers .so that in the

event of an emergency you don't gather in a trailer and a

visitors center which you Father in downtown Harrisburg and

sore sort of surroundings, and a lot of design changes in the

plant and any reopening of Unit Two would have to be in con-

formance with all these types of new changes that either we or

the President's Cotmission or Congressional Investigations that
m

t

.. . . ~ , . -..
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-r_ are going on may ultimately. lay on operating power plants.,

Q. It is ry understanding that prior to Three Mile

Island it was not a requirement to have an NRC safety inspector

at our nuclear plants throurhout the country?

A. The progran had started about two years earlier

and a nutber of resident inspectors were in place. We had not
-r. . ; a a;. .a ~.? ., nww , - - .s x :-s- , . + . . .>., <. ., ) n + . .s... , <:,-

.

been abic to recruit trained inspectors for all locations and

there was not one at Three vile Island. We had started a

prof; ram that would result in inspectors at all sites.

Q. Are they presently at all sites?

A. Let me ask if either of my associates know for sure.

MR. h. COLLIMS: I am not really sure.
,/
, i

i DR. DENTON: They are being placed at sites as

rapidly as we can find people who are qualified for that job

and train ther. That is an area uhich we are beinn very

sensitive to conflicts. We want to be sure that when we.put. ,e .u .g , .r

people out at a site they don't becore too cozy.with the utility

that they are living with on a day-to-day basis. , nd they mustA

recognize that their tenure will be several years and then they
l

will be ey.pected to mova to sore other site. So that ue avoid

the occurrence of conflict. We have developed detailed rules
i

1

about what you can or cannot do such as belonging to the same

country club. And when you get to some of the smaller areas

.

f
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r'S , around the United States, it results in a pretty isolated life
t
_-

for the NRC inspector. _

Q. It seers to me that the Federal Government requires

to have meat inspected at all our slaughter houses and I would

think it would be pretty cheap insurance to require that we

have a safety inspector, after he is trained by your organiza-
i. r i e , , e m. - - ,- s e. . . . v , e , ., , . , .w. c. . 34 3. r, . , m . . . , , . . > ,. m ,. r . .

tien at all our nuclear plants. I am sure it would ease the

pain for a lot of people and give them vore confidence knowing

that you peopic are at the nuclear sites.

A. I would be happy to provide for the record the

status of the resident inspectors across the country.

Q. Iten do you feel that that program will be completed
,n

'

and a safety inspector will be at every site?m

A. The program is being administered by our inspection

office, which does not fall under my jurisdiction. That is why

I do .not know for sure. I would expect that sonewhere between
..,,,. p3. w ,,. ,

50 and 75 percent of the sites today already have inspectors.

We are moving ahead just as rapidly as we can.

Q. Do we have one at Three Mile Island now? I know

that you have your personnel there?
:

A. Well, we have a chief inspector there. I think we l

have five inspectors from the King of Prussia Office and we have

people there around the clock. Actually, John spends 99 percent:
|

- - . . .s.t
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gy _ . of his time there. Let ce ask.you, John, what is our incpection
ry

coverage at the site?

MR. J. COLLINS: At the present time, as liarold

indicated, we have about nine inspectors on the site full time,

plus then we have an additional six to seven people from our

of fice and the ImR in Washington full tit c. Around the clock
.y. c , i u ;a y,,; +; ., r ..e, u .c m p, . . , , : ; . .s, , ,,.,,..,u.. -m.vw o.m . _m . ,n , s , .. ..

we have one reactor inspector on every shift, a health physicist

on the day shift and the aftentoon shif t. If work requires , we

would then put a man on the n3? night shift and that is Saturday

and Sunday.

REPRESENTATIVE COLE: Thank you very much.

CHAIRifAM WRIGilT: Representative Brandt.
r3
b) REPRESENTATIVE BRANDT: Thank you,!!r. Chairman.

DY REPRESEllTATIVE BRANDT:

Q. Mr. Denton, I, too, echo the words of other rerbers

. , e' r, a ,. . > , . . ,.. of this'cornittec'on ihe feelinn. of people' arc $und, particularly
e. -, . '^

around Three Mile Island, those days of the first week of April

uhen the gentleman from Unshington showed up and gave a better

view and better picture of the issue at hand at that tire.

A. I guess I should like to recognize a lot of the
for what was accomplished

credit /should go to the citizens of this state and in particular

the pecple.who live and worked at that plant, who showed up

everyday and we were willing to do their task. Without their

.

. ,
,
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(T 4 perforrance, we could not have accomplished anything. -

QJ
Q. -I can understand that. -Let me say with tongue-in

check at least you got trelcomed back to Pennsylvania. This
s

wasn't the old story of the expert 50 niles from toun on the'

issue of Three Mile Is1 cud. And on behalf of the citizens

of Pennsylvania I would like to acknowledge and recognize the
uc...,tnur.+ e ? v .e. .. c u%e;,m :.,;= y : ;; . .n e;;.w.r: ,, a e ..: .n.r.3. m. :n., w;;.:,q,v. ,

tie you are weariny toda; that behooves Pennsylvania. The only

question I might have in do you have 49 other ties like that

in your closet?

(Laughter.)
.

DR. DE?: TON: So, sir, this tie was niven to re byu

the Arerican Legion of this state. And this rorning. when I"

was selecting a tie, I thounht it would be the appropriate one

to wear. It is the only state tie I have.

+ ,myrm.wm. ,-. , . # , , - +, , w- u w n u. . .c , . ,..;.7 gg , ,. ... ,,,.p,., .u. f.., .

, ,. ,.

P.Y REPRESENTATIVE DFAhDT:

q. I have coveral questions and perhaps your corrents

on it, particularly on the issue o f. water clean-up , the issue

at hand on Three dile Island. What we tray look to over the

next four years as the tire of span, say, on the clean-up of-

Unit Two. I an Pl.id to be following up with what Representative

Cole was talking about, the issue of all the pernonnel on the

island, I an glad to see that. Who pays for all that? l.re

V

i;r-e . , -

*,d '?-'n I { '
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they strictly federal dollars or is this money flowing back7-

(3):
from the utility on the NRC. operations?

A. .There:is no direct payment from the companies to

the NRC for the people assigned to the site. But there was a

recent bill enacted in Congress that required us to charge

licensing fees. So anyone who holds a license pays a certain
v. u - n .o .s n.c ;t + <.. mvu ti m nu.a. e Ws w , s . v w.i w e % "w 4- s- . -

fee to the NRC that is suppose to repay the Federal Government

for its share of servicca it is using. I don ' t think we are

charging Three Mile Island their appropriate share of costs;

they are probably paying the standard fee each year to own a

license.

Q. The real question would be does a utility pay some
(~)(2 type of federal tax for the operation of a plant that is under

license from the NP.C?

A. There is no federal tax. I don't think that our

licen. sing fee.s yet.r.esult i,n full. repayment.to the, Commission
_. : w. w,~ w.. .., - -

. .c a- -

of all its costs. But there are certain fees associated with

issuing construction permits, issuing operating license and

in keeping the operating license in effect each year, and my

motory is to have an operating license costa the company $500,00;0

to a million dollars , somewhere in that range, depending on the

size of the plant. We chcrge all operating plants the same.

He don't attempt to vary it uith the number of inspectors that
Cd

, .
. , , , < ~ >
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,g , , - happen to be,there.
k2 ,

|Q. - On the issuc_of the personnel, there was a

suggestion that care from several cerabers of this cormittee to

our local Departrent of Environr. ental Resources. The arggestior ,

uas that over the next, throu.ch this clean-up operation, that
.

perhaps it would be good for DER and the tiRC and Metropolitan
t w:,u uwa arm ..mmbs ww.w>ne o u .v , . a s G - u. - n ua+:eo . : u ".1 ''

s

Edison to have a wechly news briefing for particularly local

elected officials so that perhaps there ray not be as rany

surprises as what r ay happen over this clean-up operation.

A. I think that is an excellent idea. Apparently some

rombers of the state have already contacted ny staff and

discussed it. I would be concerned if the forrat was such that
n
k.) 4t ucre ve and the licensee, and we were telling the public of

this and that. Eut if there can be a format whereby the licensee
.

' vould describe what he is doinr.and what his plans are and the

IIRC canjay, what,it..intenda. to do and the stati can. say what itj 2v ,s p.,..<.c u- - p
,

1

is doing, so that the public can see that we are not all in bed

together with these activitics , I would be in favor of sore

sort of a periodic briefing, weekly would be fine, if we can

reserve the separation of functions that I think are ittportant.

Q. Your staf f is aware of that suggestion?

A. 'ie have been talkinr to , I believe, a Mr. Jon.u ,

'

Mr. Jones of the State Governrent about initiating such a series .

p.,
k

... ,.
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.Q. Very good.. I live within less than a mile of
)

Three Mile Island and represent that district that surrounds

the portion from Lancaster County. I am asking you how can you

help re, what can I tell the people I represent and my friends

and neighbors about what we may expect over these next .four

.

years on the clean-up of this . Unit Two?
:s.n wem4:u.+4 et.r-ymn. ,mu.suw; w,. e. . w > r wu y . . < a.:w w ..,+.n w ; & q: ~.%

A. I think you can tell them that it is one of the

safest reactors in the U.S. That it is getting unequal

attention at this point in its life that it may not have gotten

before. If we are able to locate some office space in Middle-

town or nearby and put 'a large part of our staff into the

center so that they will be accessible to the public and be abic
/-

to answer the questions that are. bound to arise as day-to-day*'

events unfold, I vould like to be able to communicate better

with your constituents about these activities and I think a

.large part.of.the. anxiety.. levels.that are created are the sames ,..w > ag o a .;
,

feelings I had back in Bethesda the first few days. It is a

feeling of uncertainty, that you don't know what is happening

and maybe you are not being told what is happening. And socehow

if we can set up an institution so that the public can be sure

that they know what we know and have a chance to ask the

questions of various staff rembers , that would perhaps enabic

them to make better decisions. We would be happy to cooperate

Ov
L.,,
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'"
in any such thin 7 that mic,ht seen appropriate.

+
Q. I appreciate that comment because the type of

individuals that are coming to r.e that are concerned about

Three Mile Island and the whole issue of radiation, etc., I

don't categorize those people as pro or anti in any issue. Ue

had worked and lived in the area for a lifetire and I have
. . v.am. #. ..y. w . . w u,wr_ . t. , , m. , .. 4 , .. , < . m , 3 .., , ,. . u g ..a w., , y..,.o,..g,4 m, . .

viewed Three "ile Island prior to ifarch 28th, sau all those

people working over there, this is great, this is a lot of

crcloyment, we are going to have better electricity and ue are

going to have cheaper electricity. And suddenly after March

28th I realize that I 9as part of core type of evacuation plan

and I night have to move out and it brings that question in an
i

l' individual's rind that you never thought too ruch about. And

suddenly you have all these questions. I would just like to

see that happen as soon as possible, that you do r,et your

staff,in. place off.-site, so,to. speak, so,that, people can b.ee , p..w, , . u 4 .. ,
1..,.

more accessible. I have one other question. Have the results

of the containe,ent water be returned yet?

A. Yes, they have.

Q. Can you cotment on then?

A. They are still being looked at. They show, I think

the staff view at the morent of the results, and this is from

water inside the containrent that was obtained by boring

9
.< .. -

..
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through one of the penetrations and taking a sample, show(~N ,

Ny
overall level of activity sor.cwhat lower than they had expected,

'

but show different distribution of isotopes than they-have

expected. For exanple , very high concentrations of Cesium,

for example, which is a hazardous isotope and some other

isotopes such as Technetium.99 and ones which are not quite
w gi m i..w: -v x. - m :n . .: , >r > w w,, u,. p:.:, a,. c , u .s u .,4..e,,u w z u,,, e.7 m ,w.,u.-

,

as volatile as Cesium are there in surprisingly large enounts.

and are still being looked at by our chenists to try to infer

what it reans abcut the condition of the core. But I guess

stat it tells re is that while the level may be a little lower,

it may indicate more different isotopes got out of the fuci

during the keyed up phase than we initially realized. And it

O is the presence of some of these other isotopes that emit betase

radiation that is causing sore of the health physics problers

in the plant when drips from the primary coolants get over

v or, w . w .... there.and result.in..very high beta contamination.Icvels. .. .r.

Q. You say the water is a lot lower --

A. *Lc a lot lower, socewhat lower. Maybe John would.

like to, let me ask Jo'.n if he could amplify on that.
,

MR. J. COLLINS: Let me just say a bit more about
:

the analysis. We have received the preliminary analysis, as

Harold indicated. I met yesterday with the technical people

of the licensee's organization to discuss the data. The people

l')b
.- n;.

' T ' . j,' i: . ', r s ,, ,
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h< N - vho have performed tho' analysis for the utility will' be on-site

tomorrow. 'We hope then to provide that infornation to the

public.once we have reviewed their calculations. I would hope

sometime tomorrow that inforration vould be available in a

forn that we could provide it to the corr.ittee.

. Abou the . . ....+., . . t,n .. a c tivity + .leve,. l,,gwe ,vhad n,,a,de sore + n ,; m. n . +, e.;em e aeign.. m uw n;4;g.m :
. c

,
. ; u.w.,.. c s, ,, - u.. ,

projections based on whet we believe the core damage had been.

As a result of the analysis it shous that it was probably a

factor of two less than what we thought. For example, based on
-

our upper bound estimate , we had estitvited in the order of

270 micoeuries per m1' of Cesium. And the nunber is rore like

a 170. So we were a little high. Principally, it was in the

'

isotope section that Cesium and Strontiun are lower than what

we had expected.
,

DR. DENTON: Jus t looking down the list there are

~~w Joyr . .m about. ten ~ isotopes that are.there in sone quantity. *And 9',

included in the list are those which have lower volatility

and don't come off unless the fuel reaches higher terperatures

than we had originally thought. I think the data they indicate,

that sorte of the fuel got screwhat hotter than our initial

esticates were in order to' produce this roixture of isotopes.

But it vill take sone eine before people are able to go back
'

and recalculate a new nixture. Eut we expected the Cesium, it
-n

|

|

4', #* *
, ,

*'
[

'
*~~ Q. ( gy' 7 d , a 9 , ,,, . , , ,
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.A, is there, but it's there as John said in somewhat lower quancity ,

V
but the other isotopes, Lanthanum, Tellurium, etc., that are

somewhat surprising to show up and their significance will have

to be assessed.
~

Q. I have a right to assure on that that clean-up

operation of the water containrent, that really has nothing to
:w. 4.a,n p i: .; . , , ca r e v , e, .. ., .c .... :.. . . w m <. . s ; w , , , . . . . s , . . . v. u . ;, . . , ; . v . : , ~ . - a.:a a i.,n ,

do with the .Epicor cystem, that will he a conpletely different

systee?

A. That is ry understandinr.. While many cseponents of

the Epicor systen will probably be used in any sysCem that

cleans up the containment, I think this plan is to have an

entirely different systen to treat this water and the system
O
\# uould be designed to handle just the isotopes we find in the

water.
.

REPnr.SENTATIVE BRMIDT: Thank you.

.m., m.,g ,.DR..DENTON: sLet;ne nention one.other part about ....h. f ucm e -

the inland. I find the staff out at the island jokingly worried

about uhether the island will sink because everything is going

on the island and nothing is leaving it. I don't think anything

has left the isinnd in si:c nonths.

CHAITUWi ET.IGPT: At this point we vill take a five

minute break.

(Drief recess.), m ,

(u)
1
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CHAIRMAN WRIGilT:-

. ,
_ Representative O'.Brien is next.

LY REPRESENTATIVE O'BRIEN:

_ Q. Doctor, I, too, want to congratulate you for the '

job you did and I hesitate asking any critical questions. It

is like talking against Jesus Christ when you talk against you

. g.w,.ua m .y.:,-. -.cin .Pennsy1vania.o c 1.b :..g,.a q,.g;.g4 ;,,;,,f g ;,gj,p 4.,g s.,,, g,g,y . . , , ,

(Laughter.) l'
!, <

r,

Eut I at going to ask you some critical questions.

A. Go ahead.

Q. Getting back to Unit One, Representative Cole was

- ) asking you about why it is going to take. so long, the hearings.
'Jv.

There is seven other plants that were built by Babcock and

Uilcox and they are -in operation. Why are they in operation

if they are of similar design and everything else?

vmk;v,w3.m r r * *A7* ~None"o f ' the 'othef' plan' s are" e'xactily ' identical";o* "'t

Three Mile Island. And part of.-the plant thati is supplied by
,

Babcock and Wilcox Company, and that is the nuclear stean l

!supply syste=, the part that is inside the containrent,

equally itportant in considering this accident are the parts

of the plant that are outside the containment and typically

they are designed by the company themselves or with different I
l

architects and engineers. So the plant down at Duke Power

(O>

*. . , - , * j; e

$ , k-
"

-_ _ '
# '
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(^7 Conpany, for example, is different than the plant in California
'Q

or the Davis Bessie with regard to these components outside

the containment. In those cases, the Commission permitted me

to allowathose plants to restart once I made the finding they

had satisfied the terms of the order. So once my staff had

visited the plant and satisfied theirselves that they had rade
4 pa.:.. mp : . u . . .,,,.. .., ,,. o ;. :.; . . ...t , a . w. ,,.# ;. c, .w , e , ,, .c . s 9 . ;r. , , .

the changes we had asked for, we have written safety evaluationc

and I had a basis for restart, I signed orders lifting the

previous order and allowed them to go into operation. With

regard to TMI One, the Commission reserved on the authority

to perndt to restart and delegated that authority not to me

but to the Atomic Safety and Licensing ~ Board in order to
(~)
'd provide the citizens of the area a conplete opportunity to
'

raise issues and be sure those are addressed in an adjudicatory

procedure.

>,w eQ. ~,.When you make.the. statement, you say it is not w, . . W r e.4 - - - ~ . -

really the same design, but basically it is the same design,

the same principle , that the other seven plants are similar

in design. So uhen you are talking about major changes, there

are not that many major changes involved in the different

designs than the Three Mile Island. I am talking about these

other seven.
4

A. I think you're right. In sore areas the plans

- ~
.. .

-

A
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(% are identical and in other areas - - ' - -

b
.

Q. In other words, to get to the point I am getting,
some are identical. So let's go to the Comission, you are

the Director. Do you , dvise the Commission when they meet

what action to take?

A. Yes, I do.
1 m.wn,+ .w , , w . w n, ,.; ; au m . , s.a. u .; ....,u, 2 w. y , , ,, a ,s:r:g.g ,, p .w c., :s4,

.

Q. Do they listen to you?

A. Normally.

Q. Are you saying to them that Unit One sh 'd not-

operate until they have hearings?

A. I remember,^ I advocated treating Unit One in some-

what the same fashion I had treated the other B and U plants.
n/w Unit One was the last plant on my priority list and I did not

want to return to this until I had completed my review of all
-

One

the other B and W plants <because TMI/ was certainly the closest

.to TML Two, and therefore..would . require the greatest number of e-. w n. , i ,. 3 , :, a-

changes. Whereas, the other ones, if they differed from TMI

One or Two, I would not have as many changes to review. So I

put off beginning the action on Unit One to be the last plant

that I would vork on. But there were a number of petitions
.

before the Comission requesting hearings and laying out their

arguments for that and the Commission decided to establish the

Hearing Board as a result of that,

p
\,s'

i

/
~'
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.3

<
> - q. What you're really doing is ,- aren't you really

saying to the people of Pennsylvania, you know, we are playing

a gare. - We are saying because of an accident-there we are
,

not going to let that operate, wo are going to have hearir.gs

on that, but that plant is no different than the other seven

and the people in those other areas are just as concerned as
s w .u ua y y y ,:r . . z .z, , s. a. , , s..;.wm y , . :., ,,: + c.2n. , w .s. ,em.. ..v.y, w ,, w .; 4 .,,,g.... ,,. . .x w. . .

the people in around Three Mile Island. You know. I'm for

nuclear. I think it has to core, but I am very critical of
'

.

NRC and this is the point I an trying to get across. I thinh

IIRC is playing a gave with people and at the expense of people,

j' as Representative Cole is bringing out, trot only is it going

to be 15 percent, but their increased costs of oil, it na go

- up 20, 25 percent t' one people are going to pay in that area.

Now I think that a plant should be safe before operating. Eut

why can't they Imke the rajor changes that the NRC wants and

> # wenat.~ g, .why can't they get.back,in line.like.the.other seven?. 7.,.,,,,,,j.g ..,

A. Well, even if thc Concission had left -- had

delegated me the sare authority they had for the other plants,

- I would not have let TMI One go into operation until I was

convinced it was safe. I think what the Commission was

attempting to do in setting up a Board here was to afford the
,

!

citizens around the plant a more formal opportunity to have

their views considered rather than just having delegated r.e the

LO
.- c. ,

.4 I

... .

f .'[j.2 L . ~ . / ' ,c 4 .-
U ,{ f i ;i t

n =, . - -. . . .-.'...ye t. v .<
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authority to.make the decision. -- --.

h<'
Q. In other words, you say if the people around the

plant have hearings and testify that they don't want that

plant to ever open, they are in the majority, NRC is going to

take the position that that plant vill never open even though

they have opened the other seven and operated them?
p.n a y 9w .eaer.,a.n. m . . . . . , , , , . . , . . .. . x &. . .:.. . .,: u, - :> .% sv-

A. One of the factors that the Commission has set

down to be considered by the Board is the psychological cost.

That is a new aren for the Commission to --

Q. I'm talking about Unit One nou. Unit One is ready
.

-

to operate with the r.ajor changes which..I don't know they made'
, .

- 1 : :e ?' 4. > ' ~ ' ' Q-Q;~9} ~ ':[ j' -j, m Q . .,- P.. .
-

.

yet. But if they make those changes are you saying that they

are going to take into consideration the cost involved in

operating that Unit again?
.

A. No, the difference as I see it, and I am not

a lawyer so,I.may not have the; correct viewpoint, is ,that in.... -m. ga m e. . .

other plants the Commission was content to have the staff

exercise its judgment as to when they had made the changes
|

that the Commission and staff wanted made. Now in this case, 1

because v4 the public interest in the plant and the anxiety

levels that would result fron reopening, they decided to not j

delegate that authority to me but delegate it to a three member
1Iboard to hear and weigh'themselven-whatever arguments were put |

O
b

.Q*q^ ;.+ . . . .

T -' , . .
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i

q'7 forth. . So before that Board the staff of the NRC, which I
-. %)

represent, is just one party And ue will reflect to the.

Iloard our views on whether the licensee has corplied with the
,

Cormission's requirecents and should be allowed to operate or

not.
;

Q. Unat is the Cornission
. c w a u.n.,,v w..n, y,c ,; a.:a.; c.m., ... u. going to gain by having,e L. tw:r in , , , . .. w . ,, e. n, 7, ,.o.e u . . . 4. .... a , .9 a mg

public hearings and hearing peonic? Not that I arc opposed to
'

. having.th'em heard, but what are they going to gain by the

averare citizen going down there and tentifying about what?

A. They will gain what they would gain in any other

public hearing. The Corrission has chosen to have public.

+

hearings before they issue any construction permit. It is partA
N of our standard operatinr practice and they are reverting back

to that for this reopening.

Q. I have attended nublic hearings in Ililkes-11arre on

w e .eje n.- , the. plant.,.. The,maj ority, of the .pcople testified that they.did
. .3~

not want it, but the MRC approved it. So it bears out that

they don't to by what the peopic say.

A. idell, I guess the argut-ent would be t'. int while the

views of the people are not always followed, it providen people

who he.ve a differin,- view or j ust differing technical knowledge

to co:re forth and rake their argunent and test the adequacy of

the staff views through' cross examination
| /

.

|~

.'*- '<
_ ,. .. , ,
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Q. Ol;ay, let's go to Pepresentative Geesey, and sore
;

m

of the stater:ents you shocked rre by raking therr. You said that

the tiRC carries ~out only what Congress reg,ulates then to carry

out. Con;;ress set up the D''C 10ard. Cave you the authority3

to approve or disapprove any neu plant in the countrv. You

have the right to rrant then a license or deny it based on the
:w a n,w n gr ..w,x.u ma'. ,. , r. , -a; , u . ..;.,+ . . . , , , , .. , s. . y .. ., , ., .. . ;. : . . , , .. .

plants adritted to you if you feel they are safe , an I right

er wrong,7

A. Yes.

O. Do you rahe chanres in those plans when the plans

are subritted to your roard?

I. Yes, ue do.

!
. 1 Phen Congress 01 acted this and set up the re;:ula-

tien that vou are sayinr that you carry out, the liDC Ecard drew
.

up their regulatians and % at you would work under and how

ycu would approve u slaapprove plans submitted, am I, right or.. e , g<o: , , , ,

t.ronr?

.i . You are right.

7 Eo in other words, Congress only pave you the ri.htt

to do your duty and veu nre carrving. out orders fron Congress

to do your duty to protect the people in this country to nake

sure that any plant plans that are subritted, in your opinion,

vould be safe, an I right?

|

D** "
'D
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A. Maybe I should-say what.I understand to be sure-

.

ue arc both discussing the sane thing. Clearly, Congress gave

to the NRC Coraissioners , who are five people, who were

confirred by Congrens to hold that job , they delegated to the

five Cornissioners certain authority. Nou these five

.
Corarissioners proculp,ated rules and regulations that govern

u4Wyu r#w.w., >. o u : m . u s 4 ...-L 2 ,, '
'

9 . c . 4 u . , , .s . 3.o 4.,,,6. , y. ,,, #,. , ,. , .

the issuance of licenses and the operation of the plant. Now

I am an agent of the Corission. I direct certain parts of

the technical staf f and rv job is to assess proposals against

the Corrission 's regulations and yeah and nay plans , depending

on whether they ricet the Corminston 's regulations. In talking

to te, you are not talking to the Cornissioners. I work for
,

7
I'

the NP.C Conrissionern, uho are the ones uho have delegated the-

responsibility --
.

Q. But you're the director, you are the top t'an that

-,, w .v...,y. theyz,look .for advice fror.? ...u.. . ,;..,....,. . , . .
, ,

A. They look for advice fror re on whether or not

proposals meet'their regulaticas. But in the case of T"I One

restart, they chose t.- retrove that authority fror re for

res tart and put it in the hands of a board, three iner.ber board,

that reports to ther. nnd that was their decision.

Q. They look te you?

A. I will do the sar e job on Unit One that I would

.

_.

.Y
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(O . . i)
^' have done if the staff had-heen making the decisions. But

they, by setting up a board, provided a different process for
'

reopening L' nit Cnc than they perrtitted to follow- in the others.

Q. Uhat I ar concerned about, the IIRC and here is

where I an very critical of tiRC, I have watched PP&L submit

plans to URC. They have public hearings and every' thing else ,,s ,.,av.ygs, @ u s.. w uw a w. - u ~ w ~ . 4 m c*v - + ~ ^ ~ ' ' ' ' " ' ' ' ' '

on it. Originally, that plant was suppose to go'-- be built

at a billion dollars. The liRC constantly made changes and had

thern rip out and change plans and specifications as the plant>

was being built. This nahes r'c believe that the IIRC does not,

know what the ' ell they are doing.a
x:

1. Fell, tc were atterrpting to learn fran experience3!3
(v'/ with these 3,000 reports that te get and those chany.es were

to prevent sore of the accidents frot happening again and the

one that happened at Davis Bessie is the one that we happened

to have= missed. . And'if we had picked it up and trade the changev.p s.w, r.n,- s .

at T!!I , it would have been ota. of those cost factors we rientione d.

but as I understand it, Congress nowhere delegated to the

_ Comrission the need to balance the oil imports or the cost of

power. Our reission is to protect the public health and safety.

Q. You just rade a statement there that scares r:e.

You're learning from experience. I was always under the

inpression, you know, I ar concerned about nuclear. I have
n

5x:

_ . e: . ,1
+ '
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p1 talked to Westinghouse. They said-they had a standardized -4

v
plant that'they put a lot of money into, and I am not trying,

,

to sell them, 'and they feel that that plant is s a fe , they went

over it. With al1 the technology in Arcrica you sit there and

make a statenent and you say~, vell, we are learning fror

experience. . But the people o f Pennsylvnnia or this nation
p s%.,s +a m , : xu,wnve n c ,w~ u .w-ais-e n -w w ~ mrm.n:n'- w Am. , . . ~ ,

cannot stand by a plant and have the HRC learn it fror-

experience and say we don't know uhat we are doing. Am I right?

A. Uell, I would like to think we know what we are

doing, but it is a very young technology It is only 25 or 30.

years old. Shipping Port is only 20 years old. And we are -

not building today the sane types of plants that vere built
' 'c) and operated years ago. These rachines are much bigger and

recre complicated and there is not very nuch experience with

the larger n:achines. So as these new rachines cone on I think

4 - a .:h u mre . . it ,is : prudent to look, at.what happens in their:first few years -
e

of operation and correct these problems in some of these plants.

It'woQld have been in retiaspect and perhaps advantageous to
- have built nore plants that were identical and we had a lot of

experience on. The Shinping Port plant, certainly ue have a

lot of experience on the Shipping Port plant. But Westinghouse

has elected almost to build every plant different. And only in

the past few aycars have t. hey standardized the plant and so these

n
Q

:. . . . .. .. .
'

l
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_
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standardized plents are now under construction. Where almost-

--
_

every plant operating in the U.S. today is a little bit

different and evolved in a littic different direction than

previous. And that is what rakes a review of it rtuch rore

complicated to the staff.

,
,

Q. . You testified before the President's Comnission. w , : ~n , .. , : ,. .. n , . u m- ; .n, s . . . :, x. , c > .r,,,.... v. > . v , u > c., .. . , ,

that you are goinr to reconrend to Congress to increase your

staff personnel by 100 and then another tinte you testified

here also in there that you're going to give training to all

the operntors , even though you put them on the job you are

going to have on-the-job training. But yet you testified here

stating that you are learning from experience yourself. Why

doesn't Congress or why doesn't the Corrission, NRC po to

Congress and say look, we don't know enough about nuclenr, we

think you should spend roney and get these answers. I hesitate

now saying I.am for nuclear when listening to you. Becausen w <,c ., 4 .

you sit there and tell re we don't have all the answers.

A. I don ' t think we ever vill have all the ansvers

and there are few technolories which do. But it is interesting,

before I took the job , the office that I direct had not had any

growth in personnel for three years and the attitude of the

over-site corrittees u.ts that you're doing a fine j ob , there

aren't any accidents, you obviously don't need to get more staf f

t
,

.e i
,

$
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j
- and do rore. - And af ter TMI, Congress passed, without ry

request, another hundred people because they now vant rore

thing;s done. " hey want orerating experience reviewed far rore.

thoroughly, they eant operators trained better, they ucne

precedures revie. red, they unnt resident inspector.e. I just

think this is the uav our country secas to be sorething of a
.

~ > . v;. . . nn.n v u.m .Sa. , s.. e. , . . , . ; <. c.n ,. , . e .. , \ . e . 4 . .c ..;. , , ..

crisis ranagerent attitude. That uithout a crisis things are

rat!1er dorrant and then uhen there is one it prorpts a great

burst o f action to try to do better. But I don't see that we

are a lot different than other regulatory acencies, the FD/.

'

that constantly look at new drugs, for exarple , and new

scientific findings core along and non experience. I see that
'

;

'I ve, as an arency, have to stay abreast of experience and
'

technology and require those chanres that reduce the probability

of accidents. I don't think ue vill ever get it to zero, but

.., . :, . . we . - I, think ,it .is;.dncunbent..or, us to. try., to press . the probabilities
.

,

down.

q. You ra de the statercut that each individual plant

has to leave it up to itself to prove itself. You don ' t rean

that, do you?

A. '1 hat is the rav the law is structured, that every

case is a separate docket and it goes through the sare challenge
.

and potential challences as the one before it.

. . _

A
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Q. Is the liRC constantly the watchdog of any nuclear_ ,-

plant in Pennsylvania or in the United States?
A. I think after Three Mile Island, we did assure that

there are resident inspectors in all the plants in Pennsylvania.
Q. But aside from that if sore nuclear plant was

operating and they are operating in violation, wouldn't the
* , , ,, , , , . . . , . +r.,

. .

MRC have the authority to go in and shut them down?
A. Yes, they would.

Q. Then they are not really operating on their own.

They are inspected constantly; the watchdog is NRC, aren't
they?

A. Yes, we are tne watchdog and I think it is ourx() standards that we set that determine the perforrence of the
utilities.

And if our standards had been higher prior to TMI,
ue night have averted the accident.

Q. You said you are constantly. learning,-but yet in:the
,

.,

Davis Ecssie that was brought up here by Representative Geesey

you didn't learn by that because it was not passed on to the

seven plants that had the same operation.
A. Vell that is the Cornission -- all these 3,000

reports that we get a year are automatically distributed to all
the other operators of nuclear power plants. And in looking

back, some of the people who work for B and W had some concern

! )
_

.

.

':; . . . . .
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follouing the Davis Bessic event and wrote to their ranagenentj

v

but it never quite surfaced and 3 and U never recomended any

che.nges in the way that the plants operate to avoid another one

This is the Dunn and Kelly retos , people uho work for B and U,

uithin ry oun staff sora people sau the potential in B and U

plants to be seneuhat rore sensitive, the so-called 'lovack
u.- , . . . , . , . > , ; . n . . . . . = .v .. a. ,

, ,

recorandum, and wrote sore treros. Other people , ret bers of

the ACRS had sore questions about the Davis Bessie plant. In

hindsight, when ve are dancing around this iasue and everyone

had a littic bit knowledne about the Davis Bessic thing, we

just didn't have the insight to put it together and say, hey,

we perceive a nattern in this type of plant and ue should stop

and fix it.

Q. Phy bach, treo years ar;o I wrote the Cong.ressional

group in Pennsylvania telling them that I thourht the tiRC was

.iot doing their job and did not know what ,they.,uere .doing, uhy

couldn't the Congressren and Senators know the sar.e thine that

the !!RC uas experirenting or trvinr. to get an education, on-the -

j ob traininr, at the expense of the people of this country?

A. We have at least five over-site cormittees in

Congress and they are ouite active in reviewing how we do

perfort.

Q. They are on-the-j ob training too , are they?

. . .

.
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A. No , I think many of them have been there many

years.

(Laughter.)

REPRESEIITATIVE O'BRIEN: Go ahead, I'll get you

again.
cw .a . . . o m;;e n w w n > ~ ,~><-, , , , ., ... . -

(Laughter.)

1

CHAIPl!AN WRIGHT: Representative Moehlmann.

BY REPRESENTATIVE POEhDIAIIN:

Q. Thank you, Fr. Chairman. Dr. Denton, I know that

this is no news to you, that rany in Central Pennsylvania are

not enamored of the idea of discharging water that is at TMI

in the Susquehanna River. I am a little curious about the
process. The water that la in the auxiliary building will be

. ... s t. . we .- ...

cleaned up prospectively by Epicor II. Uhen you separate,

you stated that the water that would be prospectively discharged

or handled in aome other fashion would be to drinking water

standards. Now, I would like to ask about that portion of the

residue, what form will that be and what volume, for exatple,

that part that is not clean water?

A. Let me ask John to give you a detailed answer, but

. the water will be processed through what are called in the
h

.
s
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chemical engineering profession deionizers, somewhat similar-es

U
to the filters on your swinmine pool. .These are specially

treated deionizers uhich will rerove this radioactive fuel,

assembly fron the water and then vill have trapped on them all

the activity that uns previouniv dissolved'in the water. Ify

understanding of these resins will be vacuum dried as the first
n + ".n W m & & s''W *** * " "" * ' ' ' " ' "'

,. .. . -. o r. m .:rs c. ~, * ^

step so that the unter level is quite low in ther and then they

will be pachaped in a special type of cask and this cask in
r

the type which has withstood -- which passes our test for 30

foot drops and fires and collisions , etc. And the plan would
;

be to ship these resins off-site to one of the three burial

grounds that usually accept these resins. And in this formO
V they are not a lot different, if at all, except perhaps in sorie

types of activity from the resins that are being shipped to

these sites now by all the power plants in operation. If you

would like a_ rrore. detailed . discussion let ee ,have . John amplify. . , .,

s
,

it.

REPRESENTATIVE MOElILMAUN: Fine, thank you.

MR. J. COLLIUS: I can't add too touch to what Harold
has said. Volurte-wise, based on the evaluations submitted to

us by Metropolitan Edison we would estimate that between 10,000

to about 15,000 cubic feet of resins would be used to clean up

the water frorn the auxiliary building. I was going, to put it
(g/<

- '
.
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A in terms of liners , but that really doesn't cean too teuch,.

about 10 to 15,000 cubic feet of resins would be used up and

that would contain the activity that was removed from the water
.,

during the processing of it. Amounting to -- shipments that

would amount to in the order of about 100 to 150 shipments

and that would also include other types of wastes; the dry
.-s . .mu . . <:mmAw.-. w-e. .. n .1. . . . . . . . - . .

compacted wastes, the clothing, materials that are used in the

decontamination process.

BY REPRESENTATIVE MOEHUIANN: (To Mr. J. Collins)

Q. Is that the form that you would also suppose the

residue from the containment building would eventually reachi

A. I would expect that the wastes produced by

decontamination in the centainment building would be larger

volurr.es because once we begin- to inake an entry into the contain-

ment to do decontamination work or clean up the water, we are
u .~ m , n . .. ,, . . ~ . . , ,e,.. . ._ .: ... ... .. .,

talking about larger volumes of water and more decontamination

than we would have to do in the auxiliary building and the fuel
.

entry. So I would anticipate the volumes would be much larger.

Q. You spoke of the possibility of disposing of the

cleaned up water by an evaporation process as opposed to

discharging it into the river. What is the technology of that?

A. Uell, I believe what Harold was saying is that the

utility people are looking at various alternatives. One of

b
x + ,;

f , q., , ' . . . , . .
-

e
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{) those alternatives vould be to place the water'into a scaled'

,

pond and allow natural evaporation of the water. Thereby*it
4

would be an acrospheric discharge and not a liquid discharge.

And that is a very cotton technique that is used in the

chenical industry for the evaporation of chenicals. ".any of

, our chemical plants that,are,3using c,o.gling, systems with.t.sm .;wy
. .

; .;m .s.

chemicals in ther will put thee into a sealed solar evaporation

pond and allow then to evaporate.

Q. That sounds to re to be relatively inexpensive.

What would be the disadvantagetof that as opposed to everything

but discharr,c which would be fairly cheap?

A. Well, one of the rajor disadvantages, and I
O certainly am not, I don 't have any cost figures so I can' t

really say it is relatively inexpensive, but it does rean that

one has to be very knowledgeable about hydrology and geology
i - " - of the area in which he'wants 'to place"that.**4|nd then pntsing "

it in a pond that you can assure some integrity of that pond
1

over the lifetire that you are goint to use it. That is not

an easy program.

Then one vould have to also include in his design

provision for constant ronitorine, people are nonitoring so

you could assure yourself that you were not getting any leakage

out of the . pond. Just because you had a reduction in volune

(Dv

Y' ' -
'

> ,..
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there coning from the evaporation, it could also be leaking issf

h ..

out the bottom of the pond. So it is one technique that is

certainly a feasible alternative. When the utility proposes

to us all the alternatives , we will make our own independent

evaluation and recom:rendations , as Harold has indicated.

Q. I hear you saying that after the water is cleaned
+, ...w.- . g . .# a ,n , . - @ g . m. ..m ; ..s ra : w esa m - ,,, .; m. 44.,

.,

up it will be able to be used for drinking water. I guess the

problem in the downstrean aren is, one of the problems, is

frankly a lot of people just simply don't believe that. And

the other side of that problem is that it sounds like too easy I

l-
an explanation. Uill there be a difference, what will be the

difference between that water and the water that flows

naturally in the Susquehanna?

DR. DEITION: Several years ago the Commission

conducted a rule making hearing to set limits on releases from

power plants and that resulted,in,a,regulati.on called Appendix.,, ,, , ,_

I which controls the level of radioactivity. So that is the

level all operating plants in the U.S. are being required to

meet and that was what was being met at TMI prior to the

accident. But I think in treeting Appendix I, we normally

allow some credit for dilution to the nearest receptor. And

you are also required to look at fish that may spend their

entire life at the outfall anc concentrate radionuclides and
p.

h
# ,s
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(/* this sort of thing. So vou don't take credit for the entire

river dilution.

What is being proposed here in to meet Appendix I

standards with this water before it is discharged into the

Susquehanna. The Susquehanna would dilute it further, would

. be a large factor, before >it would geta to anyone's drinking a u

water supply. So in essence the water that would be released

from Epicor would be, would contain, less radioactivity than

comparable water being released at the other operating plants.

Is that a fair assessment, John?

Now I understand downwater users who don't want

one atom in their water that comes from TMI even though it
,

meets otherwise Federal standards.

.

BY REPRESENTATIVE MOElill! ANN: (To Dr. Denton)

,Q q,, .,But it t:ould ,not ,b.e down, to background level,7, ,,.,,c ; , ,
.

, ,

A. No, it would not be down to background. There woulc,

be some swall incrcrental arount over background. But the

Appendix I levels are set so that son. cone drinking his full

water supply from a powar plant would get less radiation from

that water than he would from, say, a round trip to California

and back. It is.five millirem a year. That.is the level that

~is required to be ret at reactors by people who consume their

10
.M'
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7-5 entire -~ dietary intake of water found from a power reactor
Q)'

outfall. It is a very low level of radiation above background.

REPRESENTATIVE 1:0EHLMA!E: Thank you, Dr. Denton.

DR. DE*! TOM : Let. ne rake one other point that I

raybe glossed over too quickly and that is the form of the
waste, the form of the renins. I rentioned vacuum drifir % *w+a,own+-u w"ed resins ., . , s .a ; .. %, 14. - ~ m' .- c-.-, , ,,

We are allo giving some consideration as to whether we would
~

actually want to solidify those resins further to put them into

some sort of matrix vhich would make their escape and transport

even more renote. Ue have not made a final decision in that
area.

CHAIR"1di URIGHT: Looking at my list of cormitteea g/( rembers who would like to ask questions, it appears this

cession is going to he rore lengthy than I originally
anticipated. In addition to which we have a group from

Pontgomery County. .who uould like to make..a presentation. . : So :_. , ''

I have decided we will take one rore cormittee renbe. and.then

take a half-hour breah for lunch and core back and continue
this afternoon. Representative Klingaran.

REPRESEITIATIVT, KLINGAMlll: Thank you, !!r. Chairnan.

BY RI.'PRESEUTATIVE KLI !CAPA":

q. Dr. Denton, I feel corpelled to add to the accolades

to you for what -vas called here thin corning your enlming -
/V)

_

f A. ' s-
'

'
- - '
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(m influence. You at least irpressed those of us who at that
\)

critical time got our bearings from the media as the fellow

at the plant who was worthy of belief. However, contrary to
.

Representative O'Brien's remarks, I do dispute your divinity.

A. So do I.

Q. The question, I'm looking at a copy of this morning 's
... . . . am . .. , wg : %., ,. e ,. v.w Mt uinn .m.s., . .+ u a , . . ; > .'

,

issue of the Lancaster Intelligencer Journal and there is a-

story in it written by one of their journal staff headlined

TMI Accident Determined " Maximum /secident". It reads in the

first paragraph, a profescor of nuclear physics said here Tuesday

night latest of ficial reports, and it doesn't anywhere in the

story indicate where the official reports came from, latest

official reports indicate that the nuclear accident at Three

Mile Island last March was a " Maximum Accident". He says, on

a scale of one to nine with nine representing the worst, Dr.

Mieko Kahu,.(phonetic) of, the. City College, of, New ) fork said. h,e, . , . ,
. , ,

Icarned recently that the Three Mile Island accident was terced

a class nine accident. Not7 to r.e the word maxieum is the

ultimate, the fartherest, the extreme. My question to you is

do you think that the accident that we suffered at TMI was the

eaximum, that is, the worst that could happen to us in a nuclea r

facility?

A. No , sir, I don'.t think it is the worst that coui.d

(le

'% , i A:, .
V *'
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; 7 happen to you. Eut I can elaborate on, perhaps, the class nine
xj

aspect of the accident. We have in our regulations a require-

tent that we consider certain classes of accidents and these

are classes one through eight. Class nine is defined in our

regulaticas as an accident involving a series of failures of

equipment nore severe thtn assur.ed in design basis, saccidents.
. . , , 4,,. ~ , c . ,v t y .., .N .a e w t . . . --

And it goes on to talk about that these classes are generally

arranged in decreasing probability and increasing consequences.

We were asked by the roard on the Salem reactor uhether or not

in the staff's opinion the Three Mile Island accident was a

class nine accident. Uc looked at the events during the TMI

,_ accident very carefully and ue concluded it did neet the
)

'i Cornission's definition for a class nine accident in that it

involved sequences of failures core severe than postulated for

the design of the plant. And a series of failures included a

great loss of coolant accident,.when the valves were stuck openi

and the operator turninr, off the emergency core cooling system.

That is a enrics of failure' ore severe than we require the

plant to be designed for. Powever, we pointed out to the Board

that the consecuences from this accident were not those that

you would nortally think of as ascociated with a class nine

accident because norrally the class nine you think of contain-

nent failing also and all the caterial that would be in contain-
J

|

|
-

.

|

|
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ment would be released to the public. But in the strictg ;

v
legal sense of regulations we concluded that it was a class

nine accident because of a series of failures. However, we

noted that consequences were no where near those that could be

the maxirum. I think probably that is what is being referred

to here.
:, , ,,. ~,,n % < , '.a * f>r ',sr. . ., . ,

Q. He goes on here to s'ay at one point, Kahu also

said latest figures he uns able to obtain from officials in-
~

volved in the TMI incident shows there was 90 percent damage

tc the fuel in the reactor core when the coolant was lost and

that 75 percent or nine' feet of the 15-foot tall core was

uncovered. He goes on to say, in his illustrated presentation
(_ ,

/ 1

''' Kaku showed pictures of partial reltdoun of other nucient
'

reactors and a variety of accidents at nuclear power plants

in which he said there were fatal accidents to working

personnel in the insediate. area _where the..acc.idents happened.

Is that true? Have we suf fered any nuclear accidents as a

result, an irnediate result af the accident in the area?

A. Not in the cornercial licensed field.

Q. I am thinking of nuclear power plants , I an not

thinking of nuclear submarines ani that sort of thing, military

applications , I'm thinkinr -- |
1

|

A. Well the best known was the so-called SL-1 accident |
1

|

|
|

|
_
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I J' which was a military ranctor many decades ago did result in

- three fatalities out in Idaho. Eut in the licensed field,

the field I am associated with, we have had almost very little

field darare nuch less radioactivity releases that result in

threats to public health and safety. but in the early days

of the atonic energy field,.I an.sure other, countries had u s,,
,

reactor accidents also. I would really have to stop and think

about whether there had been fatalities in those early days

fron experirental type reactors. Is that your --

O. I was thinking from reading. this that there were

in the United States in the nuclear power generating industry

(~; that there ray have been fatalities some place that we haven't
( /

'

heard of?

A. There have never been any fatalities with reactors

licenced by *he AEC or the Atenic Energy Comnission. The only

f atalit*.cn ' I am aware" o f at the roment' are the'three ' associated
~

~

with that nilitary reactor early in the progran. Maybe there

are sot,e wore in that hind of experinental program, I would

have to stop and recall.

Q. A little farther on in the article the good doctor

of nuclear physics of fers a sceninnly extrere solution to the

issue and from it I am inclined to gather that he may be anti

nuclear. He says, the professor of nuclear physics advocated

:.
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-g- the scaling in cerent of nuclear power plants.

I won't corment on that and I don't ask you to.

The one point I would like to clear up in my nind, he said it

could casily be donc adding that ne ret only three percent of

our total power fron nuclear operations.

n .
I have, heard in these., hearings anywhere..,now from, - r,-. . . . ~ . t. 3 3, , ,. - . w .,, t , r,

three percent to twenty, twenty-two percent. To uhat extent

in the United States are ve dependent upon nuclear energy for

the generation of electric lir.hting power?

A. That is sortethinr; we keep statistics on and publish

every so often. My netory is that during the past year,1978,

nuclear power supplied sor.ethin;; like 13 percent of all the

electricity generated in the country.

REPPESENTATIVE KLINCilMN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
,

CP.AIPJIAN imICHT: Okay, let's break for about

half-hour for lunch. A half-hour doesn't give you niuch' . < > <

opportunity to go downtown. 'cTe'll reconvene at a quarter of

one.

(Whereupon the hearing was recesced at 12:15 p.m.

to be reconvened at 12:45 p.m.)

;

1
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k
(The hearing reconvened at 12:50 P.M.)

CHAIRMAN WRIGHT: The afternoon session of TMI,

Select Committee, is called to order. Our first member to ask

questions this afternoon is Bob Hollis.

,MR.,HOLLIS: I wou1,d like to pose,my questions , to
. ,

, , , , ,

Mr. Collins on Mr. Denton's lef t, who has had a pretty easy

time of it so far, I assume. Mr. Collins, you are Deputy in

charge of thi State Programs Division, whatever it is in the

NRC, and your responsibility is the review and approval of

evacuation plans and assembly, that type of function. Correct?

MR. HAROLD COLLINS: I am one of three A, ' at

(''} Directors in the offiae of State Programs in the NRC and I'm
v

the Assistant Director for Emergency Preparedness and the

function of that particular part of the office deals with the

review of state and local government emergency plans,

supportive of nuclear. power facilities.. .,,,y, m..,,..,,.m . , , ,
,,

MR. HOLLIS: Within your office, directly involved

in the review and approval of the emergency evacuation plans

for nuclear power plants, how many personnel do you have?

MR. HAROLD COLLINS: Now, or before Three Mile Island ?

MR HOLLIS: Let's go prior to and now.

MR. HAROLD COLLINS: Prior to Three Mile Island,

there was myself and two other professionals and my clerical

personnel, four, total.
,

MR. HOLLIS: Four people were responsible for 78.

.
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O
plants, whether they were on line at that time or in various

stages of construction? How many nuclear power plants were you

directly responsible for the evacuation pisnning, etc.?

MR. HAROLD COLLIllS: Well, I have got to clear up

something here. The function of our office is to look at the
"'"'#+' emergency' plans;of state and local government on a voluntary

cooperative basia. The facility emergency plans are looked at

in Mr. Denton's office and I believe prior to Three Mile

Island, there were about the same number of people in the

office of nuclear reaction relations that dealt with the
facility plana. So, when you lump everything together, you

are talking about a total of around eight people between the

two offices.

MR. HOLLIS: Eight people in the two offices for how

many power plants? -

MR. HAROLD COLLINS: About 48 altes, about 70

.-pre, ' . , ,, ,;.,., , ,, ,

f
m

,

MR. HOLLIS: All right, as a reculc of the accident,

how many people are there now?

MR. HAROLD COLLINS: I .now have about 16, but most

of these people are temporary people that we have hired and

also Mr. Denton has loaned us some of these people.

MR. HOLLIS: With 16 people, the new rules and
!

regulations that have been just promulgated as a result of the

accident, do you feel that you are capable of performing -- 1
,

1

)
,
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O'
am not saying you, personally, but the NRC is capable of

ensuring that emergency operations plans are adequate? That

the general public is taken care of as a result of the plan

that's an effective plan? It's been tested and everything?

MR. HAROLD COLLINS: If we have the right number of

people that we have adequate resources, yes, we can do the't< ~ "- -

job. I think the problem prior to the accident was that we

were suffering in terms of resources and also in terms of

budget. In other words, the wherewithal to provide the

necessary training programs and so forth for state and local.

government, although we did make some progress in the training

area. To give you an example, when we first started our
r
( training program for emergency preparedness with the state and

'

local Eovernments, my budget was $20,000 a year. Today, it is

about a million dollars a year.

MR. HOLLIS: Out of this million dollar budget, is
'

there any money in there to' provide financial'assistar;e to

state or local communities in the development, preparation and

required equipment that they might need to effectively have an

emergency plan?

MR. HAROLD COLLINS: Not through the fiscal '79

budget. The answer to the question is no. For fiscal year

'80, we have asked for and the Commission has approved and

now it's up to Congress to approve a half million dollars for

grants to certain states and local governments that have what

!
1 -n

,

,
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we call problem sites, in terms cf emergency planning. An

example of this would be communities located around the Indian

Point facility in New Ycrk and possibly communities ar"und

Zion. That is just $500 for ficcal '80. We also receive.d

certain funds for obtaining certain kinds of specialized

radiological' monitoring instruments for' distribution to the
~ '

states and local governments that have power plants; about

$200,000 for that in fiscal '80.

So, what I am saying here is that we are getting

more people. We are getting some more funds. It's not a great

deal more increase, but it's certainly better than what we had

before. Oh, yes, Mr. Denton just reminded me that the
,

V emergency planning picture in the United States is changed as

of April and really for sure as of July, with the establish-

ment of the new federal emergency management agency.

IG. HOLLIS: Oksy, as a result of the establishment

and finally getting under'way the federal' emergency management

agency, do you feel and the 00A has recommended, that this

agency assume the responsibility for making policy and

coordinating radiological emergency response planning in lieu

of the ?3C. What is your position and what is the NRC's

position in this matter?

MR. HAROLD COLLINS: Well, we have gone on record

in a number of letters from the Director of my office and also

from Chairman Hendrie FIEA and Chairman Hendrie had a meeting i

.

'
r
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with Mr. Macey (phonetic) of FNEA, the Director of FMEA,

yesterday. We have taken the position that FMEA. should assume

the coordinating and policy making role for this particular

kind of emerEency planning and preparedness; that is, the

support of nuclear facilities.

'' ' " ' ~ However, we: also 'take the ' position "that FMEA will not'

be able to do this alone, because there are a number of other

federal agencies that all have some kind of expertise or ax

to Erind in the nuclear power plant business. Examples of

those, of course are our own agency and the Environmental

Protection Agency, the Department of Health, Educ?tien and

Welfare. So, we are Eoing to be looking to FMEA for leadership

and coordination in setting policy and in coming up with the

wherewithal, across the whole federal spectrum so that we can

get adequate emergency plans ~1nto place; but FMEA is still

going to need us in this business, althot;h we will step down

from the Icad" agency role thaf~we haOe'had in'the pas't. *
~

''

MR. HOLLIS: You mentioned a half a million dollar

appropriation the next fiscal year's budget for problem plan,

one being Zion and the other being Indian Point in New York,

which I am familiar with. What are the problems there and

why would they be Ectting the money and what type of equipment

or what is the money Eoin6 for that should not possibly come

into this area? The reason I say that is that one of our local

directors here, county director in which the plant is located,Ist
x3

'
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has applied for federal grant for communications equipment.

It was denied, yet there was over $7001000 had been appropriated

to study effects of the accident, but yet ccmmunications

equipment, that is the most critical thing in emergency

evacuations. Effective communications has been denied.

' 'MR . HAROLD ' COLLINS: ' Well' " the' $'500,'ooo 'ttia't' tiie '~ ' ~e >i... '- .-- .

,

Commission has approved for the next fiscal year for this minor

aid money, as it would be, we haven't really identified

specifically where that money is going to be sent. Obviously,

if we were to divide up the $500,000 by 50 states or let's say

the 40 states that have or ultimately will need these types

of Omergency plans, each one of the states wouldn't get very

r much money. We have also ccmpleted a funding study in our

office which will soon be published as an official NRC report,

which indicates to us that there is a great disparity of

resources between various counties and various states. Some

StatesandlocalEovernmentsarere1ativeIyaffluentO[th
' ~

respect to havinE funds to spend on emerEency planning. Others

are in the poor house. Those that are affluent, one wonders

why they haven't spent more money and I think it's been a lack

of will or priorities. So, I think we haven't made a decision

as to how we are going to spend this money. We will be advising

the states and local Eovernments that at th; time we have the

funds, that it will be available and we will have to take a

look at the applications and try to spend the money that we have

;.-
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in the best possibic fashion.

MR. HOLLIS: Well, last week --

IG. HAROLD COLLINS: So, we haven't ruled out

Pennsylvania or its local governments.

MR. HOLLIS: Last week in testimony for this Committoo

frem 0PU tihich'indic'a'ted that"theyi6uld b'e 's'i11'idg"$'' hdvii ""~ '
' '"

placed into the rate base structure, funding to support local

governments, plans for equipment, etc., for emergency evacuation

planning, particularly if a county, as you say, did not have

the thing. Now, they haven't said who would pay for it. They

suggested consumers, but around most nucicar power plants, the

electric ger. orated does not go to the local areas as in this

case. bu, if someone were in New Jersey they were maybe getting

the electricity generated by that plant and maybe going to pay

for it as a local; but, has the NRC taken any position and maybe

I ought to refer this to Mr. Denton, as to they now pay a
: : , c ., . 4 ., a

. . . , . . . . . . . . . . ,
.

million dollars or so licensing fee that is part of their fee

or something. They will have to pay something toward the

development of emerEency planning and things like that. Who-

ever can answer.

MR. HAROLD COLLINS: Well, I think maybe I can. We

have certainly been looking at this and as I have mentioned

to you, the funding study that we referred to as the Soloman

report, prepared by Dr. Stephen Soloman of our office over the

g past year, which will soon be published, one of the things that

.

*I
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Dr. Soloman recommends in his report, which ultimately will Eo

to the Commission and also will Eo to the new FMEA, is that

perhaps the licencee ought to be required to pay $1 million

upon the licensing of his unit. Alco, every time one of these

unita in licensed, that this $1 million goes into a fund

gailaEcd b'y' tho' federal EoverNnth Nr$$sNeN~a'riS"EitYa"Nnd' #a, ,w- - ''

be colely utilized for emergency planninE. Dr. Soloman

estimates that between the year 1980 and the year 2000, his

study reveals that about $150 million will be ' required for

adequate emergency planning for the whole United States in

support of these facilities. That's not a lot of money, $150 '

million, when you conalder that a new plant tcday, a singic
.

'

s) unit, will cost you well over a billion dollars.

So, we have started to look at how we are Eoing to
fund it. One of the things I'd like to point out is that two
states aircady have passed Leginiation requiring that the

, , , .. a . , ,e., . . ,, , . . ,, . . - - - 3 s. s .. . . ,

nuclear utilities in their state be assessed and provided

funds for this kind of emergency planning. Those two states

are Illinois and Oregon.

1E. HOLLIS: They have passed Legislation?

I'E. HAROLD COLLIUS: Yes, they have. Yes, sir, they

have.

MR. HOLLIS: My next question would be, in order for

a plant to Eet a conditional or a license, there must be under

the new proposed rule or whether it's proposed or actually

.

:..
.

.
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placed as such to get a license, there must be an approved

State and local emergency evacuation plan, true?

MR. HAROLD COLLINS: Are you referring to the Hart

Bill, Senate 5527

MR. HOLLIS: Well, I thought you got a new rule out

requiring a ten mile evacuation plari ~and "equ'ipmenti a'nd"that '""' '

type of stuff, prior to a plant receiving a license that they

must have an approved evacuation plan. Is this in rula now?

MR. HAROLD COLLINS: You mean the state plan or

local government?

MR. HOLLIS: Right.

MR. HAROLD COLLIUS: No, it is not enforced at this

time. The Commission did issue an advanced notice of proposed

rule making for public comments. That's the status of the --

MR. HOLLIS: Well, there is an eleven week inspection

or something goiq;on down at Three Mile Island right now for
" "

emergency evacuation ' planning.''You dot a'two" week', five week,'
~ ^

you got a team that goes in --

MR. HAROLD COLLINS: Yes, that's being done by the

office of the Nuclerr Reactor Regulations with the licensee.

MR . HOLLIS: Okay, but that part of this that they

have to approve an off-site evacuation plan has to be withln --

MR. HAROLD COLLINS: That's tied in with the office

of State Programa Review of Pennsylvania plans and local

Eovernment.

. ~ V-.
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'

MR. HOLLIS: What I am getting at. is it is not the

intent of the NRC that prior to the issuance of the license to

operate, that the facility must have an approved emergency

evacuation plan to include up to ten miles. Is this what the

plan is effectually?
, s. -- - j. COLLINS:'" $h'ere cre two~ashldts*^and"you " ~

'
~c-

t

are touching on both of them here. We have reviced, right

after the Three Mile Island accident, requirements on the

licensees. He has to do rrre. He has to have clearer indication

within the plans, such as dropping water level, as to when he

would declare a site emergency. Better definition of radio-

active releases, we are requiring that he install monitors so

that he can determine what is being released from the plant

so that we wen't be in the situation what we were up here,

flying blind. We required additional off-site monitors so

that you can be sure that there is no gas in the coverage. We
- - - 4 ;- ., .

. . , . . . , ,,
.

are requiring an off-site response center that you mentioned,

where the licensee and the state officials and federal officials

can all gather and discuss the strategies for the days ahead.

We are doing this at all operating plants and that

plan does require the licensee to contact all the localities

out to a distance of ten miles. The ten miles is a recommended

distance by the EPA-NRC task force.

We are doing this, while at the same time realizing

g that Congress may require as a condition of new licenses or,

.

.
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oven as a condition of continued operation of existing plants,

approval of state emergency plans. That is now in Congress

and hasn't been approved by Congress. The Commission has it

out for comment. So, we are going ahead with the licensee's

part, because we think that has to be done regardless of the

i outcome'of the other part. "+ "-'"''u*'" " "' >'

MR. HOLLIS: The reason for the question is that

the -- it came out again in testimony with the GPU officials

last week that if a local community or a state or county, no

madar who it was within the emergency -- the off-site emergency

evacuation planning and operations, refused to have the right

equipment, refused to enter into because of local government's

\;f dislike or be what it may for that plan that's there could,

in casence, preclude a licensee frcm operating a nuclear power

plant. Now, where does the NRC stand and what is the position

going to be if the budget area we are talking about, a rural
i

'

area, ' they don't have the money"to~ go out 'and ' procure ' '

communications equipment. They don't have more alert equipment,

whether it be sirens or be what it may. What would happen in
1
'

that case?

DR. DENTON: In the past, the approval of state plans

has not been a preconditioned for issuance or continued

operation. The Commission, itself, is considering making it |
|

so through their rub making and Congress is considering making

it so through federal Legislation. So, the chances look good

.

O 1
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for some additional conditions or linkage between state plans

and licensee plans. I would say it's extremely likely in the

near future.

Sm. HOLLIS: But, in essence, though I think the

bottom line is that if a local community decided that they did

' not' van't to'I articipatie' for"o'ne Y6asorf or"the'other ~1'n the" '' i
emergency planning around the nuclear power plant, then

basically the licensee could be precluded from operating that

plant becauce they didn't have an approved evacuation plan.

DR. DE!! TON: Under some of the schemes proposed,

that in exactly correct.

MR. HOLLIS: Well, that's basically what I was trying

to get at. It would appear that the emergency planning prior

to Three Mile Island had sort of been in the back pocket.

Nobody paid much attention t'o it. They had a plan. They didn't

have a plan. There was infrequent -- they have never been
' - , ..

.

., ,. .. .o . ., . . . . , , , ..

tested. Now, under this proposed plan, as I understand it,

there has to be an off-site evacuation test once every five

years?

DR. DENTON: Yes, sir.
I

LE. HOLLIS: Now, Congress has recommended also |

l
once a year that they have a test. What.is your --

'

i

DR. DENTON: We have, as part of the licensee's plan, |
we were Eoing to require a test at least every five years and |

we thought that was one a month, which was within our capabilitie s |

:
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of the plan and execute and evaluate. That's how we picked
., five years.

I am not sure what Congress is seeing, but it does
sound - one year does sound familiar.

MR. HOLLIS: I am looking at the government operation
House report. They suggest once a year.

MR. HAROLD, COLLINS: With respect to~ odr ' guidance 'j
o. 4 ,- m v -

documents fer state and local governments in emercencies

planning which has been out since 1974 and then later amended
in 1977, priority Cuidance documents.

We recommend the test
once a year and that is the current condition that we operate

under in order for a state to maintain its concurrence that
it should have an annual test once a year.

{ Now, this does pose problems for a state like

Pennsylvania and a state like Illinois and a state in which
;

there are more than one reactor site. For example, in 1111ncis

or you could say this about Pennsylvania, if you are going to i

,have an exercise at every nuclear facility' in 'a ' state with. i

;
.

.

l

maybe nine reactors, you can see you are Coing to have an
iexerciFe about every month. So, our intent was not to have i

that,
because that's quite a burden; but to have one exercise

in the state once a year.
That would involve the sthte and its

1.ocal governments associated with that nucl
ear facility. Then,

the other nuclear facilities, they would conduct exercises
I

once a year involving their local governments with perhaps some
limited state participation.

$ g
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In these states with a lot of reactors, you know, if
you want a full blown exercise with overy reactor, I think the
state people in the Civil Defense organization and the

radiological health orEanisation would be doing nothing but
exerc ises . Uc think that some kind of happy meeting ground

.v>- .r a .. ,..v" ~ han' to 'be arrived at h'ere 'and .make',it reasonable, but yet to
' , . , . . ..

make it effective.

MR. HOLLIS: But, basica ly, what I think this

Congressional Coramittee determined was that you people had

pubitshed rules and regulations and said you would do this and
you haven't done tr,. The rule has been in since 1974 that said
you will have all these tests and, in escense, you never didrm

! J test the plans and things like that. Is this true?

MR. HAROLD COLLINS: No, the licensee plans have been
tested every yecr. Alsc, typically over the last three or four

years, we have observed anywhere between about 12 and 18 state
' .,, .. . t a. . , . .. e . ,. ,.m. .exercises a year. So, testing has been going on, but it hasn't

been across the board.

MR. HOLLIF: But the tecting has primarily been a

communicaticns test with limited people from tha outside. Now,

we are talking about that it was the nuclear plant notifying
their house people. They sent a team cut .tx) check instruments.

They would notify the state bureau or whatever it was,

radioloE c protection, and they would notify maybe the statei

Civil Defense. Primarily from a communications standpoint,,_
,

1

|
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there was never any notification of the local county Clvil

Defence Director or he, in turn, would then notify his people

dcun the line. They were never brought into the testing

It was just at the hlE est level with a minimumhstandpoint.

of ccnfusion and a minimum of outside notification. There was

no blowing'the'' siren ~or' som6 thing like"thaVi^ No"o'e nanted'to
~

n

say anythingzbout what was Eoing on at that plant because people

wouldn't have responded anyway.

MR. HAROLD COLLINS: Kell, uhat you say, sir, is only

partially true. It varies. The way testin6 has been going,

it varies all over the United States. Some of the tests have

been the kind of tests that you have just described. Others

of them have been much more comprehensive, involving many local

governments, the state tcvernment, even the federal Eovernment.

Cne of the problems with testing emergency plans in the past

has been that, you are quite right, it hasn't been done on a

consistent basis. What' yo'u describe is abcurSt'e#f5E'abde of " '

them, but it is not accurate for all. What we had proposed

now is to provide the state and local Eovernments with

standardized exercise scenarios, a bcok of them, of about 12

that they can select frcm and the utility can select frcm.

They can pick a different kind of test every year. This is

what's been needed all along, was the standardized testing.

So, what you say is partially correct.

EEPRESENTATIVE GEESEY: Can I just make one comment,

s
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here? Just to follow up Bob, let me tell you how bad the
testing really was. The community that I live in did not

receive an evacuation plan until the Friday af ter the accident
and then they got it in the mail. The evacuation point was

a school building right on that five mile circle. Now, that's

the kind of testing'that we had in'this'areET# My'dniy~ comment.-
'

MR. HAROLD COLLINS: bby I say somethinC to that?

I think the record will show that as far as the office of
State Programs and the NRC coes and as far as other federal

agencies goes that deal directly with state plans as opposed
to licensee plans, our' position has always been that these
plans ought to be in place. We have been publishinE Euidance

,
,

(' until it's been coming cut of the ears all cver the place.w

There is all kinds of guidance out there, booklets, checklists
and everything else. One of'the problems is gettinE the state
and local governments themselves to do anything with this

.

' . . , .
.. . ;., . , .. .stuff. So, you know, I would kind of like to bounce that right

back in your lap and say, where were the Civil Defense Director 0

in these communities and why didn't they follow the guidance

and why didn't the State of Pennsylvania seek concurrence in
its plan? Those are questions that have to be asked and

answered by state and local government people. The federal

government can't do all of this on its own. So, some state and

local governments have been recponsive. I regret to say that

the communities in this state, on an honest basis and I am beinE

-

.
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candid, have not been responsive to our government's plans.

REPRESENTATIVE GEESEY: I can assure you that some
of those responsible have been taken to task.

CHAIRMAN WRIGHT: Representative KlinEaman.

REPRESENTATIVE KLIN0 AMAN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Dr. Denton, -this 'arternoon's ' issue"of"tiNNdN1'nNeYs"Yii$e~s~_ - - .

some more questions along the lines of our conversation this
morninE. There is a headline that says "TMI Accident Exceeded
Limit of. Plant Desi n." Then, when the story is continued inE

the interior of the newspaper, the headline says "TMI Mishap
Rated Highest in Severity." Now, when we talked this morning,

you said that on this scale of one to nine that was devised by
/~'S(y the Commission, we were talking about failures or a succession

of failures that determined the classification of the severity
of the incident. Now, then, is there 4.ny direct correlation

between the severity of the equipment failure and what is also i

>\t * - . . .. a . - ,c ; a . . ny ., -: , .uv' called in,he_r..e, the radiological consequence of the failure?
!

Are they directly correlated as one and nine or another and
i

nine or do you need two different sets of scales? Can you
<

elaborate a bit further?
DR. DENTON: In the TMI accident, it turned out chat

they were not correlated. When they were. originally devised,

it was felt that the more successive failure you had, the more
likely you would have an occac Rn to breach the containment and

|

(3 have major releases of radioactivity.. This accident, we have
O

< s
~
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defined as a class nine because it meets the test of succensive
failures of. cquipment more severe than the design basis. In

terms of consequences, it would fall in the lower end of the

scale. It would prebebly be a class three or four, well within

the censequences of many of the lower scales. So, it would be

failures 'that tripped the ' class' hine, no@'th cohshquences'ati ''* *+

all. I think continuing studies have shown that the off-site

doses of the north gate was about 100 millirem, as I was saying
when I was here, which is no where near the doses that we

calculate or even class eight accidents.

REPRESENTATIVE KLINGAMAN: You are saying that in

terms of consequences to the people living in the area, it was

|k{ a three or four?

DR. DENTON: Yes, sir.
.

REPRESENTATIVE KLINGAMAN: But in terms of -- the

number of failures. The number of equipment, it was perhaps
,. ;' 1. . , . . ~ c: . .. . . . , , , . .,

beyond your expectations to what might be able to happen? ,

DR . DENTON: That is correct. The consequences of

classes one and two are normal operations. So, in terms of

off-site doses of this and the consequences, it's definitely

at the bottom of the scale, a little htt above normal operattont;

but classes six, seven and eight have really made your

consequences, assumed to be associated with it. That has been

a source of confusion and some of the technical staff think

that we shouldn't follow the definition of class nine that's

. . .
.

' f' .g
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actually in our regulations, which would base it on consequence s

and have written descending opinions to the opinion we filed

with the beard. We have also provided copies of those to the

board. We have based our reading of class nine on this

mechanical failure sequence and not on consequences.

t ."' REPRESENTATIVE -KLINGAMA' t "Wellk'so"that 'yo'u don' t 4N' I -o< .. -e

scare the devil out of us again, I suggest two sets of scales.

I gather in this case that actual effect was bad enough, but

certainly not a class nine in severity; but that possibic

effect, possible, could possibly have gone up to nine, if we

had two sets of scales?

DR. DENTON: The two sets of scales, in order for
[

C) this one to cross the threshold from where it was into a largerq_

one, would have required failure of containment and releases

of the gases and liquids tha~t were inside. Then, the cutside

doses would have been markedly: different. Some of the staff

has since'done sehe Abmpa'rikons 'of'the'off-site" doses with
' ' ' *'

other every day hazards. While I wouldn't like to cast them

as being absolutely exact and incomparable, one comparison is

that the equivalent mortality risk for someone standing at the

north gate in the course of the accident is the same that you

would incur from smoking .two packs of cigarettes during your

lifetime. So, the actual consequence is off sides to the

maximum exposed individual are small in comparison to every

_ day risks.

U
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REPRESENTATIVE KLINGAMAN: I certainly suggest some

effort for clarification on the part of the URC, because there

is a paragraph here described through an individual who says,

"the NRC and the board has always maintained that a class nine

accident is not worthy of a discucsion, since the chances of

it happeninE are 'so 1od"'" ac' cording ' to''Haro'id ' Schultz ' (phonetis).-' " ' " ' '

~' '

This book is for an environmental advocate. So, there obviously

is a great deal of misunderstanding between what you perceive

to be a number nine severity with the radiological consequences

on the area and, frankly, we don't care if the plant fails, but

we don't uant it to get out of Three Mile Island.

DR. DENTON: In terms of consequences, it was

certainly not a class nine accident. It was well within design

assumptions.

RE n6:SENTATIVE KLINGAMAN: That is, the radiological

consequences of it were well below nine, in your opinion?
< c . .m . ,,n , . .

DR. DENTON: Yes, sir.

REPRESENTATIVE KLINGAMAN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

CHAIRMAN 'dRIGHT: Representative Itkin.

REPRESENTATIVE ITKIN: Dr. Denton, I would like to

start off by getting into the areas of the NRC originally has

or had jurisdiction and cognizance of the. design of the

particular plaitt involved in which the Commission said was

satisfactory enough to operate frcm a safety standpoint of

view. I would like to ask your opinion in terms of the

.

s . .
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automatically activated cump pump, whether that was reviewed

and whether that was considered tc be an appropriate feature

for the safety, in view of what's happened. If the answer is

no, then why not?

DR. D2NTON: It's not considered an adequate feat

'for today. I appointed, when' I' retuFnsd',' 1h'e' Ta'dli"fo/ce' ~ to ~ ' "
"

lock into the accident and recommend those short term actions

they felt necessary to implement while the longer term

investigations ucre coing cn. The containment isolation is

one that we think uas not properly handled in this plant. We

vould prefer diverse activation, actuation of containment of

isolation to begin with, so that the cump pump would not pump

water cut during these times. Tne reason it wasn't reviewed

goes back to our practice with what we call the standard review

plan. In the early '70's, we didn't have detailed procedures

fcr the staff to fall on. We more or less relied on the
.n... . u . . m ... . , , ..~ . , ,

.

leadership of the branch chiefs in the individual areas to set

the pattern for review. In.the early '70's, ue developed what

we call a standard review plan. These became the bible that

a review uculd follow in looking at a given plant design.

There were some plants that were in the pipeline that the

decision was made at that time, the grandfather. So, not all

plants that came throuch in that time pericd were checked

against the standard review plan and the standard review plan,

if it had been applied at TI.II, would have resulted in a

-
. ,.

,
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different desi n.E

REPRESENTATIVE ITKIN: But this appears to be from

a very simplistic look at the plant. It's scmething in case

that you needed to keep the water in the ccntainment, but why

would ycu want. to activate a sump pump to Eo on automatically?

, 'the ;nc~ pt'of ' itf, 'tila'tE1Freally' '"" ''''

"It's"just co'' simplistic e

boggles my mind in terms of all of these FSAR, PSAR aii 15'

volumes that take up shelves, where the subject's s' ;pliatic

option could have gone under technlcally. What I guess I am

ccncerned about is if the NRC demands increasinC y more andl

mere paperwork from the licensee, that the value of paperwork

itself can hide. Design flaws v.hich would not necessarily be

9 hidden and be more easily exposed. Would you like to comments.

on that?

DR. DENTON: I think a lot of people share your

ecncern, that maybe we have beceme obsessed with the larEe 1088
nw .,a .s c . ~ . . .,

coolant'' accident and we intend to focus one of our resources
... , , ,

o

en paper studies of the behavior of the plant, given the break

cf the largest pipe. It's been shcwn by several studies that

was a rather improbable event and that more likely causes of

accidents were transient and small locus. I think in the

future you find us Eoing more out to simulators and being sure

that the NRC staff, as well as the licensee staff, runs

different kinds of transients through the simulator and get a

more hands-en apprcach to the real problems that are likely to-

m

o
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occur in reactors, rather than spending so much time on

hypothetical prcblems. If you go back and look at the major

thing that cccupies an operator 's time, it's not preparation

for the major pipe movement, it's all the small thinds in the

plant that keep happening and occupying. We think inside the

NRC' that we' have diversified with highly'competBnts'thchnicd1''' '

specialists in very narrow fields. We kept stacking them up,

specials, as we needed them. Somehow, perhaps we lost the

broad overviou of one of those events that were really

contributed to safety. We have attempted now to pull it back

together and take a wholistic view of reactcr design, so that

the des 1Ener of the equipment understands it's tot to be

operated by humans and maintained by humans and that there

have to be procedures written. We are attempting to recover

somethinc that perhaps we lost through the years, upon the

decree of spacialization that we dcn't do,
o -

. . . . . .. .. .
. . .o. . .. . . ,,2 ,.

REPRES2NTATIVE ITKIN: That gives rise to the next .

question of whether the redundcncies that were inherent in

design were overwritten because of a linkage of operator

errors in doing at times the wrong thinc. That aggravated the

situation and caused the ultimate problem. Would that be a

correct accessment?

DR . DENTO N: That would certainly be a major factor

and goes, for example, to the very first failure in the accident,

the name of the fact that the auxiliary feed water valves were

|
i

i

|
*
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|
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closed when they were needed. This is the sort of thing that

in retrospect could have been easily wired into a status

computer that would have prevented operation without all of

the valves in the plant bein6 aligned properly. Some of our

long term thouEhts are things like valve positions and green

.
lights and red' lights instead of having the operator remember

.c. . v , . n < .., a u , :n. , , ,. , m . .

what's wired for what sequence, we should just wire all of

those up in some microcircuits that are available today and

relieve them of some of those types of tasks.

REPRESENTATIVE ITKIN: That was the next question

that I was going to get you with, with respect to feed water

pumps being -- not pumps, but valves being closed. It's never

( )
been resolved satisfactorily to my mind. Has it been to yours,

why those valves were closed?

DR. DENTON: I think in spite of all the investiga-

tions and depositions taken, we have been unable to identify

conclusively why they_were closed. . We found no one who does,.
,

not think he lef t them in the correct sequence.

REPaESENTATIVE ITKIN: Do you believe after spending

considerable amount of time in the area and in the control
room that such valves could have gone unnoticed by the operator ,

in view of the fact that there are very large lights? They arc

right on the console in which the operator was performing the

test involved in dealing with the particular transient ~.

DR. DENTON: Well, I have the benefit of hindsi htE

| and it's hard to say what I would have thought if I had walked

! . . . . < s . . s, ; m- i . ; . . . ..s...____..,..,. , , .
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in the day before the accident. For example, would I have

spotted it? It's very difficult to understand why it wasn't

spottad.

REPRESENTATIVE ITKIN: You are familiar with the

switches involved ard you know the location. You know the

particular' display" lights' that'dicists drFtns con 65i6 Mard. '"# * ' '

It seems to me and apparently it hasn't been satisfied in your

mind, why they went so long undetected.

DR. DENTON: That's still an open question with us,

yes, sir.

RE?RESENTATIVE ITKIN: This gives rise to the next

question. We dealt with imperfections in design, dealing with

,
uncertainties in operator performance. The next thing comes

uith malfunctioning of equipment. For example, the pressurized
~

relief valves not closing properly. That's one part of a

redundant situation which wasn't detected. Okay? We hear

recurren'tly th'e problems $f' lea'ky valves of Ether ~physl' cal'
~ "

,ysterre in the plant. I shouldn't use the word malfunction.

'.le call it abnor.nl functions. I am concerned about what the

vendcr's responsibility to the licensee is, to the utility

operator in this regard. It was told last week that the

contractual arran2ements entered into by the utility and its

vendors is simply, ycu know, the direct liabiltty; that is,

if the pump fails, we will replace it free of charge, without

being liable for any type of consequential damages that may

,

l'' '
,

, ,

|
'

.
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occur. Has the NRC looked into this and do they believe that

the vendors ought to be non-liable for any malfunctions? Don't

they have a prcduct liability respcnsibility here?

PR DENTON: I see it as two parts, the fact that

the valve was leakinE in the first place and I believe it was

'lii e'xcess''-- the' tdmperaturbs ''iri"thatiIaiMIhNY:Sre "$1' excess'

of what the precedures would have allowed. fo, if there had

been an excellence of operations concept in place, that valve

would have been repaired and the fact that it stuck open could

have been readily detected. I think there are alco procedures

in place that would liave reported that temperature on a trend

repcrter, co that the operators could have more easily seen

that it failed to return closed af ter it opened. I think that

ccmehow we have to institute incentives that encourage

excellence of cparatien by 'the utility operators. One of the

devices that we have prcpeced to the Com.nission concerns a
= a -i - . m, . . . . . . .. . , , . . . . ,~

situation in which they find themselves operating with a -

cafety system that could not have otherwise performed its

cafety functions. Suppoce thare had been no accident but they

discovered both auxiliary feed water valves cloced. Well,

previously we would have permitted them to open those valves

and ask for an explanation of what went wrong and how your

procedures are going to be improved in the future. We are now

censidering strcnger incentives, such as requiring that whenever

they find themselves with a loss of safety functions to cease

. , ,
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operations until there can be public meetings and a real

investtsation of why Tze got into this mcde, h'e are looking

for a way to enforce an excellence of operation into the

inductry or maybe it wculd be the seccnd time we find this

occasion.
., n. s ,.s, :,.. -

g.g g . yg ye O .
, .,

responsibility. The vendor licensee recpence is one that I

think need: sc=c locking into. This is not one that we have

looked into in the pact. Uc have always dealt with the licensee

and held him responsible. Uc really didn't look behind how he

obtained or what liability suppliers to him had. I don't know

if I have ansucred your question in thic vendor liability field ,

b' I think it's one in which we just didn't open that door tose
look at vendor responsibility.

REPRESENTI.TIVE IIKIU: I take it if you are trying

to develop excellence in the industry, that you have to look
m - 4 , ., . _ . _ . . . .._ .,;.,.- , . , . . . , ,

boycnd the licensee; becauce if his supplierc are very limited,'

then he must accept the ccntractual oblications that they force

upcn him. I don't think that's necescarily proper and I think

it's cocething that the Ccmmiccicn cucht to invest 1 ate, if5

excellence in their plant operaticna is the objective.

It goes to the next question. Ue talked about putting

proccure en the licensee to develop this excellence and certain

demands or penaltice assesced. Cne thing that comes to mind,-

g- and apparently industry will probably fight you very violently

G

' 1.' v'' l ;' $
,
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on, that's the demand that when certain things malfunction that

you shut the plant dcun. You know, that becomes a question

just because something is behaving abnormally, should we lose

pouer for so many dcys or hours in brder to correct the

situation or can ae nake that rectification at the earliest

convenient" times?' ~I Would 'likd'tN!aioi/ 'y66 rye $ct'iA to"t'hd

industry criticism to your demands in this regard, that you

may come doun too ticht, tco hard and every time an abnormal

occurrence, they are coing to be shutting that reactor down.

D2. DEMTON: ' !c11, our criginal proposal was to,

require that our reactor shut dotm every time. That sure has

_
gotten induatry's attention. I think we now have the attention

' of the senior manacecont of every utility in the country. It.

may be too harsh a penalty to require for every such occurrence .

In other words, there could be occurrences in which the operator

maks a r.omentary coof in fcilouing procedures ar.d immed iately
.-m , a < , a . .. . ..

restores the plant to the right operation and the system was

only out of service for three seccnds. Maybe there would be

some others, than. The utility has proposed to do anythin6

but remove the unit frca operation. Fine us. Very large fines ,

that will cet stockholders' attention and the attenticn of
manageacnt. Initiate show cause proceeding as to whether the

license should be icsued and the issue being lif ted. Do any-

thing othar than cease operations.

I think that the commincion will go out for public

,

A
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comment before it adopts any view in this area. There

certainly is a down side to ceasing operation. I think the

staff latched onto that idea criginally because it was the

most powerful IcVer that we could think of. There may be other

ways to assure this excellence of operation that we are seeking ,

oi;her thafi'forcin'g*th6'~dnit'down and forcingeadditional. costs$% ir , ~ ,

onto the rate payers.
,

REPRESENTATIVE ITKIN: You talked about operators and

training earlier and apparently your organization is going to
r.akc come attempts to improve operator training and performance?

. DR. DENTON: Yes, sir.

REPRESENT.1TIVE ITKIN: Int's get down to the specific
O
' N/ point where the concern was the pressurl er and whether or

not the reactor was coing solid. It seemed to me, with an

engineering backaround, with the check of the temperature

and the pressure that a primary coolant system would have
' ' - .. :... , it was nowhere near' coing ' solid." -..

. .

de termined immed iately that'. -

In view of that particular, very simplictic appreciation for
the cystem that so.nathing had to be wrenc either in the meter

reading or pressurl er or what was going on, how do you intend

to bring the operator up to that icyc1 of sophistication so

that they can deal with that?

DR . DE NTON: I think operaters are at a level where

they understand steam tablea and_would recognizo.that at
- certain temperatures you dcn't have a sclid system performing.

-

.
t a f
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We used to, in our testing of- the operators af ter they had been

trained by the company, we had a passing crade of 70. Seventy

una the average grade in half a dczen cateccries. You add up

the average crade and the average of 70 would pass. That

.. permitted. some,, operators to have very low score.s in some.:4- - - e i sc,v- sm. . . , . . . . m9 m ._ .;,,,,,

catc6 cries such as thermodynamics, perhaps, or heat transfer

or - provided the average was okay. The theory was that the

crew -- it was important that the shif t crew have among them

all of the skills needed. Cne of the chances we have made, and

I think it's very laportant, is that we are coint to require
that the cperatcrs make at least 70 in every one of the test

() cateccries in which they are supposed to be trained and have

( an 80 passing grade overall. Uc are also coing to require that

they be trained on a sinulator whare the simulator has

introduced multiple failures, such as cccurred at TMI, to be

sure -that they can respond to things _boyond the design pasis.'
,

They have largely been trainec' to respond to single failures

and equipmant, which is the kind of plant that we have designed

for; but by increasing our requirements no that they really are
t. rained to ranpond to aany diffarent failures all at once, may-

1

be we can raise them to this level.'

The final thing that we are doing is requiring what

we call a shif t safety engineer in th3 control room at all
times. LThis would be a college level trained individual with

O
\_J a lot cf experience, whose sole Jcb would b3 to advice the
L

g, . c ; ; ; .
. . ,. -_

.
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senior control rcom supervisor on matters of safety importance

if they arise and to look at Just things as has happened during

the first few minutes of T'1I. He vill, at other times, uhen

nothing is happening and life is so boring, he could be lookin5

at came of these 3,000 licenstng event repcrts that we cet each

year and calling out those + that 'are*npl ro'pi idt6* t6''his" type" of#!" i #-

plant and tell us what he is doing to prevent those things.

So, I think by addinc a really knowledgeable individual to each

shift crew uhose sole job 13 safety and not operation, we will

nake a signifIcant chance.

REPP2SEllTATIVE ITKIN: Well, that's different than

the rasident inspector that you are talking abcut?

DR. DE!! TON: Yes, sir.

REPRESEICATIE ITKIN: Hall, what is the function of

the resident inspecter?

DR. DI:IEC i: The function of the realdent inspector

m .. is to be the policenan on tho' beat, ' to audit the , licensee 's '
. . . . .. .. .. . .... . . . . . ... . .. .. ,

'

parformtnce to the licensed conditions.

REPI'2EE:ET.TIVE ITXIN: Go, he is an employee of the

':ouaiscicn, where the resident engineer is an employee of

the utility?

DR. DF?lTCN: That is correct.

REPRESEIRATIV" ITKIN: Ncu, I have diffi'.:ulty getting

this really h*.ghly trained super duper engineer to go down to

Three !!ile Island and park his rear en a seat in that control

|

I
_
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room, particularly on the third shift. Now, I can appreciate

a young, Eung ho, college craduate that has the last degree of

engineerinc to gc, feelinc that that ic important, at least in

chcrt term to pick up a varict-; cf experience. I would think

that that ',-ould probably would be the area in which you would

dhaw 'it" 'Do you' think thatf tbat "dould'b'e"d?f'icTdNtirMi'yodN 4"

percpective and what you expect of thic individual?

DE. DENTON: I think I cee the individual that I have

deceribed cc chif t cafety encineer ac a tempcrary fix, until we

can incrocce the standards for those individuals that we call

senior control rccm cperaters so that we require control.

Eventually, I uould like to Cet the same expertise into the

k- cenior rcactor operatcre that ce have and at precent we don't

differentiate that much, in my vicw, between reactor operators

and cenicr operators. Ultinat'ely, I think ue cruld combine
!

ene person in the func ticn of command of the crew, as well as
' - ' ,, ~- - m,..a. ... , . . , p

its detailed knowledce of reactor performance and safety. I
,

don't uant to add another perscn Just for the sake of another

person. I aan him as a stop cap neacure while uc devised now

requirement for the ccnicr reacter operatcra and industry

brinca then into performance.

EEPRESENTATIVE IT12U: My reaction is not the stop gap,

but one cf a claicificatien measure by the NRC to the ceneral

public. That's how I interpret it in terms of what you are

-coing to Eet cut of it. First of all, I don't think you are

c.

..

.-
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coing to have the people willing to be employed by this

particular acttvity. You talked about ecliege level. The only

porcon I hcvc in colloze is the one cetting richt out of
colleco or chcrtly thereafter.

DR. DENTON: I think we caw that the company would

cend ' enginecra"from itc 'headquarterstdown. on some sort;of ,j y, , , . ,

I

rotating bacis and equire that they all cerve a month or

comething ac a chift and then back to their normal operations. ;

EEPREE!!T?Tn'E ITKIN: You know, they may be Icarning

Ycu knou, many times in experience we havefrom the operatcrr.

scmeone who hac mere academic training than comebcdy else, but

the other cno hns tha on-tho-Job training and the reliance

O( chifts the other vry to the percen sophicticated with the
I have myequipment and not the percen with more knowledCe.

dcubtc at to the ruccccc of that partict.lar plan.

DR. DENTCH: A let of people have doubtc about it.

I guesc ue are trying to adopt a daisy' approach which has. shift

encincern er efficerc --
FEFSETTIT.iTIVE ITIZH: Eut they unnt to become

admir:10, you hncu, and they have to do that.

DR. EFNTCH: I thcucht money might be an adequate

enticement, thout , for thoce chift safety --h

EEPRESEUTI. tnt ITKIN: Hou much are you offering?

Ycu mentioned cerlier tedey abcut the ccntainment watercnopics .

it seems thatApparently from the analysis that'c beciperfcrmed,

9

M e
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the core damage was not as severe as your calculations might

have -- or worct calculationc that you might have anticipated?

DR. DENTON: No, I 1cft, I guccc, the urong impression.

From som.e of the camples we had of the primary coolant in the

ct;;1.11ary building, but didn't actually have a cample of the

'
. . . . . . . .. e. . .. . . . . . - ~......::--s ~. . .

water in the containme . ,nt'before we'cc"timated uhat the.. m -1cyc1 of

cecium might be. It turns cut that ue did undercctimate -- I

mean, we overectimated what m1 ht be there by c fcctor of tuo.C

Then, ve did find some other elements in the water that are not

ac volatile ac cecium, indicatinc the core temperatures might

have been a little higher than : cricinally expected. I don't

think we reached any determination yet abcut the extent of the
,

,

core damage. It's utill a let cf calculations going on as to

what vent en during the transient period. Industry is doing

the calculctione and we arc,' toc. I wac just trying to

characterine the initisl interpretaticn of this one sample.
, , i. . . . , ,s , , .4 ;. . . .- ....,y , y. , , , , ...

I have cautioned againct tcc much reliance on on2 sample.

There could be played cut alon; the cample 11nec and I think

we uculd want tc try another cample again in maybe a different

technique. There arc scme elements in the e:ater that I have

found a little bit curpricing, who aren't as volatile as cesium ,

REPRESENTATIVE ITKIN: Thece elements would be from

what part of the cyctem?

DR. D2HTCN: They would be from the reactor fuel,
''

technetium, lanthanum; ones that have som2 vola tility, they

.. .

'
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cool.off before melting, but -- -

REPRESENTliTIVE ITIGN: So that there may be some --

I heard you use the word maltint. When you say less volatile,

that : leans that they would probably be more houced in the fuel

pellet rather than be caucht bounds within the clad so that
'

**Ws * ' - - if there was clad crupture,!you would? not necessarily Jsee - those-

elements procent unlecc there was something more damaging that

occurred actually te-the --

DR. DEMTON: Well, these could cet out, though, with-

out actually reachinc fuel molting. As the temperature of the

'

fuel cocc from 3,000 to 3500, more and more of these kinds of

elements oculd come out. So, they are not necessarily indicative
/~

(S) of melting. They just confirm the fact the very high temper-

aturoc :.cre reached, but uhather m21tinc or not, it's still

kind cf an academic question:

REPR"3EIITATIVE IT:TT: You have a definition for

n >+ -

g >np ,;. . m . , . , , ,, ..y. . ,; % 3.,,, u.,u,, . ,
-

y. ,.

DR. D3:?TCN: Meltinc is where the uranium oxide
T at's more than the 5,000pellet itacif turna tc ltquid. h

decree ranCo. We have previously calculated the fuel temper-' '
_

ature ac 3,000, 3500 rance, ac you cet in that rance, a little

higher, come of thoce otherelements bocin to diffuse out of the

pellet, without'the pellet actually molting.

REPRESENTATI'E ITICN: Well, there have been certain

.

statements made that thingc aren't as had as they were thought

5'-

,,b t ?
_
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DR. DEUTON: There have been statements on both siden.'
.

,- ,

I have heard come people 16ck at the same day and to have

analyzed the accident to date that it'c not as bad, the damage,

as the MIC cays. Other people caid the dac. age was greater than

tu?: bit- 4t " W brigina117tho0ght c 'Wei have aWodp # df *pb6picP tlic ' gr8up ** #E2

hecded up by Mitchell Rouganan, who is doing a cpecial inquiry

for the Commissien, who ic 1 coking at the very question of the

extent cf the fuel damage. I don't think we in the NRC have

reached any different conclusicn than we have had months ago,

but there are a lot of different groups, industry and others
i

doing thoce ctudies. '.le probably uon't know for sure, until

(%
V acacone Iceks at the fuel ac it cemen cutcf the ccre.

T e reacon I raice theREPLMEFl'ATIVE ITKIN: h

qucction ic becauce I am ccnderned abc t adequate time in case

Ian evacuation may_be nececcary. It was originally assumalthat
s.u..w+.e.u.,:> amount e . .u.,.. m n us" . . .v' .., a -- e. ~ a .. -nw s ' .ias cocn~ac the/or the coolant fallc'bc1cu the'1cyc1 . w.x +.~ .of the fuel l

>
'

reds, then immediately - define immediately. I don't know.

In terms of a very cmall tite frame, the fuel ctarted to melt.

I.think it'c very, very important that to'be abic to gauge just

hou much time ue have. I think people were saying that we have

12 hours before we utuld have to make a deciclon like this.
In fact, the Governor made that statement, I think, before the

ccunty commiccion in that regard that he was adviced that he j
1

didn't have te make an evacuatien ,dacisien im=ediately. j,,
P l
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DR. DENTON: lic11, that's true, because by Wednesday

nicht, the water level had been recovered above the top of the

fuel. So, I cave them numbers af ter I arrived that were based

on if ', e lost all of the pator altogether, how long would it

be before the fuel would malt and melt through the bottom of

- n %..a # .. i .~ the vessePand icd''micht rupture the' contaihment'.* Soi~ I 'did #- F m

all those calculat'.ons and you can do them independent of the

extent of damage that occurred '|ednesday morning, if you follow

ma.

R2P'ESENT.1TI'S ITKIN: I understand.

DR. DE:ITON: If you take the amount of heat that was

in the fuel, so that as days wore by, it would tal.e longer and.

'g

xi longer periods of time for a release of radioactivity.

''E?fC3ZUTI-TZ7E IT:HN: Althcuch, the cooling.

propertiac of the utcam obviously was corapletely void, even

for those twc hcurs. It :r.ust have been a pretty heavy water

,. c y , m .-
'

m u ,.y . n 4~,z.. m ; ,,,n g ;, ,q .ality under tha t pressure. ' ~ 'p g ~
., . s . ., . m, ,c m . .

., ..~,
.

'

"
'~

:17 fin:.1 <;ueation, because ct/ Chairman is giving me

the bua ine c a here . My fina1 queetion is, the Chairman of the

Roncter Cafety Ccmmiscien, I think it was August 15, in his

report, they < tere reviewing the report ccncerning about the

r * ck assessment. .| hat is the chance of having these types of'

accidents? One in a million, one in 10,000, one in a billion.

The interesting thlnc that Idcrived, just by the summary

s ta te.r.e n t is that that Commissicn -- well, they are concerned

.

p g
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because of it. The Wash 14 report doesn'i 1pply to Germany

because they have a higher population density. Therefore,
,

,

the perimeters mentioned in Wash 14 wouldn't necessarily apply,

but they ccmpensated that by saying that ue don't have to

worry about it because we have more redundancy in our system

ans.he#1;#4y ag.gt ggg g.. g.gg..9 .ig,g ;c%'Mtihe same-

rg

degree of redundancy, if it's true?

DR. DENTON: They calculate a core melt probability

about a factcr cf fcur higher than the core melt probability

calculated in Wash 1400 They do, in some systems, have systema.

which are more reliable, but not-in all. They sought them with

the same basic reactors that are available in this country and'

%
(V in scme areas they have added ec;uipment and in other areas they

have subtracted. I think I wculd be very interested in looking

Tat that. here is one thing'they have got that 9:e haven't and

it's a so-called bunker system, in which you make a single
e m.x;wwa + ;. < . . . . . .. e . .:. w s. : . . ~,e -+ . ~ . , . . . - .m ca. . , ,

systen there 'you but all the equi,p ;m... .r.a .. ment needed to coo 1~ the,co.~re ",

and cet uater in the core and have its own emerconey power and

its cun centrols and make this separata from the control room,

to be operated . cut of the centrcl recm. So, whatever Ece8

vreng in the centrol reor:, if it's attacked by terrorists, if

it has fires, whatever happens to disabic .the control room,

there is one dedicated system that is ready to co and keep the

core covered. They haven't dcne that at all plants, but we are
'

.

1 coking at that sane sort of system,.ourselves.

t
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REPRESENTATIVE ITKIN: Thank you very much. It's

been vcry enlightening. Thank you.

CHAIRM.?.N URIGHT: Representative DeWeese.

REPRESENTATIVE DeUEESE: I would like to ask Dr.

Collins senc questions. Sir, what wa.s the state of readiness

a te w.y . 3, sce eggvth'e' Pennbylvahia"EmorcencfihnENMit'''A' en6P"zind"hoV w611"' ''g

did they coordinate with the other state agencies in the

H aticomplichaents of their mission?

2. HAROLD COLLIU3: '.Tell, first of all, I am not

Dr. Collins. I want to get that straight. That happens to be

my nicia12me. Anyway, with respect to the State of Pennsylvania 's

readiness, say, days of k'ednesday, Thursday and Friday, we cou1 3

.n)(. only assess that from Eethesda by virtue of telephone conversa-

ticns cnd so forth. So, I am not se sure that, ycu know, any

impressten that we had there'was an entirely accurate impressio n.

Probably, the people from our regional office that were'on site
2,w.gs'm. . c. . ~ .ww y .n . - n, n

by tha t' time and some of the ,other people that wn a.-. :were here in .,... ;.. ,.. .. . . . ,. ., . . ..'

Pennsylvania wculd have much more insicht into that; but we, i

as the days went by, we did find out that there were certain

things beinc done within the Pennsylvania-Emercency Management

A ency, Ltself; and scme thincs which had not been done in the$

Department of Environmental Resources that were starting to be

done on an ad hoc basic as the accident scenario progressed.

So,-what this told us una-that en' Wednesday morning when the

t3 - accident occurred, from an emergency preparedness standpoint,-

Qf

. r,. 2 ,.

H ''' - - p ; ., I I . s ; j ' 4,, 4,
^

<a. . j. , , , , , . , , _ t .
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there were indeed certain things that the state and local,

gcVernmenta did not have in place. at that time. I think most

of the ctate authorities, Colonel Henderson and Tom Gerusky

and cema of the other people are totally aware of what these

thinC3 are. I don't know if I have answered your question.
su, m ., u m . .. .au ., There..s a..:a a,ngi. . . .

,

12 . were scme things utiibh,, s s... .-ue not' iced ~were'scing.. .s.on which. ,*; r , c ; -

probably should have been dcne before '6|ednesday,

REI'RT.HTATIVE De'.!EE5E: Thank you. My number two,

quection, f'.nal question, who mada the decinicn tc recommend

an evacuatten to state officials in the morning of the 30th

and what wan that dec l' ion baced upon and subsequently, did youa

ftnd that it was a wrenz decision?_

?m HIROLD COLLE!S: 'c:c il, I ~uess what you are%

referring to ic my telephone call to Colonel Hendercon. I was

tLe cne that cc11cd him cnd hhat I did .as that I transmitted
the rtccamandation cf the cenior manacccent people that were

u . m + r, u , v . , ; . r. n. ., ., ,..
.

. . . . ~ ... g. . - u . . . s .1 . . . .: . . . w..
. . .., . .s . .

in the operation center in Fetherda, the IEC operation' center

at the t'me. At the time that that recommendatien was made

and the people there decided to make it to the state, I think

it ac a cecd roccamendaticn, baced on the information that

the~ had at that mcment. Then later, as acre information came

! in, people thinking, of cource, started changing; but at the

time that it was dcnc, I think it was -- I would ctand by it

mycelf, baced 6n the informaticn. Mr. Denton probably wants

c to cay something.

, -
,
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DR. DENTON: I think I had gone home from the respons2

center Thursday, feeling rather nad uhen the accident had

crested that the cituation vaa fairly well understood and came

in Friday mornin;, to fir.d that the situation had worsened

conciderably in the eyec cf thoce of us in the emergency

re cponse >.. .. . ter.e R
r ..: - .. - ~ , . .~ ,1 : - ... ... . By that tilme. .. r.we real'. zed 't!!st.,ther~e , were ,- s < x. , . .r .. . , , . . a . . .

cen . ,

high teuperature readiacc above tha reactor core and the steam

van being supar-cooled. The steam uas being generated in the

raactor veccel bacuua2 of flow bicekace. There ucre continuing

high raparts of radiation levels uithin the reactor building.

'de ucre ccncerned that the licensee might attempt to lower the

precaure of tha ayatem in order to act on whtt they call the

;~
recidual haat removal .:yntam, that would expand the bubble and

uacover mere fuel, Than, I cuass the final blow was the report

cama .'.n con 3hcu to un from dur man at the sita thIt said that

there was c helicoptar over the containaent and just reported
. . . . s , o . . . s. ,. . .4 . . . , , , ,, c,,5 , e y,,, ,

a reading of 1250 m an hour. 'He didn ' t knou;'where it ,,c_ ame
. p . ~ w., a,..._i....

.
. . . _ -.. .

from, hari long it .culd continue or how it could be stopped.

P.itting all of theco facterc together and the fact that our

perception of tha core damage had increased markedly, the fact

that thare wac a radiat'on doce that was extremely high, would

have been on a claus range a lot higher than whit really had

happaned, and the uncertainty abcut what the real status of

the ccr2 ~ was and whathar containment was leaking and when it

might be terminated ic uhat. promoted me to recommand to the

.

': .,A - ,
,
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' state an evacuation in a 'down wind direction.

It wasn't too long' af ter l'aul made 'that call and we

were still en the phone with people at the site, we bagan to

Cet information bacl: t, hat the oversito doses weren't that h1 h.6
.

Eventually, I think within an hour, we Ect word that the-

relcace had boon stopped . r &/ this t!.me,.;,1. hay:vs.:h a.wc were on the phone
+w w v L.+ . i .wwks .t at,, ,k.;.ya , , ...,a, n ..., i, . 5 . 4 w ;a,.,>.. . i., u ,

.

wir,h our oun Cctrilucion and I think our Ucmmiccioners got on

the phcne with Governor Thornburgh.

I uac reacting to juct the increasing uncertainty

abcut tha ctatuc cf thc core that uorning. I roccmmended an

ovacuaticn' baced cn avoiding radiation expocure beyond that

reconnended by tho' EPA culillnec. I have never been abic to

U verify that 1250 readinc. 'sie did find in the records of the

plant recdincc of more than 350 131 by helicopter above the
.

plant.

EUFRESEliT.iTIVE Lc1|ELCE: Thank you, Iir. Denton, Mr.
, ; ; 4, p, .g n a. ..g , j. m ,,g.,m ,;m; m :... ., c . , , . ,.4. . , % .g . . , . 3.; m. -

. . . . -
..

Cha iri .cn .

Clil,IRIU.II ',ll.IG11T: Five minute break. ,

(The hearing recessed at 1:15 and reconvened at 1:20

P.M.)
,

CIIAIRIEli 1.RIClir: Reprecentative Schmitt.

REPRESL!iTITIVE COID!ITT: Mr. Chairman, I will try to

be bricf beccuco 'l' kncw we fuive been' going a long time.

'fN I tculd like tc ask cccc quections that really apply
v)t

..

,
$ #

'
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mcre to the future than for the present and I think I will

skip a crent deal uhich has aircady been covered this af ternoon

by :1 . Geecey and "a'. Itkin, Iir. C'Drien and Dr. Denton. Ict

ce ask thic questien in thic way. I've chanced :ay format here

a little bit. This questicn is asked of you, Dr. Denton, not

> 5, s.s..cava t t ' . .- .:> ...>v.-~.. ia 'poihe'n' 'idformation'.because~. tac. . . . I; .a ,lly, ,a!. 8

but..... ily for .- v
.. . .. oran onis tea

' rea v

I think tha public ab large are ccncerned with what might

happen in tha f ature. I!a;- I ask you, sir, what are your

cpecial abilities that nake ycu cualifled for the job that you

neu h013 in the TC?

DR. DE!ITON: I am not sure I have any special ability .

I uent to ! brth Carolina State Collece, uhich did offer deErees
t(.) in nuclearancineering. I hr.ve a bachelor of science decree iri

nucicar cncinacring. I have taken craduate level courses in
the Uaiversit; of '!ar;r1rnd aril couracs in England. I went to

work uith Dupont C;npany, 81ch opernted th) 3cvannah River
. . . a p g. 3._ . + .. .a . . . _ . . . , . .

. a ..
.

. . . . . . . . , , . , ,. ',
.

plan for the Atomic Enerzy Coxniscun. I wac there for
'

.-

approximai;el; f1.ve years and I ap nt coveral of those years

nar.t to the control roon of operntinc large reactors. Those

five years .iera involved in the decicn and the analysis of
f

operation of larco reacters. I joined the .itemic Energy

Ccrain.; ion in 1932 na a reactor inapactor,. I think at one

time I hid visited and inspected every operating power reactor

in th2 U. G., back : hen there were only a few 'in existence.

I gradu. illy moved up through the hierarchy of management

- . .m ,
,

* e,-

-
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positions and assuraed the position I have today, approximately

a year aco.

REP 21:53:!TITI"E SC'CIITT: Cutcide of Mut, what have

ycu dene in your cpara tic.e? T:mt'c quite a background. Those

t:ut ocma under ccu are not on the same level as yourself,
', m . u 1 :- .n.> . - - w t, .occ apa icnally, bu t ' the,y.. :r , ...are fairly clo+ne,.n 'dhat g.: ;: thea .. . s. 7 , . . . . o r . . u . . , . . . . . .. .a.. ,

are

qualificatienc, require: ants for the peopic cf that type of

personnel?

DR . r2I,"PC": .e 1mve a ver; highly qualified staff.
'

I lec:ted coveral yecrc aco at data. I think alcut two-thirds

cf the staff h c edvcnced decreec in en the crder of ten or 12
years experience in the fic1d. '.!c have recently tecun to hire

_

| >

% recent craduntnc in crder to kcep cur Crade levele down. 'de

0he hi hent pa ".d ccvernraent aCency in to,:n, I am sad tonre t

any, fr: a one etcn'?pcint; but '.t'u becauce '.:e have had to offer

calarier like thuce te c.ttrre t the caliber of people that we
. w ru ..y +n,.

_

~,.z , ,, g 7: . . , . i .. . .w .>u .;,,.. . .. : ,, a_,
_

,
_

want. Eo, I think c: hen ve have contected hearince, we have to

produce :ltna cco ;ho c.ra rec.lly knowledccable in the various

areas beenude pecpl. .ho oppcco the plan are free to bring in

thcir om e.. pert uitnocces cr attest our cenclucicns. So,

le he..ve attempted to h'.re 'uid train the very best people that

.te can cet to join the covern:nnt. I don't knou if this gives

you a conplete ancuer, but --

REPRESE:!TI,TIYE SCHMI'I'P: That was leading up to my

next quection. There are a creat -- I am sure there are not a

. .
" ' I ** *

, , y y ,

9

+
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great many p3ople walkin; around the United States like yourself

and Dr. Ivan Itkin 2nd a few others like that. There isn ' t a

uh:1a 3rcat quantity, . e i:111 say, cf uorkers cf that type that

can b2 dra':n upcn. In other ucrdc, they are limited.

D R . J Z:IT OII: Some of the ckills, we ar2 very limited

and. t o. . . ,c::pla'.,,4 o.
.. ..nu.w. -

.. 1 .
- m.g . -

'
jbp.....le cuch 23 nucicar+co.trcl mystesa, for,. .

nI n

er.a.1ple , I thiah everyon2 uith k.tv.iledc2 in thic crea is

cont inua11;. acucht after. There are certain cub-cpecialties

which damm1 rotatac Mith tha r=rkutplace. ':e are having

trouble fillin; the abilities that we are ascicned.

T a reason I att acking thatR':!TJ.:S":ITa?~VE .1C:IMITT: h

quentien is that I an lendinz up to the questicn that a I

p:rconnel director in any inctance, espec:. ally in this instance ,
1

n :ct carel; :crn ucre '::un the ones thnt they hire. If there ,

cro not peoplc cf '. hat c: alit'y and calibar arcund to hire other

pe c pl 2, then thcy are 4cinc k cet a throwback crcup of people
c ., . u .,w .;.m , , . . . . . . . . . .. t , ,, , . .< ...

La th7 cperaticn, uhtch ic ce'.nc to be,.. ydangerous. . This, I ~ ~

Lhink, in one cf the concernc of tha pcopic. For example, you

can train an academien11; 'and phileccphically, but uithout

prac tical, active experience, they are not of a special value

to you.

: Cow, how do you cet -- back to appearancos. Perhaps

you need a aimulated accel of what you have out there and I

thin'< that the man that cocos out of cc11cce uith a degree and

put hi:.1 chouldcr to chculder with comebcdy who knows what he

@
.

. . . .

m

4.-. J J .a , , . . . . .,' ._
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in doing, otherwise, you ulll have 25 years from nou if he's

T bacn taucht that when thoce three crean light; licht up, you

puch 0.uce th:cco e,.3 ' ut tonc. If aa dccan' t kno.; uhat that

dcec, 25 yatre frc.a aca ;.e will ccill be doing che cane thing,

puchinc tha batten;. ; thiah that ic a proble:a.

C a.m m... . 6. . 2 .. , .

,; No. . . . . .2nycna can evacuate, gJ11c room.c.. - ,
. . . . . . , . .. -

~.
-,

'. q . ,.

Those~. f us.that
.

' u, o

arc h.;re can du it. '!c aca nearly all of us, 2 .;ould say, can

apply fir 30 aid . o can all arrance trancpcrtation, etc., but

. hen it c la ir to an in ptitude, au are ..; a dicadvantage to the

peopl '; hat ar_ inept. In other 1:vrdc, we can easily be ulped

cu t na:d. Ueak '.f th.y pecple that are working in the plant do

no t kr.o.e wha t ; hey are dcins. Thin ic a prcblem that I don't

:.clou . h.at h r it hac cean attached yet, but chculd be attacked

in the ncar fature, l '' :e are oin; to have nuclear energy.m

I a.a not cure .c.at .c ..re ~ccint to have it, I uc.1d say, at th1 3

point,
&~< s ' i l s,' p % .71 t J: s 1 , t . . . a . _ ,;.. ,, _ %gtg . . ..c

Spocking, incidentally, of ovacuaticn cyctems, this 10

a ;t e ct ic n 's ..u t .iac adCrecccd to I:r, Cc111nc. Th :.3 has concernot

ce fer acce Line. 'c: i; you, cir, that unde the recommendation

to cvacuatc?

19.1U.1.0I2; ucLL11?;; I tranctaitted the reccmmendation

to the evacuaticn '.c Cc1cnc1 Ilandercon cf I'cnncylva nia

Etercency Fanacement atency.
---

I1, Pr,.t < , .m. . .,,yL ~eCIII
.,.,m, . 1 hm., ,_ o.

. . ca. t .a .

. I2. IU.T.CC COLLII!E: Tc Colcnol !!cndcrcon, who is

,

s Y . g ,
*
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your State. Director of your emergency services agency.

REPRESENTATIVE SCHMITT: And why.was that recommenda-

tion not accepted?

Et, HAROD COLLINS: The recommendation at the time

was made by the senior management people in the center, which

> ) . .w n, .., . .. , .. included Mr. Denton and ? I..think' Colonel Henderson, when I - E-

talked to him on the phone, accepted the recommendation. Now,

what trannpired between Colonel Henderson and the Governor of

the state, I don't know; but I think that's where it got

turned around.

REPRESENTATIVE SCHMITT: In other words, we better

ask the Governor?

( MR. HAROLD COLLINS: I would sunnect either that or

ack Colonel Handerson.

REPRESrNTATIVE SCHMITT: Well, there are a number of

other thinga that I fould like to ask, but I realize it's late

n e mg.w 9. .t ' s . s.d '''W'M Mie e nrouW a' grent deal 'and"I apologiz'e 'for,

addi.n~ ':0 your disconfort here, but let me say that we are

goin~ to have to h1ve a foundation in the universities to turn

out the type of people that are needed to. nopervine and operate
~

these things, if no are going to have them. Even on the lower

echelon, the ran who pushes the wheelbarrow, I think should hnow

vhat's going on around him. So that in case nomething happens,

he known exactly what to do. I want to thank you for your

attention.
I :
\3

. ,
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CHAIRICIT WRIGHT: Representative Cohen.

EEPRESENTATIVE CCHEIT: Thank you, Mr. Chair::nn.

Dr. Omten, dur!.n; your cmpicynent uith the NRC, did you cycr

enccunter the attitude thct emergency planninc chould not be

c:nphaalced becauce cuch an emphacic nicht hurt the crowth of
;;,. p pb.yn n n w. , :;.t u m A', v . m ,, : :, > . .n : c ic. . . . , . . . gu.,: , . , , . . - . . . . -.. ,

ar pcuer.

DR , D"MTC :T: !!c , I havon't.

E PREST'!TNTIVE COPEU: ':! hat ic the attitude of the

IT'IC to.'crr:0 nucr~ency plcnning and hcw have ycu tried to

encourage that?

D:1. 3:HTCH: I think that prior to Throc Milo Island,
!

the emarconey planning uac conething cf a back water of the i

are:.; ne' S icacnc of *.'a inpact en the nuclear industry, but

beca:n2 pu ple falt 11:. lt vouldn't bc ncedad, "'here was a

continn1 b tttle to Juatify tiu rarourcec to co into that area.

0;u conaral feeling u13 th:. '; uc chould put more of our apples.

, . ,, . c ..g., ~. .., . v .% ,, , p .c ,.. ,

inta proventing ncc*. dante and dani n'.nc better and better .
,. . . , .. .

C

e qu ip nn t, h2n *.t utta in actut11y assuming the accident had
|

c ccorred an2 planning to copo uith it. I think there has boon i

a ravarnal af that f ac11n;; thrcu;haut tha agency as a recult

of ".33 accident.

RZPR~S":Cl, TIVI COHIN: Governor Thornburgh caid there

wac a roccar.cndction that ran trancmitted in favor of ovacuatio n.

Ho falt that it wnc a hon. Mcw,'in~thoco kinds of crices,

there has to be a lot cf telephone cona.:nicatienc. I cuess it9
.

4 i
,

%
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uould be poccibic for any jokester to call in and say he la

repre.:entin; the ICO r.nd he hac got thtc following recommenda-

tien. ''h:t tepc 2.re beinc taken cr have been taken to cec

that *t util b2 uell :coun .:y all tN decicien :.ukers in the.

stato and 1,; cal _cVernaontt '.:ho re)recent the IJ10 and who

w .s n , n.,a,u 6 .'' n ' t '' ''' " i' S'' ' * *'"'*''''*'';''''' *I * '' "
'

'' " ' ' '' ' ' '-

CT., C P:TI'C:!: I cn nc.t sure th:2L : can identify them

all, but ycu l ava certn '.n1; '.dentified the key area. Thoce

f ir s t re .. d a;> r .: hen .m cent up c rlende cf people to the site,

i:e tere relrinc cn ccn ercial telephcn: cervict. It was as

thcuch the pacpl. we ...nt' er huru fell into Einuteinium black.

holac. You never hear back. That I'rlday 1:hcn I nado the

re cu::c.nda'.,ic n, I <.aa Lat ing 1:.fcr:.a tien fr<. ..; cur man in the

contr<:1 rc co, at I hsd nct telhcJ te nn;c.no 'n the ccapany.

~

!.n 2 cenicr ..an: ce. . cut re al'. ltn it Lail ..e '.hnt La van doing

er hcther t' ;re :t c u ;.lanr.aC icle cc cr an accidental release. .

,<.t, m ... ,. . o .- .....v. .+ .>. u.4 ., t.. .. we . t -
s,.

or an cr cc in.g ruler.ne. "e have , recd 2 a lot cf ch nces cince,

then. h"vc rctuired ded:catoG pheno 12nt c co'/.:acn all the
'

plc.n'.;c and tr rac:u:a1 cfficcc cnd all the plante in Bethesda.

Th:t ' c t he firnt :ncv2

':e h;ve alco requireJ that requirinc the compan tes,

crcanire I themccivec ec that there ic a ccniur in ldent responce

canger '.n the et opany that ,:e cc:r.runicat: .:ith and find out in

cdvance ::hnt'c happonic; cr cthat actica the ccc:pany plans to

take, r: ther then 'ctin; in the r:cpence .c30. During thoco

.

e

e
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first feu days, ne ucre always reactive rather than proactive.

I think ultimately, it util recuire the on-cite response conter

that "o tal!:cd about, as roll an an off-rite rerpense center

t:h-re the rarier cfficialc cf the "ti2ity can tcther with

ccvernr.Mnt effic! ale end lay cut fer the media and interested

~ 4. u . m u . v . - ..-c it3 2 ens oach' day 'uh it "the esituation'-in and 'whatN111 be' tho' '1 '

nort th*nt.
Per ny oun part, the next time the phene rings, I

intend tr -ot r. diarno' tic teca of pcepic to the site much

ecrlicr than Je did here. 'To are loci:inr at icyc to have

p cpir tcre crocial feb ic tc underctand how to diagnosc

unusual reactor cccurrences te have the instrumentation to
7

/ ronitcr eff- r * to decer and recuire thnt 'te utility have
+

'nctrir. nte tict that stcyc cn ccale during cudden chances in
th- ater 1:Vol :.nd ciddon r'elcarec. Thcro 10 c multitude of

chan:ns :nd I den t thirk ve Mr.vc noen the end of then yet.
..m.sr wee e ....,,.,,#

FTPPESE?TPATIVE COREN: "Sb.*t'b du$iar1hb that,'you'
~

'

unn ted te enphrni:e frcnt cc~.uniccticnr and have on-site people?

D*'. . DEITTON: Fir r t,. I vant to previde the instrumenta-

t ien t'.rtt 1 .ud rive infernaticn. Ona of the bic defects is
that *:e didn't hcVe informaticn atcut whct wan really going on

incide the ranctcr core. Oc, to ret tc that information, well

at thic point and then ret channele of ccacunication so that

everyone can have access to it.

PIPRESENTATIVE C0!f1N: Phat rulec door the HRC have

.
.

t (
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in regulating the transporting of nuclear tsaste?

DR. DENTON: This is not an area that I am well

versed in. Several years aEo, we assigned memorandums of

understanding with the Department of Transportation whereby,

I'believe, that we were responsible for the design of the
a $Wa r.Ni , J U J- g, -' M is' transported and-thep areiresponsible tbsn for

protecting the public during the transport of that material.
Then our~ staffs worked together to be sure the packages are

adequately designed.

REPRE3ENTATIVE COHEN: You don't limit the amounts

of weight to be transported?

DR. DENTON: Yes, and there are different classes

of packages, all the way from carrying just a few fuel
assemblics have to be in a package that would withstand fires

and sudden temperatures and ' drops all the way down to packages

that carry low level weight. Iet me ask Mr. Collina. If you

m e N n.. ., -
.

. . . .. .

,1 . . , . . 3, y,, ..7p,g,,., ,' , . ,,,
,

could,. John.

MR. JOHN COLLINS: I think Harold characterized it

properly, unless you want to get into the specifics of the

regulations themselves. The intent in the program we have

under way right now is to -- there are two basic regulations |

that are in effect on packaging and transportation. Our

program at the present time is to make them both compatible

which they have not been in the past and also to give the imC

enforcement responsibility for 40CFR 170, which would then

1

t, -' ,
<

'N. .. ,
, ,

' .,.;'
~~'
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give our people, our inspectors enforcement rights to impose

all of the conditions of the DOT regulations. Right now, you

have the IEC enforcing its own, which has narrowly covered the

packaging requirements; DOT covers limited transportation.

Through a letter of understanding right now, we handle the
. .. m> . implementation of the DOT regulations'*"#'"' " ' ". ~ '''

.

REPRESENTATIVE COHEN: Therewere radio reports that

a truck with radioactive waste got into some sort of an acciden t;

at Bedford County and at least one house has had to be evacuated

and some other area has to be quarantined or may have to be

quarantined. The reports were not clear. Do you also inspect ---

do you have a system for inspecting the trucks so that the trucks

won't disfunction or malfunction?

IG. JOHN COLLINS: Well, that's part of the DOT

inspection, is to look at the mechanical parts of the trucks,
too; not only the type of the package on the vehicle, but also

O- .u - n . s . = w . r- c w ~: + "
- .

:. o

REPRESENTATIVE COHEN: Do those vehicles have to
meet higher standards than normal vehicles do?

IG. JOHN COLLINS: I am not really an expert in that

part of the regulation.

REPRESENTATIVE COHEN: Well, ought those to' meet

ihigher standards than regular vehicles do?

MR. JOHN COLLINS: 'I am not -- as I say, I am not an

expert in that phase of transportation of vehicle inspections.

< > .

+ -
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I wouldn't want to make a statement to that effect.
REPRESENTATIVE COHEN: Dr. Denton,.could you be able

to shed any more 11Eht on that?

DR. DENTON: I handled just reactors and the other

offices handle everythinC but reactors. For transporting some

>-ns, u s,. ; . materials, there,are very high standards and we require patrol

caro, front and back and carriera and this sort of thing; but

I think there are come classes of waste which I think would be
allowed to be transported more or less t commercial carrier

because they represent a hazard comparabic to the types that

DOT allows with other materials. I can't really comment on

this particular bill without --

) REPRESENTATIVE COHEN: I am aware that there is no

information for you to do that. When we went to visit the

TMI alte, we saw that there were many error cards on the

control board panel. I am not sure if error cards are a
technical name or not, but it indicated'that this' switch

'" '

wacn't functioning and this one was. Af ter the accident,

there were whole clues, I think well over 100 cf those cards !

indicating various errora, various malfunctions. I started

walking around and making notes. Most of the errora, right

around TMI, fine; but there were significant numbers that

showed errorc there for September or 1978, October of 1978 and

apparently these things were not fixed and they were just there
for six or seven or eight months with a notification that there

b'

l

i

'

''-
, .
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was come kind of malfunction. Now, it seems to me that this

kind of situation creates an awesome difficulty for whoever is

operating that system. You have to know how it works, how each

one of those switches is supposed to work and then how each one

of thosetwitches is supposed to work, taking into account what-

% , 4 w . a. over 1s wrong' with"it.' 'It *just 'seems like "tiint's a very[very~

danEcrous sttuation and I wonder how the NRC could allow such

a situation to take place? i

DR. DENTON: Many of the day to day problems in a

nuclear power plant come from not frcm the nuclear power plant,

but from the conventional part of the system. It's the part of

the system that would be there if they were running coal and
,-

() steam over coal. I think we had typically not worried much

about the secondary part of the system. We have tried to

design a plant within the containment that would be immune to

whatever went on in the secondary system. I have been looking
. , ., vw . ., .u o

attending all of these details and the cocondary part of the

system, there is always the feed water reheater valve leaked

somewhere and it did seem to me that we would have a normal

amount of secondary system equipment that was out and out of

service at TMI. Apparently, that's the way they operate their

coal fire plant. 'dhat it reflects back, though, is that it

tends to give an information overload to the operator, which

were consumed with these hundreds of details about the system

, .
. .

.
I
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and then you have overly on that, an important nuclear valve
sticking open and other things happening. Somehow, we need to

relieve him of those kinds of things so, in a way to focus more
,

I think, on protecting the ruclear power plant, itself. Maybe

John would like to comment about the number of tags, per se.

MR. JOHN, COLLINS:..I,.just. wanted-to say that many, ... .g : 2 , , a.,. ~ e z . ,"4o,
-

of those tags are put there -- all of the tags are put there

very deliberately and it's usually different colored . tags.
You will note that some are red, some are green and some are
yellow. They all have a special meaning to them and they are

put there to alert an operator, because that's the way the

procedure is written; that is, if a valve alignment is changed
qg from its normal, then you must have some kind of tag, whether

it be a caution tag or red tag that says you don't operate
that system. You must Eo back. It forces you to go back like
playing dominoes or monopoly. You go back at the beEinning

and start.over again. .You look at the procedure before 'you..,,,.g.,,,,.,

move that valve. So, everyone of them has a significance.

That may seem like a lot there, but that doesn't mean that the
system is not functioning properly. That means that the system
is out of its normal.

REPRESENTA'"IVE COHEN: What's the difference between
not functioning properly and out of its normal?

MR. JOHN COLLINS: For example, you may be trans-

ferring water from one system to another system via a secondary

.

OE
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U
pathway. Then'the primary pathway is now bowed out of service.

,

That primary pathway would have a technique to it, such that

you would not : rave water in two directions at the same time.

REPRESENTATIVE COHEN: And these tags, would ,au say

that they would stay there for six or seven months under normal

. . s.a . e, . conditions?, g,, .g g ,, e.,. , ,s. , . , ,y,, ., c j,, .
.

,

IGl. JOHN COLLINS: Yes, some of those tags could be

there for some time, because that particular system may not be

used. Nou, I don't know in the time that you were there what

tags there were. The fact that you have a number of tags does

not necessarily mean that systems are not functioning properly.

REPRESENTATIVE COHEN: Now, one of the problems in
-

(G~l
terms of discovering the accident on March 28th was apparently

that the tags covering up the buttons indicating that something

was wrong. If tags are going to be a regular necessary part

of operations, the tags are going to stay there for six, seven

v .< .o v months,-maybe even longer,:shouldn't there be a.way that the~

tags won't cover up normal operating conditions?

DR. DENTON: It certainly is troublesome to find

that there were some secondary sort of systems that were out

of their normal alignment at the time of the accident. That's

partly what confused trying to figure out what had really I

happened. I think a lot of the NRC staff was leaning toward

the system I mentioned of running wires on all valve positions

back to a master status computer which would scan the status

~ .

.

'
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of all valves in the plant ten times a second and make sure,

that all the systems that had to operate for whatever condition

the plants were in, were actually in the right condition and

relieve the operator frcm having to do it with the tag system.
REPRESENTATIVE COIEN: One subject before the

m -h s m e. s. u sPennsylvania Iegis1Eture right now'is $Foduct liab'liby." Therei

is a movement to limit the liability of products to 12 years.
Do you think that if we did it for part of atomic plants to
limit liability to 12 years, do you think this would be a gift
to the nuclear power industry?

DR. DENTON: I don't confess to know much about the
product liability laws. I know that they are changing fast,

() but I really don't know enough about the whole system, the

. hole leEa1 system for product liability, to comment.

REPRESENTATIVE COHEN: So, the Price-Andersen law

does not preclude state action on product liability as far as
n ef . p . o. m - " nuclear power' plants,'does it?' '' '

'

DR. DENTON: Not to my knowledge.

REPRESENTATIVE COHEN: Another subject --

DR. DENTON: I think we have normally loft questions
of product liability to be settled through the normal court

i

systems between the utility and the effectivo parties.t

REPRESENTATIVE COHEN: And then that would be
basically through the state courts?

I

DR. DENTON: Yes.,

1 R
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REPRESENTATIVE COHEN On another subject that

interests me, the training of the personnel. Basically, the

utilities do train, don't they; or the utilities are in charEe
i

I
of contracting out to have the training done?

DR. DENTON: Yes.
< v * , . ; 4. ., ,, . . ..' REPRESENTATIVE COHEN: 'To be' a' doctor;' you don' t have, . . . .

any kind of apprenticeship system where you could work in a

medical office with a doctor. If you were training to be a

lawyer, you don't have that kind of system? Even things that

are less down on the scale of ccmplexity such as a beautician

and barber, other prescribed courses, instructions that people

have to Eo through and their employer is not the one who is

_
going to supervisc it because the employers may have a vested

interest in seeing that their people are qualified to do it,

to work there. Governor Thornburgh has indicated from time to

time that he favors the changes in the training system. I

' " " ' wonder what yourfeelings are 'on~ the ' training system? ' Should~'

the utilities be allowed to supervise the training of their

future employees or should this be in schools cf one kind or

another like it is for almost every other occupation?

DR. DENTON: I think it's in need of graphic overhaul ,

It's the process that's been in place for at least a decade or

more and it was put in place back when the utilities themselves

had a lot of very experienced technical people around the clock

7-
in the plants to sort of supplement the operators. Our focus

1

b

h..
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was on establishing minimum requiroments for the operators in

terms of education and experience in the field and then a final

exam; but the final exam, as I mentioned, would sort of an

average grade. We didn't look at any of the steps that led

to that final grade. I think most educators would just say

m.;,uw ;.m.,. ., . a; 5 that you can't- just' give a ? person"a '. final" score''and r'dnkT2 -You

have got to train them and test them in each stop. Our

proposal to the Commission is that we go back to playing an

advocate role in reviewing and alternating the training program,

ordering the quiz that's given after the simulators, so that

each one of these training steps -- and it's an interesting
idea whether it should be done by the utility or by some third

O vartv-
REPRESENTATIVE COIEN: The recommendation that you

made doesn't deal with that specifically?

DR. DENTON: It doesn't deal with the third party

,3m. m. + . , . training, but it does ~1nject' the' staff 'into" areas "th'at" tite ~ -.

board elects.

REPRESENTATIVE COIEN: The Price-Anderson Act does

not preclude state action in this arca, does it?

DR. DENTON: I guess I would have to rely on counsel

for -- I don't know that the Price-Anderson would, but since

we issue licenses for the operators, there might be some --

REPRESENTATIVE COHEN: For the Atomic Energy Act of

_
1954, as amended, would that do it?

J
,

'
_
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DR. DENTON: I would have to defer to counsel on that .

REPRESENTATIVE COHEN: Okay, your office monitors

state legislation. You have a booklet that comes out periodic-

ally, perhaps once a month on that. What is the role you see

in your office in dealing with state government?

e ,.. A ..* DR . DEN'10N: Let me'ask Harold Collins, Sho'is in'the-w., cm. . . J. ., '
. ..

state program office and is responsible for that publication.

MR. HAROLD COLLINS: The function of our office that
deals with the state legislatures and general state matters

is not under my perview, but I will try to respond as best I

can. We have an area in the of fice called program development,

which maintains cognizance over staying on top of what the

() states are doing in terms of legislation; not only in nuclear

matters, but in other matters that pertain to nuclear matters,

just so that we are kept informed. We do publish this document

that you spoke about on a periodic basis. I think it comes out

een~ once a month 'or twice 'a' month 'or' scS this'g'.* I'in not''sure."I
~ "

think the function of that part of the office of state programs

is to provide for the NRC a window, if you will, to the state

so that we know what their concerns are. We know what they are

thinking and in turn, also, serves as a window to pass information

from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to .the state. So, I

think if our director was here, I think he would reply that it' s

a two-way street, the function of the office in this area, to

both give the state information frcm the NRC and also to acquireb,

.
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information from the state concerning nuclear matters and

radiological matters.

REPRESENTATIVE COIEN: Who are the main subscribers
to this publication?

la. HAROLD COLLINS: Every office in the IEC gets

, 43 4.v 3. em , thisspublication. I think right ?down to'''all 'the professionalk

employees. It goes right down to branch level and from there

it goes down to every staff percon.

REPRESENTATIVE C01EN: Is the IEC lobbying before

state legislatures at all?

FR. HAROLD COLLINS: Have we ever lobbied before
state legislators?

,.

(/ RETRESENTATIVE COHEN: Yes.%

MR. HAROLD COLLINS: No, I know of no cases. We

could have, but I haveno knowledge of it.

REPRESENTATIVE COHEN: Have you ever notified ;
l" " " ' utilities thstt'it might be in thdir interesE'tio#1obby before

the state legislatures?

FR HAROLD COLLINS: Our office, no. I have never |
1

done that to my knowledge.

REPRESENTATIVE COHEN: Does your office discuss state

legislation with utilities?

IG. HAROLD COLLINS: No, our office has very littic

to do with utilities. We really talk to utility people in

the offt.ce of state programs. We mainly talk to the states.

. .
*
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REPRESElffATIVE COHEN: Pardon?

IG. HAROLD COLLINC: We mainly talk to the states.

REPRESENTATIVE COHEN: Do you make representation to

the states en legislation?

13. HAROLD COLLINS: No, I can't think of any areas,

at3 p.- s . .i a' at Idadt'nct'in my area on emergency prepEr6dnesc. I know of

nothing in any of the other arcas.

REPRESENTATIVE COHEN: So, your testimony is that

the word of your office is limited to compiling information

about what states are doing and this information is not evalustad

in any way?

MR. HAROLD COLLINS: No, it's evaluated.
,o

Q REPRESENTATIVE COHEN: What happens wLth the evaluation?

MR. HAROLD COLLINS: It depends on what the information

is. If the state -- if no see that the states are interested

in doing something or a group of them or a state has an idea,
" " ' " ~ " ~

our office 'is the place thati they can 'try't6 Ect into "and see

that it gets a fair go around at the federal icvel; maybe not

in the NRC itself, but maybe we can provide the avenue to see

that it gets into another federal agency where it belonES.

So, our office used to be called the office of Eovernment

liaison. Perhaps that was a more accurate title than the

office of stato programs, but it's called the office of state

programs now, but it's a liaison function pretty much.
|

REPRESENTATIVE COHEN: There is legislation before l

|
|

*
'
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the General Assembly right now, which would seek to shut down

Three Mile Island. Do you have any opinion about that

legislaticn? Do you have any opinion about its legality,

whether the courts wculd uphold it or not?

MR. HAROLD COLLIN3: You mean the Pennsylvania

1- ett;ag. .
islation? ' ""^ '" ""* "'" * ''~'" * "'' ''' - ' ~

- '

REPRESENTATIVE COIEH: Yec.

MR. HAROLD COLLINS: I den't have any. Maybe Mr.

Denton has one.

DR. DENTCN: There are a number of decisions that the

NRC is called upon by statute to make. I percenally am not

sure that we are the right place in government to be making

( them. You know when we prepare environmental impact statements,

we need to make a finding whether or not there is a need for

power and additional need for electricity. That duplicates the

action of the local PUC. They made that finding locally. I

e. ..s,... .. r.

. don't noe why we should do it and"occasicnal'ly advance that.. '
. ..

I am told that the action of the Environmental Protection Act

requires that wetake that finding.

Another finding that we muct make is to whether that

power in to be produced by burning uranium, burning coal, solar

or what have you. You local PUC once again has cado that

finding of uhat's in the interest of the local citizens. I |

|
think it counds prcmotional for the NRC to be making a finding

that uranium in the bent way for electricity. I have advocated --|
|_

|

,., .. . . .
,
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we got to got us out of that one. I would like to coo my role

be more that if a state wants nuclear power and decides where

they want the plant built, I think it makes some conce to have

federal expertise review the den 1En of that plant from a

cafety standpoint; but I am not sure that we could get involved
. . ~ ,4 # , . a ..n . . . . .% ., g, ....,,, . . , . , .. ' '

. , ,

in all of theco decisions about whether to build a plant,

whether it's to be uranium, where it's to be located and I would

like to acc a system evolve that woulddalegate those decisions

to the state.

REPRESENTATIVE COHCII: Okay, before the legislature

in the suggestion that the Pennsylvania consumer advocates

ought to lobby before the IEC. Do other states have that,--

I )
'd reprocontation before you?

DR. DENTON: I know of at least one state, New

Jersey, that the consumer advocatos offico is quito active in

proceedings.
~- . - . . . . . . , . a..., ..

REPRESENTATIVE CCIEN: Had you had contact with anti-

nuclear groupo? Do they talk to you at all cr your poopic

there? 'lho does the NRC contact with?

DR. DENTON: When I first assumed office, I met with

coma of the better known intervenor groups to see what their

viewo are and what they would recommend that I do differently.

Many of our contactc were after we got to the hearing process

and walked in in the adversary role. We are always looking

for ways to increase our contact in the non-adversary sense.

.

-

.
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One of the things that we are trying to do is to hold some of

our meetings cut where the site or plant is being proposed,

so that the public and interveners and others can see us in

action and raise questions at an early date, rather than only

seeing un af ter we have been under review for years thinking

4 .m . , w A...o.w .that 'we 'and 'the ~1icensee are arm 'in" arm. ' I would ' guess that

the actual degree of contact is largely dictated by the formal

Iccal route, rather than the informal route.

REPRESENTATIVE COHEN: I would like to ask you -- I

realize my time is running out, but I would like to ask you

a question about evacuation procedures. We have been told by

some advocates of the nucicar industry that the gas shortage
,r

(j is the reason why we need more nuclear power plants. Suppose

we had to evacuato Three Mile Island or of Ercater concern to
me, since that is my district, Phi-lade?-hia, and we hit a gas

shortage in that current tine. It would seem to me that that
'' #~ would seriously' a$gravate the problems ' faced in' terms of

getting the people out of there. Do you have any plans or do

you have the capability right now to quickly get huge amounts

of gas into an area, in order for a means of evacuation?

DR. DENTON: I doubt if we do. Let me ask Mr.

Collins.

MR. WiROLD COLLINS: I know of no plans that the NRC

has for getting special gas allocations for evacuations.

Certainly there are a number of problems with evacuations.

.
.
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There are a. number of problems even more serious than the one

that you mentioned, which I wouldn't be too concerned about

because on a statistical basis, cycrybody's gas tank ought to
be half full. So, that ought to carry them at 1 cast 150 miles.

If you Juat look out in everybody's car today, you will probab1;r
. y t .4 o g t ,.g.i i find 6that 'everybody has 'Eot a' half ~ a tank ' f' gas. Those that'o

have a full tank will balance out the ones that have empty tank 3

REPRESENTATIVE COHEN: No, no, that does not do the

person with an empty tank a lot of good to know that somebody

han a full tank and therefore the averace in that they have a
half a tank. I think that'c an example of a lack of une of

obscuring and understanding problom. If one-quarter'of the

O)( people in an area have an empty tank, that one-quarter of the

people, even though they are out numbered three to one, have

the tremendous problem in termc of cetting out of an area. It

would be unlikely that they all would be'wanting to buy gas in
the same day.' " ' "%'i " E " * * '" " " ' " " #-ne mw * * ^ ^ '" ^'

MR. HAROLD COLLINS: Well, it would be my recommenda-

tion then that thoce folks with the full tanks take those with
the empty tanks along with them. I mean, you know, you can

postulate all kinda of things. There are a number of other

cerious problems with evacuations, such as what do you do with

nine feet of snow. Obviously, you are not going anywhere. So, ;

lyourbect protective measure there, is to seek shelter which you

probably are already doing at that time anyway. We are not
(a3

1
i
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saying that evacuation docan't cause some other ieripheral

problems. We certainly reccgnize it, but it is the ultimate

protective measure.

REPRESENTATIVE CCIEN: I agree with you and I don't

think it's such an impossible scenario, but I think we were

e m f.. w , . very fortunato' that ~ l't' did not happe'n"at' TMI th 'moriths 'later'' 'T '"~

when we did have a major gas shortacc. The idea that we could

have had a gas shortage and the accident at the same time is

not a one millien to one thinc. I wculd hope that the Nuclear

Ragulatory Commission would think very, very seriously into

this.

Finally, one question, the last question. In the

attitude of the utilities for anti-nuclear paopic, does the

NRC have any regulations dealing with the actions of utilities

and taking pictures of anti-nuclear protesters or following

their movements or investigating them or harassing them in any
a _ e r. o . . ,.

.

. . .;. ~. .s . .
. . . . . . . . . , e. . a ; , -~ - . .

' '
. , .

uay? Does the NRC deal with this area?

DR. DENTON: I don't think we have any rules in that

area. I would prefer that it not be done. I don't think we

have cdopted any rules that govern the performance of companies

in this area other than whatever the general rules are regard-

ing civil liberties anyway.

nSPRESENTATIVE CCIEN: So, your failure to adopt rulco

means that any action taken by the companies will not violate

your rules, since there are no rulos?

._

|
,

.
,
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,
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DR. DENTON: Well, there are certain rules that apply

to all of us. We will not adopt any special rules to utilitico

any more than peopic have for General Motors.
.

REPRESENTATIVE COHEN: Okay, thank you very much.

CHAIRMAN WRIGHT: Reprecentative Reed.

. . . . . , ,.t REPRESENTATIVE REED:* Dr. Denton, it's been suggested i+A4r

by the nuclear physicist that the prcduction of hydrogen in
Three Mile Inland indicated that the place was approaching a

melt down condition. It that accurate?
.

DR . DENTON: It may have been suggested, but -- and

certainly it indicated that high fuel temperatures had been

reached and extensive metal water reaction. We have discussed

fh this question of a melt down. The staff's best estimate which

I have heard indicates that the temperature was quite high,

but did not reach melting. This remains to be confirmed throuE l

additional chemical tests and analysis.
~* '' " ~ ' ' REPRESENTATIVS REED: Earlier today'~you testified '

that temperatures apparently were higher than what you had

thouEht at the time and as a conccquence, different isotopes

indicating that high temperature had now been attempted, at

least, through that one camp 11nc. Have you any estimate of

what type of temperature we are talking about?

DR. DENTON: No, this is very preliminary information

and it has been turned over to our staffs and laboratories to

calculate.

- . .
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REPRESENTATIVE REED: How much experience have we

had really in dealing with that whole type of question of being
able to detect temperatures en the basis of samples and so

forth or in this kind of a guesswork with some background?
DR. DEN' ION: We hae no experience in the licensing

sun cuk w .e: field, .but inathe- test reactor as operated by-the'old' Atomic ', '

Energy Commissicn, it was routine to take fuel assemblies up
to melting. So, we are really relying on those of national

Inboratories for expert assistance for interpreting the results
we are getting here.

EEPRESENTATIVE EEED: I am interested in some of the
comments attributed to you in the transcripts of the Nuclear

) Ecculatory Commission that have been issued subsequent to the

first critical days of the accident. From the comments you

made, includinC one that you felt that the licensee had little,
if any, perception of the social and other kinds of ramifica-

. m . .qy.e, . . , - tions' of what they'were doing"or' no't''''doinN'# sis 'that a'asess'-~

mont of their performance at that time changed any?
DR. DENTON: I am not sure even today that it is as

I uculd like for it to be. What I think at the time my ccncern
was related to the need to move faster en plant modifications

that would get the plant, I am sure, in safe position to that
we could stand down the high state c.!' readiness that the

federal government had and tb2 MMi Defense Department in the

state had, so that we wouldn't be at this centinually high
L)

p ^, k. P j. [. 4 -,.
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anxiet; level. I kept urging the licensee faster and faster.

__
We were trying to get him to rebuild the essential parts of the
plant in a matter of weeks, where it would take them years to
rebuild the plant. Within that kind of a vein that I was
frustrated, you may recall that day af ter day would go by and

o ; ;.c. v n.. s a p .e, ouldn't,get the filter. bank changed and weacouldn't bringw w

that strain into operation. I kept urging them to put more
men on the job to get it done faster.

REPRESENTATIVE REED: You kept urging them to put more
persennel on the job to get it done faster?

DR. del; TON: Yes.

REPRESEIEATIVE REED: Why did they not do that?

DR. DEliTON: Ucll, their view was that they had

everyone that they could obtain throughcut the country and were
working as hard as they could.

REPRESENTATIVE REED: Since that time --

. r. ... . . - DR. DENTON: Since-they were* burying the~ costs ~of4 . .. .4 :

keeping the federal establishment at the hlchpitched that it
was and having the Air Force standing by and whatever the state

costs were and the costs I felt the public was fccling due to
|

the anxiety levci, I was reflecting that side of the tally
sheet and being sure to urge them to move as fast as they
cculd and all the things we wanted were done. |

REPRESEIEATIVE REED: In other words, ycu are saying

that they weren't really assessing that side of the tally sheet"

4
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DR. DENTON: I don't think they had the perception

of that side that I had.

REPRESENTATIVE REED: I am interested; Dr. Denton,

in Metropolitan Edison's performance in this entire matter.

The first two days of the accident resulted in a series of

4 ^ * * ' * * ~ i" i press conferences, which led to conflicting and ' confusing and

in the opinion of some, outricht incorrect, information being

disseminated to the madia and to the public. As a matter of

fact, it was because of that condition that Precident Carter

requested that the NRC send someone in and that comeone was

you, to come to Pennsylvania and become the single source of

technical informaticn, which you subsequently did and did well.
,

T e Vice President of Metropolitan Edisen on March 28th ath'

,

1:24 P.M. and the following day, Thursday, March 29th, made a

series of ecmmento, including that there was a small amount of

radiation incide the plant, that there had been only minor
a - , o < s. . ' ' " problems experienced, that they' expected tlie p1' ant to'be back

in working order in several days or at tha most, several weeks.

1 .n't ask you to comment necessarily on those statements,

per se, but I am interested in whether or not you and the NRC

received comprehensive and accurate information or was there

an inability to obtain that information by Metropolitan Edison?

DR. DENTGU: I have not personally read all of the

transcripts and interviews with the operators that our inspection ;

team has tc try to assess those first few days. However, in I

,

1
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looking back, there were several indicators early on of severc

- core damage. You may recall the fact that the exceedingly high

temperatures uero reported tc pecple in the control room, even
' 'nesday morn tnc. Temperatures were in excess of 2,000 de6ree s.

Then there was the question of hydrocen burning and containment
4 v w a x . . a, , . s . gg. 3 <g. y '. .,.

indicatcrs on Wednesday that in hindsight and in today's view,

it could have been recognized ccrly on as indicating damage.

These were inexplicably, in my view, overlooked or felt to be

errenocus; uhich to each ene, there was some explanation as to

why it shculd prcbably be disreCarded. If you look at the

total chain cf information that was availabic and the hind-
sight that I got today, it's not cicar why the extent was not

mere readily raccgnized.

REFEESENTATIV2 REED: In determining whether or not

Unit 1 should return on line ar.d in the event it's ever cleaned
4 .;.:,.. n ,. . ....a .

.
. ., . . o.u.. a;m .. ,, .,.

up, Unit 2 the same, will the !310 be 1 coking beycud the

technical aspects as to whether or not the plant n.eets the

technical specifications, rather than the attitude that promoten

this excellence of operaticns ccncept that you referred to

this afterncen. Are you going to be taking a 1cok at that?

I gt:ess m-y real questicn is should we put our faith and trust

in the owners and op3rators based on their performance prior to
~

and since March 28th, 1979?
.TDR. DENTON: he management capability is one of the

+1 . .
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issues to be addressed in a hearing. So, I expect the question s

you are raising will be fully addressed.

REPRESENTATIVE REED: In the releases of radiation

on Friday, March 30, which resulted in considerabic anxiety,

not the least of which was the recommendation for evacuation

~ r m su.: ...r. x v . . . . . . .
.,

above the stack readings frcm a helicopter, that became a

subject of controversy where it was suggested that that was an

uncontrolled release of radiation Matropolitan Edison, threey

and a half hours later said, in fact, that it was not uncon-

trolled. They had planned it. They further clarified that the

.
following day that the plant, in a sense, that they were doing

something, moving water or air or something. I am not surea

which. That resulted in the venting of that radiation. Was

the NRC at any time informed in advance of releases of that

radiation, that they uare planning an event which could have
%.. .sh . , . o .. . ,a .i,. ..g . 5 , a., s . .,,

brought about that release?

DR. DENTON: I don't know whether we were or not.

It's been alleged by some of the operators in -- that NRC

persons at the station early Friday morning was informed. I

have asked our inspection offices to attempt to verify that.

Today, they have not been abic to establish it, from their

interviews that we were.

REPRESENTATIVE REED: That there was any advance

notice whatsoever? Are not their on-site plant radiation

w: uc ... u . c . . . .
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\_/
detectors that should have shown up in the control room

indicating that there was a release of radiation occurring,
not necessarily a 1250 millirem, but at least a 350 millirem?

DR. DENTON: That's one of the deficiencies of the
design is that those radiation monitors were not properly

1 a a amw w .t , Ehieldedain, design.;for.,the#1eveleof, releases >that.were.present '

in the auxiliary building. They are all off scale.

REPRESENTATIVE REED: What is their maximum acale, |
since this is one of' the main areas that is being modified? i

DR. DENTON: Well, I think it's on the order of an
.

l.
ability to detect somethin6 on the order of one -- after TMI

'

we surveyed all the capabilities of all the technical plants i

(e,) in the U. 3. and it seemed to range from the best plant thata,

could detect about 100 curies per second, which we hope to

extend. The poorest plants would be off scale about one. Let

me ask -- I would anticipate that the Three Mile Island monitors

e ; w s:b " .wereooff scale;about a.-curies _a secondfandsit's"my understanding 4

that they have been -- went off scale fairly early in the
accident and were off scale Friday morning.s-

REPRECENTATIVE REED: I see. Met Ed has catablished

a staging dump at Three Mile Island. Was the NRC centacted in

advance of that staCing dump?

DR. DENT 0H: I guess that doesn't ring a familiar-

bell. .

'IE JOHN COLLIUS: I am not sure uhat you mean by
U

-6
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stagin5 dump. Metropolitan Edison has designed and constructed
an interim staging area.

REPRESEITI'ATIVE REED: Where they are storing hot
materials that were too hot to move?

MR. JOHN COLLINS: No, that's not the reason that

v .iw n 1. h .4 they are being stored; L not :because' they "are t'o$ 'hoti"to ' move; '

The staging area was constructed because when you start

processing the water, we are starting to generate resin, liners
,

at a much faster rate than the availability of licensed casks

to move them to a burial ground so, you cannot permit them to
just stand idly'on the side, unprotected. The stagin6 area

was desi ned to handle them in some shielded walls until aC
-

j- cack could make its trip to a licensed burial ground and raturn
to pick up the next load.

REPRESENTATIVE REED: Their establishment of that
station, was that done with advance notice of the NRC, what

s .%n , e * 'they' planned'to do? *' ' '4 '"#^' Y"'' '# "

MR. JOHN COLLINS: Yes, it was. It was submitted to
The staff did review and approve the design of that.us.

REPRESI:NTATIVE REED: Dr. Denton, with regard to the

cleanup operations that were given, too, on the basis of what

we all now know about the level of contamination and radiation
within the building, do we presently have the technoloEy to
clean it up? - -

DR. DENTON: I will let' John address that, since heha

'. #
, _ h

v, , .,

, . -
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REPRESENTATIVE REED: You are not allowed any credit

for dilution?

DR. DEUTCH: That 's right. So, we meet the size

standards that's relcaced into the river and therefore the
actual dose received downstream by anybcdy, ascuming that it

4- a . . . - ,. . . q : _ , . ws .$ . , , . . , . . .

. . . . ,

would be much less.

RRRESENTATIVE REED: Do you have an appendix H or'J

cr whatever for air?
DR. DENTOM: The same part of the regulation applies

The main potential exposure rcute by air, assumingto air.

That's theventing of the containment release of krypton.
issua that I said -- I am not sure of the technology for

(]
I removing krypton from that air. I think the licensee calculate a

that it 3000 to lesc than one millirem, if that krypton is
releaced under contro11ad atmospheric conditions; but I don't

wan*. to imply that we have concurred with that calculation at
d> u r- -, ,. s . ,, , , .

, .. *
In fact, I said this morning'that I intended'to imposeall.

the licensed condition that prohibits any relence of any gases

from the contain=cnt until he has gone through a route of

providing us with the information.

MR. JcHN COLLIN3:
I would juct like to add a little

bit to Harold's comment. He had some concprn about the

technology for the krypton removal. The process for removing --

other methods for removing krypton'are well known and they have.

been used in the industry for other types of! processes,
k

v
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cryogenic dissulatlan has been one that we have used on

- several occasions,. a t the national laboratories. Another

alternative method would be used in low temperature charcoal

absorption, which has been used in the industry both in the

chemical industry and also in the nuclear power industry. Many
s. m - . ;.. . r. . .-of tNb boli'ing water recctors use charcoal absorption systems.1 . . -

. . . . . .
, ,

,

So, there are methods that could be used. The problem one has

is the design, construction and operation and installation of

and the 3st of those systems.

Then you have continuing surveillance problems. Now,

you have taken a large vacuum of air to two million cubic feat

of air and pressed it down into a small source. You have got

s; a surveillance problem on that. So, there are benefits and

disadvantaccs to each of those methods.

REPRESENTATIVE REED: The NRC will not permit the

release of any contaminants, including krypton, from the
4 g , . . . , . m, . ,.

.
,

containment building that would exceed the maximum amount

allowed by Appendix I. Is.that right? "e

DR. DENTON: That is correct and we are looking for

ways to do it better.

REPRESENTATIVE REED: Okay, the final two questione,

very quickly, Mr. Chairman, had to do with the lack of

perfermance of Metropolitan Edison during those several days.

F:.J the NRC a view with reCard to the three hour delay between

the occurrence of the accident and the final off-site notifica-

L
^

.
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has Icoked in detail, but to clean up the liquids involved

with the s.me type of equipment that is present in every

recctor waste cicanup system. It involves the icnizer and

the evaporatcrs. T.t's just a big chemical operation to process

all that water. The only area that I would say is not clear to
. . c . 3 . m u. 4u .wsa. ha g . me yet about;the availability of technology is thn;.te,.chnology. .:. . . s . ., .o , s <.9 . x .s . .

e

that uould be required is to cryogenically remove the krypton

from the containment atmosphere.

REPRESEllTATE'E REED: What are the risks associated

with this cleanup operation to the public now? There are some F

i

risks on site which the licensee must deal with in connection

,
with his emplcyces. What are the risks to the public in the

k.2 - cleanup cperaticn, the cleanup of removal of krypton from the

atmosphere ar.c removal of isotopes frcm the water, etc.?

DR. DENTCN: I think the risks from the cleanup

cperation to the public outside is very small. It will be
, . . . ,

. i. :. ;:m c .. ~..

larcely an issue of protecting the workers inside the plant,

unnecessary exposure as a result of operating this equipment.

Let me turn to John who has done some of the calculations and - -

the object uith regard to water is to denn the water out to a

minimum size standard at the point of discharge that would

form any dilution. There would be water which would be

discharced in all the other reactors in the U. S. and some of
these other reactors dilution credit is available and we are

,m -not allowing any credit for dilution than we are at TMI. |
l

!.

'
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tion?

DR. DENTON: What aspect? Do we have a view with
regard to --

REPRESENTATIVS REED: It was three hours between the
time of the accident and the first notification to any off-site
personnel.

In this case,. it was,, Civil Defense.or emergency". w A, s > 7, e 4 -n. . e 3.s 4 . . + a. . ..- e a ,,, * ' ' ' j

to some who understand that in the event of a serious accident,

that we cbviously have to be implerented
in the order for such

issue long before a three hour delay I'm curious if the NRC.

has a view on that?

DR. DENTON: The office of inspection and enforcement
is looking at the entire first few days for possible items ofW
non-compliance or faulty operations. They have identified a
number of areas in which they c3 aim the licensee has violated,

the terms cf his license or the rules of the ConmissionI.

,iust don't know what that deterrination was on that one.. , g ,., e . . ." v 4+ *" ' ~' * I

don 't think they have, as yet, issued that final finding of
non-compliance during those first few days.

I

REPRESENT!.TIVE EEED: And the final question deals
with how familiar you may be, Dr. Denton, with the Saxton on

experimental nuclear power plant. that was located in Bedford
County, Pennsylvania and in operation during 1970 and '71. It

was owned and operated by Met Ed and GPU.

DR. DENTON: I am not sery familiar with that.

.

'f' N,
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REPRESENTATIVE REED: Thank you very much.

DR. DENTON: Excuse me, I guess I misinterpreted.

I have visited the Saxton nuclear power plant once, but it was

shut doun many years age and I am not very familiar with the

details of its operation.

, , c. . w.:t c.<s.,,,., r- ,,,F. 4 REPRESENTATIVE REED:w Welli then that' would ' lead me

to this next question. Are you familiar with the heretofor

confidential rep;rts which .just in the last months have been i

|

released, I think, through a freedom of information filing in

federal court that relates to unreported releases of radiation |

occurring twice in 1970 and once in 1971 -- or two in 1971 that
1

one of those particular releases exceeded and went offscale as |

|',,

I the maximum measurable IcVel cf radiation. Are you at all I
m

familiar with those occurrences?

i)R. DENTCN: No, that hadn't been called to my

attention,

r ._ . . . . . . . . , . . . . .. _.
. ' REPRESENT /,TIVE REED: Okay,'thank you'.

CHAIRMAN URIGHT: Representative Geesey.

REPRESENTATIVE GEESEY: Dr. Denton, ir. it possible

that prior to TMI in the training of plant operators that an

undue emphasis was placed on the actual passage of the tests

as opposed to the overall standing ' the opera + ions of the

plant?

DR. DENTON: I think it's possible, yes.

REPRESENTATIVE GEESEY: Do you have any specific

v -

;,w ., ~ . _ , _ . .w.. .. .. .,
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instances where that might have occurred?

DR DENTON: I don't know of any instances, but

certainly nou there are a lot of examinations by the people
involved in cperator licensing by the industry, itself. What

may be a feelinE cear;in that the training of operators was

intended to get them by the test and since we didn't look .atmo, .n . s . v . 3 . ,, -4=.-. ,. ( <' m- -- ~-" " '

hcu they were trained, we just looked at the final product and

maybe we had an educational system that was faulty. That's

what led to the preposed different approach in the future.
Many of our operators are very well trained.

REPRESENTATIVE GEESEY: I agree with you.

DR. DENTON: But comehow, perhaps the system did

parmit some individuals or some classes of companies who have

lesn than desirable levels of traininc.
REPRESEIEATIVE GEESEY: When the Bessie Davis report

camr into the NRC, did it receive a critical rating of any kind

on the one to.. nine scale that we_ talked about . earlier?.g , .y 1 .
-

- - - ., . -

DR. DENTON: You may recall that ona has unusual

history in that the reactor inspector was very concerned about

the perfcrmance of the Davis Bessie plant and the Davis Bessie
|

|

management and urote several reports that were critical of the |

:

!company and that type of reactor. All these reports were

handled in the regional offices and I did not become aware of i
1

this concern until after I returned from Three Mile Island. I

REPR2SENTATIVE CSESEY: Well, this happened before

(9

. . .
,

-,
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you had your present position'and-I understand that and I wasn' t

i

aware of that until you mentioned it. When'that report came I

-in, did -it receive any kind of critical rating when the

Washington offices of the NRC got the report that there was

a prcblem?

.' +umn;a a.,w . ,: +a. 4 . ), a .. - ..

,,,I .dcn. ;' t , thinli .it d id' be;ca..,use it .i + .
>

. ~ c n <.es~W ~ ..v

DR.'DENTON: -- no

untoward damage resulted. The operator took the proper action

and closed the valve and the pressurized level was recovered

and so compared to reports where there were fires or pipe
:

breaks or real hardwara breakdowns, they were the things I

think that staff concentr.ited on and didn't use the tools that
!

were available to them to ack what if the oparator had not close i

the valve. Nou, in the futt re, they will be looking at all the

reports that come in and accu ninE -- let's don't look at what

!. happaned in- this case uhere 'overything turned out all riCht,

supposed there had been or.c more failure or suppoco they lef t
. . .. d . : n.u , , 4 .. .

, , : .. p +.w ~ . . ; a ;> y , y n m . u 7 . ;;..

.
.. ,

the valve opan another tan minutes. What would be very useful,

i
'

tc the staff would be to have a simulator which you could set

i up each occurren0c as it's reported and walk through it and see

what differences would occur if certain actions were delayeds

f' or occurred at a slightly d tfferent time frame. We might find

othar instances that we have not picked up and have been

reportad to us, than if the occurrence would have been somewhat

, different.
,

n REPRESENTATIVE GEESEV: Would you care to give us

Q;

.a

-

-) ,-

' *W [-y; TM- <t - ' { , , . ,
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Q)
exampics of any other kind of expense that was red flaE6ed as
opposed to those that you Just illustrated? -,

DE. DENTON: There are a lot things that come in

which we reacted to immediately. For example, there was a

report of containment pressure valves not operating properly.
, m. A .m .vt ,.2- -That would have dropped ,the containment 4 open in 'the eve"nt of' ~ 0

an accident. That's the kind of thing uhere the safety
implications are obvicus and we would fire off loaders to the
plant, the next day, saying please either fix this or shut
down within the next 48 hours. There is a certain class of,

things which is very easy to say for the sake of significance
and there is a certain class of things which it's obvious there

( is not much. We are establishing within the Commission a

separate office of about 20 senior individuals who report to
the Executive Director of Operations, whose sole Job is to

review operating experience and to be somewhat coi. parable to,

,,a ~. .+c~ ~ the safety transportation board.- It will be'o6T'o'r my" office, '*

l separate offices and they will review operating experience and

report to me and the rest of the Commission what changes we
could accomplish in our process.

REPRESENTATIVE GEESEY: Just so I understand what you

had said a little earlier, if I heard you correctly, you
indicated that you would be in favor of the state having a
say in licensing, plant site, and whether or not they want a
nuclear plant within the confines of the boundaries of that

.(
_

#'7 p ,
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state. Is that reasonably correct?

DR. DENTON: Certainly the latter two and the first

one uith a bit more discussion, I could probably agree on, too.

I think ctatos ought to determine whethar or not you want a

nuclear plant at all and I think you cucht to decide where
+ % m.f w 4 4,.,a. ~ , a..,.., #, ,

,
.

. . , state,,', this side "of the riverthey cucht to get built in the,. .
. ,

, 9,

or that side of tha river. I can cae that you would have

difficulty retaining the level and the number of staff that
i

the federal gov?rnment ent?rtained when it does review for a

number of plants. Even then, there 13 room for a safe role

and I recall several years ago being invc1ved in necctiating
a small contract with the states called Independent Measurementn

Prt g ra.n, in Nhich the state wculd cample the environment which

it cort cf a becinniac. I would be in favor cf more state
~

involvecent in the prccess You c artainly have special.

intercats to protect. I cuece I cae the federal role, at least
n .. ,:r. ..w , . . e ,..,..,,.,,,m ,_ .

,

my cwn view of En appropriate federal role wculd be tha't if you

decido you want a reactor operatcr in your state, the federal

F.overnment could cccint you in annuring that that plant could

be operated safely. I thin!c the deciclon cf whether the plant

chould be operated or not is one for you to make, because it's

ycur cittzens that to without the power or pay higher costs or

ubatever.

BEPRESENTATIVE GEESEY: What other changes do you
|

think should be made to the Price-Andercen Act, because that

.-
i

''

i a
1e. < ,

.
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would require that that Act be changed?

DR. DENTON: You know, I think it's not just the

Price-Anderson Ac t. I guess I have a feeling that the

Environmental Protection Act requires us to duplicate state

decisions in any areas such as the finding and need of power
ib.un a n 4 4.te ; m. 9 ,. . m . > r . ~ ,x>n ~ m n',y< c""'<. . . . .

-

or finding as we build a nuclear plant to build a heater. In

many areas, as the federal covernment has ejected itself into

areas under the Federal Species Act, if you try to locate a

plant there or the federal rules say no. It's probably some

proper boundaries between the state and federal government and

I think in the past that states have been not sufficiently
involved in this case process. I am sure it goes back to the

fact that the early arency was all government owned, is all
classified .and involved weapons and secret information and

people tend to leave it alone. Then, we cradually move into

the, commercial possessicn of_. nuclear. - The other institutions.:n m y . , , r w; '>- - -.

. ,, -

- .

cuch as states, didn't nove along with it. It was sort of left

to the agency and the NRC to --

REPRESENTATIVE GEEEEY: Well, we would certainly like

to move along with it now, I will tell you. If I am wrong,

please correct me, but I think in our early discussions this

morning, we were pretty much in agreement in the fact that if

the NRC would have paid attention to not only the information
,

coming in from the Bessie Davis plant, but also the internal

reports submitted by staff about that plant, that the accident

. ,

',

4
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would not have happened. Since the regulator did not fulfill

its intended role for whatever reason, who then do you think
1hould wind up payinr; the bill for TMI, inacmuch as the whole

country haa learned a lesnon and it really wasn't the fault
of the operators who are in the Mot Ed area? Who should pay

, aseg , ,b ., % m. c.the. bill? Should.it be theCrateipayers? de ' N " ' * ' '' ' ' ' -4

DR. DENTON: That's a question that I haven ' t thought
about. Being the federal government normally recerves - you

can enly see the Covernment if they concur with someth17E Of
th? cort. really have not really thought about that question
of equity. Certainly, nny time comething goes wrong in society

that the federal revernment reEulates, you can find that it is

] due, at leact in part to inadequate regulations.
REPRESENTI.TIVE GEESEY: Well, in giving a brief

consideration now, do ycu think that the federal scvernment
cucht to participate in the paymant cf the costc?

. p w. . - DR.~DENTON: You'know, i t 's clear t' ' die 'th$t ' if we 'm n. . .. o'

had been regulating on a different bacis or if we had been prud e

enough to pick up the Davis Bessie plant which required changes.,

that wculd not have occurred. Likewise, if the Babock & Wilcox

individuals had pernevered and gotten their recommendations out

of that company, which apparently didn't get out due to any

financial concern, just sort of bureaucratic you know, sir, it
might not have happened. Likewice, if the operatorc of the

plant had had a little bit better precedure, little bit better,

.

v

w
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maintenance, a little less tags around, it mi ht not haveC

occurred. So, it's not -- I don't think you would be able to

isolate a single person to place the liability on.

REPRESENTATIVE GEESEY: No, but under the circumstances

that we have all agreed to, at least at this point, unless

m W. i:u au hcouncel wants -to 'charige 's me''words here| ' do you 4think- that the>* -.

federal government ought to participate in helping to resolve

this problem financially, as opposed to leaving it to the rate

payers of GPU?

DR. DENTON: I guess I would want more considered

thought than the few minutes I have given it. It's a funda-

mental cuestion of equities. It seems to me that typically the
,-

[ government does not pay in these circumstances in other things.

REPRESENTATIVE GEESEY: This is not a typical

circumstance. '

DR. DENTON: I guess the swine flu episode is the one

w- + .9 ; o 'in shich th'e 'd6veifiment is"being ~such ' and I guess 'that 's'~ reallyo *

a question for the courts and lawyers to decide. As a

technical person, my !vdgment wouldn't be worth two cents,

anyway.

REPRESENTATIVE GEESEY: No, but I would be interested

in it.

DR. DENTON: I would like to reserve and think about

it. That's an interesting question.

- REPRESENTATIVE GEESEYr No further questions.
!

.,
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CHAIRMAN URIGHT: Representative.O'Brien.

; -

. REPRESENTATIVE 0'BRIEN: Doctor,; Representative

Bannett was. questioning you about management. You said there

was an area that you uere going to look at because maybe they
did not operate right. Does NBC rate any plants in the way

pagi. @ 4 .#% tthey.. are . operated ?^ There'M s ' approx 1Iddt'51[Y2'p1En'tY iE tlN " '

,

United States. They are under your jurisdiction. Don't you

rate them the way they do operate that plant or do you throw
them on their ovn?

DR. DENTCH: The office of inspection and enforcement

did attenpt a rating of the various plants several years ago
and they asked their inspectors to grade the companies in

[)'

varicus catagories based on the number of unusual occurrencessv

reported and. occupational exposure and some releaces. Most of

the management of the IIRC had difficulty with those gradings
in that they really weren't reflective for the true mode of,

s, q, w g. .j t p * ',

operationi'T hat' ma/ f t'19ft''SoNhariy Nasin'Nid $arly Yt3 des obt kb ',

operaticn or was in a very late stage. I have requested and

have obtained from all of the companies, detailed informaticn

on their management technical capabilities as a company, napart
of their performance in the operation. We have just begun to

a compare how companies are all realized and the amount of

techntcal staff and management staff, how many people they have

at the station,- how many people they have back at headquarters,

Do they obtain all of their advice through contracts orf
()'o

{ : .? _q. n' <i l':||i' ' s-
'

AU i'e *

. . :.+ , '|''
', '
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consultants or do they have an in-house? We have not attempted

in cur art to rate utilities and I think we are not entirely

satisfied with this rating that was done several years ago.

REPRESENTATIVE O 'BRIEN: Let me bring you up to date.

Management testified before our Committee and they claim under

sa %>S+4iu '

ioath that everything that 'NRC ' told them' to doy 'they did ' 'They. r
,

gave them a time schedule to do it. The top operator of the

plant has cot the training, the graduate of the Navy, highly

reccmmended. He ha.' probably got maybe moreso than some of

your peopic. So, why would ycu publicly state now that

management has to be invectigated? Do you know that they did

not perform the areas where you asked them to do, NRC? I am
g

not looking af ter management, but maneEement is saying one

thing and NRC is saying scmethinc else.

DR. DENTON: Licensees always met the minimum

requirements --

,cyr .' CHAIRMAN' WRIGHT:' 'Le t' me' bi2tt in a 'second ' "'" " ":~ n- c ~

.

( An off-the-record discussion was held.)

DR. DENTON: Certainly licensees always intended to

operate within the conditiens set forth in the technical

specifications of their license. They run the risk of being

cited, if they were found not to be in compliance with the

regulations. Many licensees went beyond the minimum require-

monts of the Commicsion. I think some licensees, though,

. . .
.

O

e
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didn't think it was cost effective to operate one iota more

safely than the minimum required by the Commission. If you

look at the aine of the companies, some companies have very

lar.e technical staffs and have a lot of know-how and a lot

of background in this field. Let me just name one, for example ,

sh ,a <.v.Gn h .., -
. t , . . .wt s. . v s . , , ~ c. o u u&

th. ,, Yankee organization .' The Yan'kae ~ plan in Now En e ,... gland, they.~
. . . . . -. - . . . . . . . . . . -

.r .

?

have a large headquartars of people. Other plants have gotten

in th nuclear buciness qu ite smal) and d idn ' t have the back-

crcund of historical record parformance to draw upon. T.no

reason we are doing the survey is just tc campare how companics

are orcanized, the number of people they have in the companies

with.' the train'.n in this field and the type of contracts

'.c they have for outaide assistance. It's too early to tell

uha cher these chanr.e3 are needed or not, but it was obvicus

to m2 that I really should look into this area a little more

c lo s e l*; .
. ~.are.y, .m.

-

,. , . . . ,. ,;_ ., ; . , . , _. , , , , , .
~

,

REPR"SENTATIVE'O'3RIEN: We11, can you' pro, duce for
. _

this Ccmmittee an.'/ citations, whether it 's cited in any way at,

all for violations?

DR . D21' TON: ''e could certainly produce the record of.

iten of non-compliance found at Three Mile Island.a

REPRESEUT.;TIVE C'BRIEN: I am not talking about that.

That's, you know, af ter effec c, as you stated earlier. I want

to know before, when IGC went in and made inspections, what

your persornel are being paid for, do they cite Met Ed for any9
.

\ 4s * \
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violations at the Three Mile Island?

DR. DENTON: I don't know first hand. I would have

to --

EEPRESENTATIVE C '33IEN: -|culd you check your records,

becauce they claim: there is no violations and you are saying
m 142 4 .:, _ . , .c.. #. . . . a m., ; , p . ,. x, ~ + . . , s

. %- , .

it ' c poor management'. ,3' Why i. ..,it no.or '!ransgement? ' That 's what
,..

n.

I can t to kno', .

DR . DEUTC N: I think my orn view is not shaped by

combinc throuch the inspec tion history of the plant and I have

no recent knowledge of the inspecticn history before the

acc ident . It'a mere shaped by reading the reports of the

plant at the time of the accident and the fact that there were
m-

'
a lot of systean that were aligned in mnners that were notu

nornal. The f act that this very important pressurized release

valve had been leaking some' time, just a sort of housekeepinc

datall thIt I foun3 in other plants to do much better.
- - < . 4 . -.- .o. . .. , . . ... .

'Of2ay, 'I want to''so' into
. '~

'REPRECENTATIVE 0'BRIEN:

inquiry on radio waves. I .know it's a political decision, but

you have appeared befor? the President's Commisston and you

were recommnding, as I said, one more hundred perscnnel. You

also recommended, ',thlch should change your cpinion later of new

plants coming in line of being licenced. Do you think that

NRC 13 doing their job when they know that the political

dacialcn is not being made under nuclear waste and what's to

be done with it? You are respcncible richt arm for the

.

1
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ed
government and you are going ahead and recommending future

plantsin the United States to be built and you are sitting
back and not saying to Congress and not saying to the

government, we absolutely do not know what to do with it. Do

you think you are doinE your job?

9-- s .4ing w ,..L ..e g d. M 1DRi DENTON:V I?am equally' concerned aboutetherlack A.~

of progress in the way of disposal area. The Commission has

nado a legal finding that it's not a barrier at the mdinent to
continue 1! censing, but there was a recent court case that

questiened whether the NRC had laid a proper basis for that

finding and remanded it. The Commission has now instituted

a new proceeding to decide:if there is adequate confidence
/~N whether(,) offthe nuclear waste problem will be solved or not. That's a

proceeding that the Commission has instituted and it's ongoing.

My recommendation to resume licensing is under the present

directions of the Commission that that's not to be a factor
-eum 3 ,. o , + .'my decisio' t "When"the President's Commission' objected to -1n

a resumotion of licensing, I deferred on pending applications

until I could g'et the use of the NRC Commission. I did meet

with them about-a week ago. Their view was that I should

assign staff to begin the reviews of impendinE plants, but the
Commission wants every application brought back to them for

final approva1'before issuance of licensing.

The question of wasbe disposal is certainly an

Achilles *. teel of this industry. It's been too long neglected.

(_s) .
_
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There are about 15,000 fuel assemblies sitting in fuel storage

poolc arcund the ccuntry and we make sure they are ~Gtored

safely, but it 's caly fcr the short term that fuel storage
not

poolc nre/;nbended to b3 1cnc term repccitaries. Now, switchin g

to the technicc1 cide of wasta diapascl, I was out in the
..-

- .:. nu.:, E si;: n. c .. .-En,... e . , 4;. .,x..,
cd a, .. _ . . , ft.. w: . : o r . ,e recently'and'5% auc nt d o ,:n tc sc me c f 'the m. . .ines.. ,Ne v. . .s

. . -.. . tes.t E

uhere they are doin'; exparimencs uith fuel and simulated fuel

tactc. I have seen the facilities of Hanford. It appears to

ma that both cf thcae altan cartainly have a technical

capability to icolate and ctore bcth icw and hich level waste

for very long pericdc of time. The cuestion I think is one

of inctitutions. 'c:ill this country and its inctitutions ever

come to permit fuel to be transported cut there and uill those

ctatas cEr2e to taho tha country's high level waste. That's

th2 aucction that's before the Commissioners now.

I:EPf.ZSENTATIVE C '3F.IEN: I see where you are in this j

.

.. , .. . /.4 e. . . - . . w.. -, c . t . ..%,

apot, but I have to continue to put you on the spot. Your
|

positicn in the :EC, you advise the board and I still don't
i

;nderctand Congrecs reculated the lawc who put you people in.

that pcaition. They have ta lock to you for advice. Uhy would

ycu continue - you say it's not your respcncibility. I say

it ic your responsibility. If Congress ts not coing to make

the decicion on nuclear waste, you chculd not regulate or give

any other licence to another plant to be built. I think the

cnes in line, cpend the money and then there has to be something9
'

"
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. done there. .T don't think.that you should sit back and not.

EO

to Congrecs and say to Congress, you abcolutely cannot issue any

more licenues until that prcblem is solved. How is it goin5 to

; be sc1ved otheruice?

DR. DE!* TON: I certainly try to urge that the problem

.a.o.;4 s ,A,n S k i Ye baddressed iEAtN the "momestFbhe9 8 aii 50bc'i;6rd' o'f ' tlEe""'"'1t
' "-

,

Comaicsion ic that they have incued rules that cay that you,

' don't have to face that iscue-in a cace by case proceedinE; but
they have -inctituted a teneral rule making to ccme to a

conclusion as to whether or not there is rocsonable confidence

cf.1cnc term waste colutions that will be found in that. I

think the Congrecs gave this authority to the Department of
/'N
bl Energy to reco1ve. There har heen a lot of conversation

i' between the Chairman of NRC and the people of DCE. Ultimately,

-if w? dcn't achieve a saticfactory antwer, Congresc may colve
it for us.

. e m ;g , , .u .e.2 ',. y . pn -

.REPRE'MNTATIV2'O'URikil:*iIhavUoia#6Eot t' "q'iieb t ion' 'S

and than the court stenocrapher ir going'to run out of tape.
Uhat is the future, the bottom line? What do you think the

future of nuclear waste is in the United States? No one has

been. killed. I think it'c been neglect on .the government for

not spendinc- the money to get the technolocy. Uhat in your

- c pinion ? What do you feel for. the future of nuclear energy
in this country?-

.

DR.: DENT 0M: I cuess with regard to the question of
~

- \_,"
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waste, I think that technical soluticns can be found to isolate

uanta for 1cnc pericdc of time, but whether.or not these will

be permitted to tiork or uhether or not states can work together

cr nct, it in in my nind an open question and la subject to

h2arin::.
o - ta v. x ../ ;. n - . > 8 + so ; e . . /.u, m e . : n . :. "+,.e.., a h. . , , , ~. t s, . m. s e . . , ,. . . . .

I think the ultim'.to question cf nuclear energy in

t' ls country is cno for acciety te make. There are certaina

alternatives, certain coci:c of coinc uithout it and certain

advantacec of doinc without it. Ac a t..'chnical person, I can

try to ca:e care that the plants that are built are built

safely; but I think the issue if more are needed or less

neaded, ic really one for rociety to decide through the
'

political procent und elected reprecantatives nus - as yourself.'

--m

C:U.IRM? N RIC 'IT : 'cle will take five minutes.
.

(The hearing recessed at 3:30 and reconvened at

a. a 3:35 P.M.) . ,;.gu q. m . . ,, ,, ,,,

CH3IEH'.N % BIG'IT : Reprecentat'.ve Jeffrey Piccola..

REPRI:.'JI:NT!, TIE PICCOLA : Dr. Denton, hou would you

characterica, cince there cecac to be an incranced interest in

the canacecant capsbilities, how uould you characterize -- how

:ould you ascocs their handling of the Three Mile Island

accident and I underatand that you have already made your
~

ansartion that your opinion on their performance in part is

based upon the reports about the way they have handled the

,

' '
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accident; and that you found that they did not have the

excellence cf operation as to what you cpoke about. How would

you ganerally charactarleo and ascess th31r performance

beginninc with 4:00 li.M. t?edn23 day, :4 arch 23, and since?
,

DR. DiNroff: 'clell, you may recall that there were
. .;,c.s. ,.... .> ,. : o .p . . . m . w. . y, ,. a n .v .r . ., :. . . .. ..tuo in c tan,c e s which 'I felt ,. a ..,..the need to,ba'above'tha.ir,a, ,. . . ..

capabilitica. One .Jaa conveyed to the Prcsident Saturday

norning and reculted in the '3hite Houco calling in a number of

I?ndara of the indu3try and the Assembly H2aring in Harrisburg

of tha at-called Industry Advisor Group. A day or tuo later,
I've

I felt th".t the -- / forgotten how long tha event ;3 s . I felt

.

like the number of people actually at the plant that were work-

- in3 for CPU had uorked too 1cuc cf hours and were unable to
to en u'_thcut sc.m cubctantial relief in the oper1tions area

ac cpposed to th3 analyticai area. I called the number of

?mple I knew in the industry frca Youth Power Conpany,
- v.- + ;u

7 .g,,...:. ., , _ , , . , , ,, .. ,

Commonwealth Edican Com?any and se forth. Many of these

c~aptnies renponded vol ntarily to the call, brought up their

cun shift 2uperv12crs and operators and intecrated themselves

right into the company. It ceemed to me at the time that the

recources of GPU and tha people they had working at that plant

.ind uho underctced 3Y.1 plant operations were just very near the

end cf their ropa . This is not a reflection, per se, on the

management of GPU. Probably, the same thing would have happene d

in half of the utilities of the U. C. If they had encountered

|

|

|

.
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U
this type of. accident. GPU is not one of the bigger companies.

that operated the power plant,. neither are they amons. the
2

smallest. croups. I would say they are somewhere in terins of

slac and mana:arial capabilities, comewhat below the average

but a lon:,way frcm being at the bottem of the list.

<'hg .MPEPRESENTATIVE*PICC' LAbTh$ needYIissf'O'p"their"i wue ,WH O.

:
'

capabilitlen that resultad in your convercaticn with President .

Carter and .his subcequent fcrming of the advisory group down'

,

there, that was Saturday morninC,: I am curiour cs to why, in

your cpinion, Metropolitan Edison uould not have also perceived

the necessity of having that increased capability to deal with,a

aurely by a situation that they surely knew muct have been

serious by Saturday morning.

DR . DE! ITCH: I had e>:plored with Iir. DieKamp by

Friday nicht, the need for such a troup. I think he generally

concurred with i';. I just don't think they had the wherewithal

s;a.[ ve, y. < -to ' brin. n w ?g'it all about.,vThere was more~, as I+ recall. c~ .. x :- ~n mv- . . . . .
- -of.-' day.Fri,

nicht, it t:an comethinc that GPU ccncurred that it was a good

idea. I didn't see any action movi.ng and I didn't seem to; have

i. the c1 cut ~to; pull it eff. That'a why I~went the White House

route that I did.

REPREGENTATIVE PICCCIA: Then th.at wac suGEested.by

- you on Friday evening and Mr. DieKamp concurred in that and

'

thoucht it was-a sve11 thing to do. Had they at any point

- prior' tc Friday-evening come up with the. essessment that maybe
.Q

:x _ _ p{;3 ',, .
e j,,
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they were in over their heads and maybe needed a little outside

assistance and should have. b?on making plann. accordingly?- Was',.

~

u there any assenament on their part, until your observation on
.

Friday evening that they were in trouble?

DR. DE: CON: I cuess I have not gone back And read~

i.w W M Fim 6 4 0 tlielhistorfJ6f thhtitriaf butTrhoo.. .,llection of the,'p.. .ericd .u.#
, ., .... : i.

.

ic whatever they had done by that time vaan't very reassuring

-
to me. 'I had the feeling from phone enlla to the Babccck 8:

,

Wilcox Company, for exa nple, that they were in more of a
,

recponse when acked mode than uhan they were actively ^

partic ipating. I think it's fair to say that the company was
.

juct not prepared for the demands .that were, being placed on

analytical people or procedure writers or health physicists

and th? multitude of okille required to cope with this accident
,

j REPRES3tDATIVE PICCOLA: Dr. Denton, then if they

waren't prepared;for this and 'hadn't maintained the excellence
,,;g..,~. p.y_e s.c v..< . operat..u.-o ,. ions concept. ~ wthat'you'have referred to, their ability

.n ~- , a n. . . : v nv. . a - nx ~mn ~ . - .
.gf .

., ..

.

to recc nize and assasc this nituation Icft acmothing to be
desirod? There responce to the caerconey was apparently less

f

.than adequate._ Am I'accuratie in sayin: less than adequato?

1.accume thab your experience in this regard, as well as the

npocific fin' dings in the enforcement d tvision report are all

goin. to be mattera recalled at the time.when Unit 1 operating-

licence comes up for an NRC decision?
-

.DR. DENTON: Yea, 'that is correct.

+ ~ ,
.

+ . ..I 3 4 ' ,,
,

4
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REPRESENTATIVE PICCOLA: I will be waiting with great

interest to neo uhat that decision is.

CIIIIRMAi! "EIG fr: Reprecentative Itki...

REPRESENT!sTIVA ITKIN: Dr. Denton, I only -- I have

tsc questions, but they are in diffarent lines. Over the past

cg, . . .jgg- , . .w .w. p .4,;:,. .
. . . ,g,.

., s. : ,

instances involvin; abncrmal expecura of: plant work 3rs. Most
,

of the attention hen been focuced on the general public and

prac tically littic, if anything, has been addrenced to the

protection of the scrkerc exposed to the hich amounts of

radia t ion . I am somewhat ccncerned about that iccue. It

ctorted to re-occur more and more. I addrccced this issue
,,
?

'

'v' with the utility nanagement when they appeared before us and

I uculd lik: tc know uhat the NEC ic goint to do to protect the

haalth and rafoty of the plaht wc.rkerc?

DE. DFNTON: '!e have urged upgrading of the GPU's
. -s . . a.. ,. . . . . 3 ., .,..g,.....c,.4.,... c;. . t . , .

. , .. . . . . . , . . . ,

health ,ttention. I think from the day I got' hd. .,'e' it '. , _seemed~r

that that was an arca in uhich our own ctaff braced carly on

Friday, chosed th? need of upgradinc. I think they did take

a nu.mber cf step during the summ?r. Th2y brcucht in additional

help, contractors. At that time they uere copinc with water

in the auxiliary buildinrf, which didn't have a lot of the beta

emitter; in it. I think here in the past few uccks they have

begun to get sorre of the water that'c in the containment that

rm war spilled up and repairs to let down the line. I assume that
i / ;
'N:, I

|
1

)
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the ratio of Camua to beta in there were the sama as they werc

!.n the old sort of water and endad up with high contamination

12velc of bata e.itt:ra. Thic hac happenad coveral times. I

th : ni: raccably it'c the type of ccata.r.ination that can be

wachad off and remaved.
, ..:. , , .

. . , , , '.a r. a r . o < i , , . ;, ; ,, . . ; c.It 12d'ma to fo,rm tack foran of hishl;'compeb,ent

h mith phycicict: ho are ; cia: - ehc ara char;cd to review

the mana; emant and tachnical capabilitica of the company in

th; radiolc~;ical protection area cvar th3 no;;t mo:1th or so and

provida n3 uith a rapcrt on what na2ds to be don 3. 'ih13 is a

len: term problem. It's going to be here until it's cleaned

up. So, to cive John come assictance who has baen working this
c-

! ;

<! prcblem 11th hic o m staff, I want an outside group to come in
anj tak3 a frcah lock at uhat needs to ba done in this area.

John, :ould you like to ca; Incr2 about it?

:3. JC'U! COLLING: I cortainly <:en't minimica the
'

. . . . . 2 .e . , , , . s.< a- *. .

2:<posures that h.17e occ ;rrad, but there ara cabegories of
__

2..posure cind I ta'.n2 tha t the pr2.;u .aedia, itcelf, has caused

ccme undua concern. I think ycu r2 ferring to a number of cases

whart .Ja have reportad ccatamination cf <:or!cers. Thare are vers

1c luv'1 contam!n ticna, as !hrold indicated ; ":ost of ten, this

can be wachud off vfry nimply. This la a. normal occurrence

t:'at h::ppens in every pouer plant.

I3ecausa cf the sensitivity of the operations down

there, this type of occurrence is being raparted out to the

a

' #i =,

e
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and you talk about what the potential exposure is going to be

and MR's and everyching else that is practically nil. -You go
through this whole song and dance about it. Then, you go down

to the workers and you talk about a normal occupational

exposure, which if that was falling on the average Joe out in

. Front Street here, it would be a -whole "different trip. 'I'm "~
.~ ..m _ .g.. '

saying that you are obviously putting the workers in a

different class as you are treating the public. What's right?

Is the treatment of the public right or the treatment of the
workers right? They both can't be correct.

MR. JOHN COLLINS: Both of them are correct. There

are two sets of standards. We do have occupational standards

[q'I and you do have public health standards. We are measuring the

workers exposure against those occupational health standards.

It's the same way in non-radiological materials. You have an

occupational threshold and you have a public threshold.

REPRESENTATIVE ITKIN: ~ ' Well,"I understand whati' you'--e <

are saying but I am concerned that the same degree of insurance

is not being afforded to the worker, just because he happens
to make a paycheck.

MR. JOHN COLLINS: I think the only thought process --
not only the thought process, but the programs that are in

effect that requires careful review and analysis by the

management, by the groups, health physics groups, within the

utility and our own people before any particular job is done.

.
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public. We have not suppressed any of this information. So,

if one has to differentiate between that type of normal

contamination to a worker in a nuclear power plant versus the
.

type of exposure that we had to six workers to the beta

radiation, I think the health physics programs has been up-

~ = . u: - . . s.y . : > - g. g ggg. .y. . . . ,

people on this very subject and I do see an increased awareness

on the part of management, now, to recognize that we are

changin6 modes of operations.

In the early days, we were faced with radiation,

mostly gamma radiation. The beta radiation was a minor problem

at that time. Because of the change in radio-nuclear con-
O
\e/ centration, the beta now became very important. It was not

recognized immediately and that program was not geared to

handle that chanEe. I think' that unfortunately that you h&d

to have an exposure, which I personally believe should never
/.y, .o . .mu . . t. w ,, e ,u , .3 , , .,1 e ., o s ,..9 . , , , , , ;; . . . ,.,,

.
.

, . ..

have occurred, to now fall back, regroup and go forward with

a much stronger health physics program. I have seen that

turn around since that time. I think it's unfortunate that

it took that to do it.

REPRESENTATIVE ITKIN: On the one hand you talked

about very, very -- you said normal occupational exposure to --

MR. JOHN COLLINS: Normal contamination.

REPRESENTATIVE ITKIN: Normal contamination material

g~s and on the other hand, you walked ~through the tulips when it

d
. ,

.
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comes to a few MR in the atmosphere. This is what -- it's like

they are a different o! ass of people and therefore, they are,

you know, can accept tnis type of radiation because you obvious:.y

believe it's not harmful. I assume so.

MR. JOHN COLLINS: No, I don't want to leave you with

. - . . + 4 m L r. . ,, . , . . . c. . . . . .. .. ..g . . , , ,

the plant as I am about the general public.

REPRESENTATIVE ITKIN: I mean because of the current

Magee (phonetic) situation, you begin to wonder about work as

normal and health physics area has always been in my judgment

neglected, not given the attention that it should be given.

(_
I just wonder whether thevorkers or the employers have identified

|
'se' any areas or concerns about this particular situation?

MR. JOHN COLLINS: I think the workers are concerned.

What I was trying to say is that -- I was trying to put it in

perspective that there is low level contamination that does
._e- .w,o.. .,4 .

...
, ,- , . , .

.,

exist in the plant, just from small leaks and systems You.

have small contamination. In terms of that impact on his

health and safety is small, compared to the type of exposure

that they were exposed to in the case of --

REPRESENTATIVE ITKIN: You are talking about having

months of hearings in deciding whether it.is released, krypton

85, into the atmosphere, right?
;

MR. JOHN COLLINS: That is correct.
|

REPRESENTATIVE ITKIN: Now, you are aware about that

.,. . .

~
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I think this is being carried out right now and being more
_ effective than it has in the past.

REPRESENTATIVE ITKIN: Well, now is the time for the

stance to be determined, because once you start getting into --
well, all of this, hundreds of thousands of radioactive

material, .you;are just ' going to have - you are bound to havea ,, .. s e %:,, ., y

accidents. I don't know how you can avoid it, unless you take
stringent precautions in the protection of the workers. In

fact, I don't know how the workers are treating this or

whether there is a cavalier fashion about how they - you know,

with respect to their own health. They talked to the utility

executives and they have a bunch of supermen down there who

||( their commitment is like they belong to the green berets on
Three Mile Island. That's what the utilities feel. They got

no problems down there. The boys, they are 100 percent right

down the line for us and they know what they are doing and they

just 'think -it 's a tremendous > Job that' they are ~ doing.' Youe*- %

might be able to cite people for doing that, but it may not be
in their best interest.

MR. JOHN COLLINS: Well, my own opinion is that first

of all, I do not recognize a cavalier attitude among the
workers, among the mill line management or among the management.

I totally agree with you that we have yet to face some of the

big problems in decontamination of the watar, the containment

entry problem and finally the core problem. It is going to

,

, . - --
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require -- I would hope that the programs in effect in constant

reminding of the potential problem, not only to management and

the supervisors, but also to the workers is going to minimize

the potential problems. I am not saying that we are never

going to have any more exposures down there. I think that

hI think"we a'e tryin'g'to'imple' ment'a program- m, ;, .. . u...* T would be nai've T 74

r

to minimize those potential exposures and we are going very

carefully. I am not in a hurry to go to work down there.

REPRESENTATIVE ITKIN: Are you the principal

official responsible at the plant site for health safety?

MR. JOHN COLLINS: I am responsible for the NRC

activities at the site, yes, madam.

REPRESENTATIVE ITKIN: What does that mean? Do you' '

react or do you approve?

MR. JOHN COLLINS: That means we approve and review

prior to their implementation.
, ,u.,. 1, .v ,, w o. ~. . 5 <. .+ . ......x . - .. . , , ,s

REPRESENTATIVE ITKIN: Do you also monitor the

activities of the personnel?

MR. JOHN COLLINS: Yes, we do. We have our own on-

site inspectors that.do that, to ensure that they are carrying

out the procedure that they have submitted to us for review

and approval.

REPRESENTATIVE ITKIN: And when workers are exposed ,

I

to any abnormal amount, how is that recorded?

MR. JOHN COLLINS: Well, if they exceed the regulator:r7 s.,
4 /
%&

.v.,
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limits, they must report that within 24 hours to us and then

submit a detailed report of their investigation within 30 days.

We don't wait until after we get that report. We have our own

investigations under way into those concerns so that we can take

immediate action, if this is warranted.

REPRESENTATIVE ITKIN:- Well, obviously, --if you wait. '- u s-. e -

around for all the paperwork to get signed, the damage is going

to be done. As I understand it, you work by the quarter. Is ;

that correct? At least in certain cases?

MR. JOHN COLLINS: That is correct.

REPRESENTATIVE ITKIN: So that a person can receive

their dose, whatever, at the end of the quarter and then come

) back to work the next day. It happens to be the next quarter.

So, according to the rules, he has got a whole new quarter to

be exposed. In the end of March, March 31st, you have got

people that have got exposed and then the quarter ended March

" 31st and the licensee had them back working'the 1st of April.

MR. JOHN COLLINS: Within the regulations, that is

correct.

REPRESENTATIVE ITKIN: I know it's within the

regulations.

MR. JOHN COLLINS: You also have a lifetime doce to

consider, too. You are always accumulating that done, so that

your total lifetime dose has to be considered. You are right,

_
the regulation is written that way on a quarter basis.

Nm
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REPRESENTATIVE ITKIN: I would just hope that this is

not ignored, okay, because this is not the activity that people
are focusing on and something that can get, you know --

MR. JOHN COLLINS: I can't emphasize it enough. I

think it is one of the prime concerns that we have at the site

#iu u a v ,and it -has receive more attentiori than I think'any 6ther~ ''

particular subject since the accident, itself.

DR. DENTON: I think it's been one of the solid
concerns. Thare was a concern of_ours the very first day.

It's not one that receive a lot of attention, except when there
*

are over-exposures; but it's been one that we have afforded a

heck of a lot of effort in and will continue to do so. I want

r^)s to relook at this area before we get further into operations.(w.

I would be happy to send you a copy of whatever report I get
back on this area. -

REPRESENTATIVE ITKIN: Okay, but what I am concerned
v. . m p. ,x. * "

doub pu have' those' regulations that' say a worker may setl' "' ' '~ '

so much. I mean, that may be a situation that while one might
accept as being on the job and being exposed to it, one should
not necessarily have to receive. In other words, just because

you are entitled to three 'MR's, you are not supposed to get it.
DR. DENTON: Well, I agree fully in that we implement

the same as low as practical approach to occupational exposures

that we implement on external exposures. We certainly push the

/_'s- licensee about preplanning, by tests mock-ups, by training

s ,

' #
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people in non-radioactive performance so that when he is called

upon to perform in a radioactive field, he can go to it with

a minimum of exposure.

REPRESENTATIVE ITKIN: I am sure the monitoring will

be given to the actual processing of the radioactive wastes.
i. , . % % . .u - g g g . g.g. edsh'm m'W

..

with Representative Geesey. The same being made -- I assume

that it's a personal statement, that as far as nuclear power

goes, your own personal opinion would be that each state should

be given the option of deciding if they want nuclear power and

if they are saying fine, we don't want it. Sor.e thing like that.

It's something like a state's right?

DR. DENTON: I recognize the actual legality of the

situation incurred by the federal laws and state laws and I

was expressing my own opinf.on on the subject. Things that

affect local Groups should be determined locally.
q . , , , ; n. . . , + .,

REPRESENTATIVE ITKIN: But hou see, "we don't have that.

license, that opportunity,.because what happens is that we are

directed that they can't usa oil. Then we were directed that

we can't use coal, because of '.he EPA. Now we are directed

that we can't use Eas. So, you are giving us either windmill

or -- only place you can produce windmills is probably in this

Capitol Building and we don't have iny. I think we don't have
'

any capacity for hydro power here. So, basically, if you give

us on paper the freedom, we still don't have any other directior

.
. +:

+
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to go, particularly in view of the national policy. It's

probably being set by the President and Congress in terms of

energy dependents. It might be fine for or.3 state to choose

not to go, but it's putting a problem on the other 49 There-

fore, I don't think it should be a state by state policy.

Sinceenergy'isa' national" dol' icy, 1E has to' b'e a '6a'ticidal "e r ,3 ~ m, c-

dec laion .

DR. DENTON: Uc11, Commissioner Dapp (phonetic) wants

to propose that every state should be energy sufficient and

that every state should commit to having the coal mines, the

o11 ' fields or the petroleum distilleries -- you know, they

would carry their share of the energy needs of the country.

- He was probably recently coming up with such a suggestion ten

years ago, Certainly there has got to be a way to bring

together all of the diversities of this country and to focus

on what the objectives are. I can see the ability of the state 3
' ' ' '

' o ' hand'le ' as't'e,' for example, very greatly becIuse the 'Ecographict w

parameter of the states vary greatly. My opinion was more on

the nuclear question.

Personally, I would prefer if I had a vote in the

matter to individual 6tates who did or didn't want it. I

think, in effect, that's about the way that it works through

the political process now, is that the majority of the people

in the state really opposed the plant, their public utility

commission could also oppose it.

.

B

,
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REPRESENTATIVE ITKIN: But their constraints on the
way they cool the states is more intense than ever. So, it

really -- and I think it is a national policy if expressed by
the President through the Department of Energy, that the

planning going on is going to require more than anything being
ed i azw .. . f. a. ' developed on the basis tHat 't! hat' is"g61'ng' t$''be''additiona'l

'

. . '

electrical generation or additional percentage of electrical

Eeneration. Therefore, free us from the importation of a

less importat$on of foreign oil. I just don't see how we can

do it.

Thank you, t&, Chairman.

CHAIRMAN WRIGHT: Marshall Rock.
,-,

(4 MR. ROCK: Dr. Denton, relative to the startup of

TMI-1, what'c the deadline for the public to register as a
witness? ~

,

DR. DENTON: I just received a copy of a notice that

:. + . was' published ib al'l'of thd neNapaper's'up here.' I den''t
-.- '

remember the date. Let me ask counsel if he happens to recall.

MR. CHRISTENBURY: September 14th.

MR. ROCK: Thank you very much.

CHAIRMAN WRIGHT: Bob Hollis.

MR. HOLLIS: I just have one followup question, sir,

on the question that Representative Geeney had. That was on

your review oi' these 3,000 incidents and all that sort of thing.
Well, the federal aviation authorities commission had a similar

-

.
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,' - type thing, but ~ there was no cross-checking. They found out

that once they put all these incidents on a computer, that

|-
after the DC-10 crash, they found there was a zillion reports '

,

of cracks and everything cloe like that. If they had this

stuff on a computer, they would have been able to find out
s w k ,r.;.: ; a A . .,v m ar .. 1 u u ~:n e .A z.; c - .w - . n ~ r ~ - : > 6immediat$1'y.if'there w:as a.s w .;o."Do you intend to do this

-
'

problem.
~

with a computer, that not only does somebody read and evaluato
.

it, that somehow this data is going to be stored and .if

immediately another one comes in, you can push a button and

see how many similar types of ones you have on file?

DR. DENTON: ' I think that's exactly what this group

would interd to do, classify them somehow so they can spot a

trend. Just one every few years would be very interesting,
!

but -- in our present system, it's easy to misread them because

if you are not in the office 'that day, you might miss a few.

!G. HOLLIS: But that is your plan, to get it on a
% u .~ .+ a < n.~ . . > . g ,;. ,, y .. n ,.a- s t v,. ~: . ;~ ss y , ,r , . . a . m. . ,

computer?_
.

. .
,

DR. DENTON: Yes, sir.

CHAIRMAN WRIGHT: I think it's my privilege to wrap

it up, but.I have a few questions.

Does NRC -- I'may be redundant in asking these
'

-

- questions, ~ but does NRC require emergency management planning

from the State of Pennsylvania? |

DR.'DENTON: LI.will let Mr. Collins answer. j
1.

'IE. HAROLD COLLINS: Right now, we are still operatinn;

-

.
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with the states on a voluntary cooperative basis, because the

only significant piece of legislation that is coming down the

pike on state emergency plans is the Hart Bill, S562 that

passed the Senate 97 ayes to one no, and it's now in the House.

Even that bill tells us to do our business with the state and
w , , s A , - ,,, local governments in helping them' develop' plans and' review in

conferring plans in the same manner in which we are doing it
now; in other words, using our current deck of cards or current

guidelines until about June of 1980. Then, from there, if the

provisions of that bill, we shift to a regulatory mode with
respect to state plans. So, we are utill operating the same

way we always had, voluntary cooperation and I enderstand

Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency is going to be sending
us their plan soon for review.

CHAIRMAN WRIGHT: We have not done that to date?

Has Pennsylvania ever submitted a plan?
,-- - , . , , , . g , / HAROLD ' COLLINS : ' The only~ thing 'we ev'er saw' inr.

Pennsylvania prior to Three Mile Island and even since that

time was in 1975, the Lieutenant Governor of the State at that

time did send us some dr:2t emergency planning documents

relating to nuclear facilities for the Commonwealth of

Pennsylvania. We reviewed those against .our voluntary guide-

lines standards, since we have no statutory basis for the
program. Within 30 days, we sent a letter back to the

Lieutenant Governor and thanked him for the draf t emergency

. .
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9
planning documents and essentially told him that it was a

nice start, but it fell short of the mark af meeting all the

guideline standards. They were only draft documents to begin

with.

After that, we never heard anything from the state,
o.u.,,.. .. .,.m.a . . . , , . . . . . . . . - . ,,.n. x <,.a v. , . - m -... . . .

except that about a year or two~after that, the -- I'believe

it was the Pennsylvania Bureau of Radiological Health, which

is in your Department of Environmental Resources. They were

called something else in those days. They and the Civil Defense

orEanization which preceded your current PEMA, requested a

meeting with the federal regional advisory committee that was
^

set up for this reg 1on in which Pennsylvania is in, to come

into the state and sit down with them. This is the regional

committee that does the review of state plans, and discussing

a number of emergency planning matters. I don't think a heck

of a lot came out of that meeting, because the Commonwealth
.4,. > . - . .,.

. v ., . . .. , ,.. .

of Pennsylvania representatives at that time were more

interested in questions about Price-Anderson and indemnity and

thinEs like that.
So, we didn't see a lot of activity on the part of

the agencies in the state involved in this kind of emergent.y

planninE and having a very small staff and not seeing much

interest, we took our business elsewhere, where the action was

and worked with'the states who wanted to work with us. I guess

Pennsylvania for some reason or other didn't want to work with

.
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the federal goveniment in this area.

In December of last year, we did get a copy of the

Pennsylvania emergency plans for nuclear facilities throui;h

the side door. Uhat I mean by that is one of our staff people

got a copy of this plan from another Pennsylvania government
st'aff per~ son under 'th'e' tabic. For 'come reason or other, they~" " ' " ' '+ -- ''

didn't want to submit it to us formally, but we did have it at

the time of Three Mile Island, the plan as it existed at that

time; but it was never formally submitted for our review and

concurrence. There wasn't much interest there, I guess.

CHAIRMAN WRIGHT: Dr. Denton, you expressed an

opinion that the state should have a role in approving the
| locations of nuclear power planco cr whether to have nuclear

power or not. Apparently from your opinion, as I understand

it, under the existing federal statutes and under several court

decisions, the decision making process is almost exclusively
a decision' m'ak'ing'~ process I''Is 'tha t correc t7 " '''' '" " ' ~'* ~ '

DR. DENTON: I think historically that's been the

case, that the NRC has claimed federal preempd.on over matters

of great logical safety, although the state does have a

considerable voice in many of the environmental impacts of

planning.

CHAIRMAN WRIGHT: Referring to some of the testimony

in regard to the consoles in the control room, I have been

somewhat confused as I go through them. I have some bac' .cound. .

. . .
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in industrial engineering and work station layout. Going

through control and locking at that array of switches and
levers and maintenance tags, Gauges and indicators, just blows

my mind. I will be frank to admit that I have tne same
confusion when I go into a fossil fuel plant. I am wondering

yp anybody'in industry, the people who install and designu,99. ,.x - -

. , .

control rooms, arc they looking at a, for want of a proper term s

the psychological effects - psychological systems that should

go into an easy work flow system? I think I appreciate the

fact that that may not be easy, because the scenarios will be

changed frcm one hour to the next hour and where the proper

place to put an indicator may be somewhat difficult. In your

opinion, though, are the designers of these control rooms taking
into consideration the human problems that are involved in

supervising a mass array of controls that would fill up this

whole rcom?

'DR.'DENTON: This' 'was a ' control room > 1ayout. -I; think*i . oy. ,

it was an early concern when the admiral was building submarine r,

and ships and had very confined quarters. A lot of attention

went into human f actory engineering and how to best make the

As it Eat commercialized, the control room layoutprocess go.
was Icf t to the dictates of the individual utility, who you
would think from operating large industrial complexes would be

rather expert in it. It evolved in a totally different approactes

in different companies. If you visit different plants, you will

,

'
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just be amazed at the different approaches to this.

There have been over the last decade or so a few
lone voices saying that we have really got to be better. I

think they recognize this and they are forming an institute
for operations. They are finding this and this is going to be

.s u . . . . a m ,4 4 e

. 'aiinstitute who deals with ' the operat'ional ~ aspects of po'wer. : *'..

plants right from the management, staffing, control room layout ,

human factors and procedures and maintenance. Utilities never

ccoperated in this manner before with each other and they buy

the hardware from one of the vendors and hire an architect
engineer and describe'what sort of plans they want and they get
one built to their specifications.

Within the NBC, we intend to increase our staff in
this area greatly. It is an area that I think has a lot of
payoff. We are putting in more pumps and valves and equipment.

It may not lower the risk from accidents and I think we need
U "

to start looking at' this ' human ' factor and 'the ' detail attention
'~* '

of the operational aspects in terms of lower probabilities.
CIISIRMAN URIGHT: Thank yvL. It 's been a long day

and we very much appreciate your being with us -- Representative
Davies.

REPRESENTATIVE DAVIES: I just have one question.

In lieu of the number of shutdowns that Peach Bottom has had

in the pact few months and the fact that I understand that you
non have a full-time person on the scene at Peach Bottom and

. .

.+
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the occurrence of the gas is released, do you have all the

confidence that that particular move that . you made does give

it its greatest safety factor or as far as the problems that

they have had in recent months?

DR. DENTON: I don't think they are sufficient in
. . :,.o ;..+. and we 'will' b'e 'sendinc ou't''a~1etter to 'all the' operatiSg' piants

'.m ',

within the next day or so that spells out the so-called lessons

learned from Three Mile Island, which were about to affect

12 different areas of operations. It will be required of all

utilities in the U. S. that have operating plants make the

majority of these changes by January 1, 1980 and commit to

making the rest of them which requires longer term procurements
( by the end of 1981. There are dozens of changes that I want

,

to accomplish in all plants, including Peach Bottom, by the
end of this year. I think they will substantially reduce the

risk facters and have them commit to making these longer term
"" " " ' '

cha'nges and'then we will' addit 0 hat'recommenbations from out

of these long going investi ations and perhaps there will beE

further changes.

CHAIRMAN WRIGHT: We thank you for being with us.

Your patience, your understanding, your frankness is Greatly
appreciated by the Committee. I think most of your attention

to the problems of Pennsylvania, not only today but during

the accident and subsequent to the accident, has been greatly
|

appreciated not only by us, but by the citizens of the state.

1c ..
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yt ; u very much.
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" '

DR. DENTON: Thank you.
(

CHAIRMAN WRIGliT: As they leave the table, we.have,

.a

Q, troup from the Old York Rond Keystone Alliance, who
'

.h ' to present come corrnents and they are here at the

f Representative'Hoeffeli* "I believe we have a Mrs.~
'

. .

:w

auye, Richard Pollini, Mark Breslow and Harry2.
r

'!ould all four of you like to come to the tabic,e: .
.

a

? All witnecces were duly sworn.)
.

"IAIRMAN WRIGl!T: I don't know which you would prefers

~ ^

each one of you speak, please identify yourcelf and
u
* 1ast name and if you winh to, state your occupation

>
f ?hort statement for the record. I need the names

chat this ntenographer can pick it up.
: . s.., .. .. ..

.* '3. INOUYE: My name in Eleanor Inouye, I-N-0-U-Y-E.e
f

I ar teacher, the wife of a surcean on the staff atQ.
;r;.. 1 of the Univercity of Penncylvania. I would likesj
9 our appreciation to there of you who have remained;,_,

h- long day to hear what we have to say.

44 |3 would like to commend the Select Committee for
M .o us this opportunity to be heard. It succents that
k ire of high level of concern among your conctituents
I come of your deliberation.n

X
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Three Mile Island has acted as the catylist to bring

together people from diverse age and ethnic groups, every

eccnomic and social strata. An organizing element in our area

is the Keystone Alliance of which some of us have recently

become active members. This, in turn, is in coalition with

m- Fio ' o -similar~ groups' statewide and natio'nwide.' 'Our elected
'

"' '

representatives are wise to listen to our message.

For years, during the early development of nuclear

industry, it was difficult to know whether to believe the

experts who told us of nuclear power that it was safe enouEh
or these who kept warning us that itisn't. During the past

year, significant evidence has been accumulated to support the

( .) anti-nuclear position.

In January, the NRC accepted the conclusions of a

review group headed by Dr. Harold Lewis, which sharply criticized
the Rasmusson report. Proponents of nuclear power have relied

*4' " ~ " heavily'onthe'Ra'amussdnrehdrt' con'lu3ionsontherelative '''

c

safety of nuclear plants. These conclusions have been shown

to be invalid .-

In March, there was Three Mile Island. As this

ccmmittee sifts the evidence to determine what our state should
do to avoid a nuclear catasthrophe in the future, I believe it

behooves each member of this committee to consider carefully

the merits of the argument that nuclear power is inherently

unsafe; has a potential for disaster, which should delete it,
,

~.,_|
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from the list of options for sources of power for the future;
and can be shown to be unnecessary.

We have brought to share with you materials. I

understand that these materials will be duplicated and circulated
to each one of you. First, a paper by Dr. Michio Kaku. Dr.

TMichio'Kaku'a name'was" addressed earlier'in'this''morninC and..e o .. A iw ~ '"

I would like to try to clear up what appears to be a lingering
misunderstanding about figures. The three percent figures
refers, I am sure, to percentage of total energy production

in the United States; not to percentage of electrical productio 1

The 13 percent is the nuclear percentage of electrical
production. As you no_te, he is the Professor of Theoretical

( Physics at City College of New York and he has produced this

paper which helps to clarify the kinds of accidents that can
be expected to occur in nuclear plants.

1

Broadcasts on public radio of the Kemeny Commission
" -

-hearings have ' revealed 'many' p/oblems' 'd1Yh ' p1' ant' b'afAth'." ho"
^

hear today that the nuclear accident at TMI has been classified

in the non category, certainly underscores for us the luck

element that existed in the results of that accident not having
been much, much worse than they were.,

Another source of disturbing information has been

internal memos of the NRC which were obtained under the
Freedom of Information Act through the efforts of the Union of.

Concernod Scientists. In a case which hits very close to home
,

: .: . ,. , :. .
.
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* v.
-for those of us in the Philadelphia area, they reveal that the

NRC reE1onal director, Boyce Grier, apparently ignored warnings

by his inspectors of the piorable conditions at Peach Bottom

2'and 3 and at salem 1. Salem 1 was described in an inspector' s

report as a disaster waiting to happen. Peach Bottom was
Sr . . a. w ,.w.t.. s ,

-desc'ribed'hs"Ehb leIsh" safe' Nite"in" S hional norbheaste N ' ''
United States.

So much as come out in the press recently on the

dangers of nuclear plants that's difficult to keep up, but we

are submitting for your attention representative articles from,

the Philadelphia Bulletin of June 9th and the Inquirer of

- September 8th, the latter an editorial which states the

conclusions we believe must be drawn about nuclear power.

In addition to the risk of catasthrophic accidents

resulting from imperfect technology, irresponsible management

and control, and human error, the risk posed by routine
. . .., w' d' , . n , n. -

. , e ; ? . . . .w, w....... n. vw , pm -emissions of low, level ionizing' radiation is increasingly

apparent. For years we have been assured that normal low level

radioactive emissions are well within government safety
'

standards. _Now, an angonizing re-appraisal is in process,

undergirded by reports such as the study by Thomas Mancuso

of the University of Pittsburgh, whose study of atomic workers

at Hanford-, Washington concluded that epvernment standards of

permissible radiation exposure should be reduced by nine-tenths ,

Included-among the reprints we are leaving with you

w ,.- ; .
. . . .
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is the description of cooperation of Dr. Mancuso's conclusions'

: by Karl Z. Morgan, who directed the health physics division

of the Oakridge National Laboratory until 1972 .nnd whose

credibility is lonc established within the nuclear industry.

We also leave with you a copy of a recent book by

a m..- - , . . > . , . . Helen Caldice6t,' physician, brititled '"Naclear Madness",.

as well as an article adapted from the book which gives a

ccndensation of her information for your convenience. We have

found this to be a penetrating and convincing analysis of the

hazards of the whole nuclear industry, with a careful

description of the way low level radiation accumulates in the

environment, eventually becoming concentrated in amounts

( sufficient to cause cancerous crowths and genetic defects.

MARK BRESIDW: My name is Mark Breslow, B-R-E-S-L-0-W .

I hava n bachelor's degree in economics and public policies

studies and did Crnduate work in publi: policy at Harvard
> .v . ,4 ,.

. 7 . . . . . - .
. , - -

University. I have been employed by the federal counsel on

environmental quality as an environmental revieuar, and by the

public interest economic center in Washington, D. C., as an

economic analyst. I am currently employed part-time by the

mathematics department of Community College of Philarielphia.

What I am going to speak about is the economics of

nuclear power. I think that's appropriate for three reasons
"'

to this investigation. One reason is that despite the supposed

..

focus only on the safety of nuclear power plants, it's clear

L_I(. )
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that this investigation and others going on'take into account

whether or not we need that power and what the cocts of shutting

down tha.plante are and that you are evaluating that as you go

along. There is an accumpticn made by many people that we do

need thoce plants, whether or not they are cafe.
s . ' ::,x . . - . e , ., . o g . , , g . < . .geg y .. . g .

.

the nuclear power plants cafe, of really doing all the things

that ycu talked about today that would change the methods of

operaticna cf thoce plants are co great that they simply cannot

be done and still let nuclear power be a viabic economic

industry. The inductry will never do them and it will continue

to implement such standards as to really protect the public,
,

t 3

\;'' Finally, that the unsafe nature of nuclear plants

translates directly into economic coct for consumers auch ac

Three Mile Icland when it shut down and replacement power must

be bought.
- - -..x . <a.. . , . , . ~ . , , _ ,. .

. My testimony is a cummary of a paper that I have

written entitled Nuclear Power is Uneconomical, uhich I will

1 cave with you. It alco corresponds closely to work done in

other areas, including an crticle written by the Secretary of

State of t'icconsin entitled the Economic Myth of Nuclear Power.

The major point that I want to make is that nuclear

power, contrary to mytha, is not a cheap cource of energy. It

in not the only cource of energy we have and it is not the

best replacement for oil. In contrast, because of its many

.
.
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hidden costs, nuclear power is the most expensive way of

meeting our energy needs. It is far more expensive in meeting

our needs for conservation and renewable energy sources.

To being with, nuclear power plants in their

construction phase have tremendous increases in cost. Three

"''* * * 4 4 " 9" Mile * Island plants 'themselve's' had -200 ?percsnt ccets over what 'i c

uas built. In the Philadelphia our concern ore the two plants

being built.at Limmerick, Pennsylvania, which were originally

' supposed to cost $730 million and are now projected to cost

over $3 billion, mare' than a 400 percent increase in cost.

That goes ,along with c'ontinued rate hikes that we have had in

Philadelphia,

q(yg There are several reasons why that is happening. One

is that the price of the -- well, this is not a construction

reason, but the price of uranium has increased from $7 to $42

a pound from 1973 to 1976 and further since then. The same
n, .v,n. , . - c. .

.. .. .. .
, . , . ,. .a ,

price are doing the same thing with uranium.

The cost of constructing the plants, as I said, have

gone up from $134 per kilowatt in 1967 to more than $1,000 per

kilowatt today. Whereas it's estimated that conservation

measures even save energy at a cost of 300 to $400 per kilowatt,

approximately one-third of the cost of constructing a plant.

Thirdly, we, of course, know that nuclear plants are

not reliable, that despite the assumptions that they would
(s)-

s +, ,

g e 9
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operate 80 percent of the time, even greater reliability than
coal or oil plants, in reality, they have operated only 59

,

percent of the time, often being shut down.

We also know that in current times electric utilities
across the United States have tremendous electrical generating

.c,v . m 6 ac. t.;.' y; q,xeesa'caliaeityf4 We'simpl[' doi 9 t'Ne'ed $ ore elehtficIt'y"'todak.# '

Durin't the last six years, energy crisis has skyrocketed and

as a result people have been cutting back. In the Philadelphia

region, Philadelphia Electric has over A0 percent excess

generating capacity. Nationwide, utilities have about 30

percent excess capacity on average; whereas the federal

government recommends only ten to 15 percent excess.
! (O

,.s / We, as consumers, pay for those plants'whether they

are used or not. We say that you got all these plants sitting
idle and projections for the' future with higher energy prices
say that they are going to remain idle so why do we need to

4 g . . e , .m . ~ x. . ~ .. m . .m r.. , . ~ - .,, , e . t . a , y, n, , , - .o g,v t. ,. # .~ . ' ~

build nuclear plants? '

A so, nuclear plants through the past 25 years havel

received tr tendous research subsidies from the federal

, Eovernment, greater-than any other industry. . _ One estimate said

that if nuclear power had to pay directly for the cost of

research in our electric bills, the cost of nuclear generated

electricity would be 50 percent higher. Also, nuclear plants

as are other centra 11:ed generating plants,'are the beneficiaries '

of.' extremely substantial tax loopholes. In~ Phi 13 elphia,d_-
^

|-s
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Philadelphia Electric never winds up paying any federal income

tax because of those loopholes they have in construction. In

reality, were those loopholes not to exist, ue would find other

energy sources would tend to look more economically beneficial.

One area that relates most closely to the safety
, .c.. a, y, .., , , y, zu . . . 1 c 1.. ,. 3.u .. . ,.<r . v .. .

,.y, . . ,
_

issue of the Price-Anderson Act, which I suppose you have heard

of. That's the act that limits the liability of utilities from

accidents to $560 million. Although, an old atomic energy

comulauloner report from 1965, way before the current inflation,

esti:nated that the damage from a nuclear power accident, property

damage only, would be $20 billion. That neglects all health

costs. So, utilities do not have to pay the costs of accidentss ,

It's clear and has been admitted to the industry thatwe

if that protection did not exist and it does not for any other

industry, no utility would evo" operate a nuc1 car power plant

because it ',tould be too expensive to insure.
.: v, s .. + . ! :;. y n . .,., ..;. , ,,. y , ,

, , ,

,

There are also the unknown ccsts of dealing with

uante d isposal and deco:amissioning of the plants. We do not

know how tc do either cf those things yet and we do not knew

what the costs will be. In Wisconsin, the state Civil Service

Ccmmiccion in looking at those unknown costs, banned further

nuclear construction in tha t state because it was likely to

be too great a burden cn the consumers.

Also, nuclear power is not good for jobs. Nuclear

g power plants are the most capital intensive way of meeting our

-
.
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~ energy needs. We can provide three to four times as many jobs

at lower costs through conservation and solar energy.

Finally, it's often argued that nuclear power is a
renawabic source of energy. That's clearly untrue. All studies

show that uranium is in short of supply in the world today and
A, . w n .) if. the"Un'ited ' States than ' are' oil and ' natural, gas. .The only way

'

. . .

of getting around that is through breeder reactors. As we all

know, breeder reactors cannot be proved to work and they have

a potential need, much greater capacity of risk than reactors

dc. Unlika conventional reactors, which can have a core melt-

down and spew fuel up 'into the air. Breeder reactors can

theoretically have a full scale atcmic explosion, just like a

bomb.

Finally, I uant to say that all studies that have bec a

done recently by the federal and enercy agency and the federal

Department of Energy, by Harvard Business School, by the Council

on Environmedtal Quality'and' 'other groups have ~ shown that money

put into conservation and sclar energy can save energy at much

lower costs and provide more jobs and, of course, without the

environmental hasards that nuclear power does. There is no

reason to take those risks if ue can get our energy cheaper.

Thank you.

MR HOLLIS: Uhure were you employed? Can you tell

me that again?

MR. BRESLOU: I was employed by the council on

,

.
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environmental quality, which is the federal agency in
a
f Washington that revious environmental impact statements and

by the public interest economic center.

MR. POLLINI: My name is Richard Pollini, P-0-L-L-
i

I-N-I. I would like to thank everyone of you for allowing me
..

t'ime "t8 'siseak, l'I 'aN ' going bo "speald 'en th' ' altern'ative's of '

e

i nuclear power.

I | State and federal governments could expand the taxw.

incentives for conservation measures. Auto registration fees
:

could be based en the EPA mileage figures. This action would

encourage drivers to buy more fuel efficient cars thus making;

1.

f mcre oil available for use in electric generating plants.
< c-

; The expanded use of sclar heating for space and water

E vculd lessen the need fer oil and natural gas, making more
:

ava ilable for electrical uses. Many states have enacted

extensive legislation in the area of sunshine rights, exemption
. . . . s. .. - . . . . . , .t . .

~,

ei. of property taxes for installed solar devices, and tax incentives
t

- Ocr installation of sclar equipment. The cccmittee should

i recommand diat the legislature consid er the same.
??
;t I am enclosing an article in the New York Times which

c;- describes what various states have done,
p

Wind generatcrs are cost effective now. A man from

Allentown has been selling several sizes to hemcowners and
y

; i. large users, such as the Dorney Amusement Park. There are
"G
Jc niles of high tension towers crossing our state. Wind.i

h
m
C-
p
[:.
n .

$ ~.

$
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Eenerators could be inctalled on them and feed directly into

those lines. Estimatec have been made that 23 percent of

the nation's electricity could be rp.nerated by wind power by

the year 1990.

The Corp of Encineers han stated that many abandoned

9)d'ro'-51ehtYiISdm'h cS01d 'bOdvitalized 'to' supply pouer into' ' ' ' " '

the crid. Many communities have pacced leciclation to permit

an individual caall wind generator and hydro-electric plants

to feed into a utility's grid with eauitable returns to the

individual by the utility.

The utilitien could burn biomass in lieu of fossil

fuels in their generating plants. Communitien could build

methane gas digesters for' une locally. In New Jersey a gas

company in tappinc a garbare dump for methane and cupplying

it to an inductrial user. Dicerters are made small enouth
to be used by homeowners.

,> . ,u. ,. a w, ., .

The next topic will be co concration. If small local

power plant are built to supply electricity then the waste

heat could be piped Sohomes and inductry for heating or process

heat. A ccmpany that uses large amounts of heat could run a

cmall cencrator to supply ito electrical needs and at the same

time use the waste heat for its other needs. In Europe co-

generation in being used widely. Now, why I contion thic is

becauce it's a more efficient uce cf fuel and more would be

available for electricity.
,

s

a
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The last thing I would like to speak about is coal.

Demands that nuclear poner plants be shut.down are immediately
.

countered by the statement .that the invectment has either been

made in completed plante or hac prcceeded so far in plants ,

that are near completion that the economy cannot tolerate the
~

'

. m.: .s:ee., apx A -. atp.e a 4.:f hhc >.m,iy31 expended .p ,a w .a m u.The answer to this predicament
n :, .+ w. s ~ ? . m v.-- -, M .4 i t

1cac o cap

in tc alter the nuclear planta with a minimum additional

investment to calvace the plant an a viabic cource of electrical
i

enercy until it reachen its intended life.
4

The alternative for Pennsylvania could be substitutin6

nuclear fuc3s with coal ucing the fluidized bed system of

burning. This system burns so cleanly that scrubbers and other

smokestack equipment to clean the effluents are unneccesary.,

Since the conbuction temperatures are lower with the fluidized

bed, fe tter, if any, oxidec of' nitrocen arc produced,'which are

significant pollutant in urban areas. If high culfur coal is
~. u, . y ;;,yn.4 n..w :r.m . ., , g w: g,c..< ~, 4 . , m .. n . r. .. . .,.+..v,, . .

available the fluidiced bed will allow the une of it without
<

envircncental hazards because 11mentone in the bed capturen

the sulfur dioxide before it Eccc into the stack and into the
atmosphere. Treatment of the limcatone later produces sulfur

and allouc the litectone to be used once again in the fluidized

bed.

It'is my understanding that there is an ongoing

study in the ' Stat'e of Pennsylvania of an-operatint fluidized,

X coal bed today. . An increace in coal mining would mean more

M)'a

M[[., , . J M M if'1 6;4- #. K ,

~ . . .
" '

a
*
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- Jobs for Pennsylvanians. The comraittee should reconnend that

a study be made to determine the cost of converting existing

nuclear planta and thoce under conctruction to coal burning
fluidized bedc.

I am also including an article that appeared in the
. s . u s. n c. ,. A , s Popular Science thinlycar"that' ic'very sell writtMn' and ' ''.

deceribec the fluidiced bed in detail and all the research that
hac ccne into it.

I forgot te mention that I am a graduate of Drexel

Univeraity in mechnical encineering and I work for the Navy

in main ecmpulcion cyctems and I currently have my own

bucin330 in automotive nachine shops. Thank you..
g

MR SHDFER: My name is Harris Shaffer, S-H-A-F-F-m

E -R . I a;a a retired cupevisor from the Fischer & Porter

Ccapany, :rnufactercrc of instrumenta for industry, including
some of those that have been used in power plants. I have been

' .. . . , ," ' W4 't

'readin3 ma' a'zine articles "ac' p' art of my job and have seen many,
, <.vg

many articles in there on the cubject of plant safety and
radiation and waste dicpecal, all the way back to 1973

'icu have heard from rv friends who have presented

a 'croad picture of the reasons why ue feel that nuclear power
is not to be continued. '?ou have heard alternates. A few

weeks aCo, hav2ng read the article on fluidized beds, I
encloced a-letter which through Representative Hooffel was

forwarded to Robert Shane (phonetic) of the Governor's Energy
3

'. 9
g
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Council.

The essence of that proposal is simple. Since TMI --

has closed doun plants and people need electricity, why not

have th] fadoral government, Department of Enargy and the

Pennsylvania State Department of Energy and TMI management
:v v +

go
.

-,o . .. . . . ~ - . .m. . .. .- .,,; a.. e . ,,t;o.cether a.cnd ' build a fluidized plant which vould replace
. . . . ,. .

-

.

the closed TMI-2. Maybe it ' c too O lmple, but it's a thou6ht

that you might consider.

My special concern ic, an exprecced by one of your

members, has been for the safety of the workers, too. The

exposure that these worliers are getting, I have a feeling is

not bein7 prcperly monitored. Examples of that cropped up today .

6 ;

'O - So, tal:ing all of our tectimony and putting it

together, ue have put together a list of cuccestions which we

feel that the connittee uculd be intercated in considering as

a . positive action to help correc t theproblems that we have
. . ~ . . ?

._ . . . 4, . w. .
. . < . . n. e . , . , . .

.

.
_

_ , . , . , , ,,

presented to you and core of the niternatives that we have

montionad. Of cource, we :culd prefer that radiation be

eliminated altegether, but until that has been brought about,

there are acme thingc that can be done to allcviate at least

ccme of the radiation problemc.

One of the thingc that we are nuggesting in that the

state entertain the idea of mandated ctandards for exposure

and for handling and for transporting and atoring of radioactive

materialc. Lat the state cet itc oun measuring equipment and,
i

n
1

|

|

i
'
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its own operators and its own monitors for radioactive releases< *

from nuclear power plants and require the utility company to

provide a trust fund to care for all of the workers exposed to-

radiation shou'd cancer and other illnesses from radiation1

exposure show up after a period of years. Care for the

fam111bs %f'hbrksrEahd ' red'1856ti3 8f' nhdrN[YoidMNiEidTmightgr;rewo r k #

be considered as being included.

Provide proper insurance against loss due to
,

,

ccntamination by radlation. Require owners of nuclear power

plants to post a bond to assure funds for the commissioning

of the plan ts. Provide education in the public schools on the

hazards of radiation.
Pi
\d Uhan cartificates of need are requested by the

utilities, require the public utility commission to consider

the haalth risks as wall as the full cost of uaste disposal

and its long term' security.. |

.. . y t~ e Mm . y ri o .: r : . ~,m , . .v:, ... : . . wa . .. . s n . . .n . . ~ . ; - , ;.g . . .' ... .. ,o: ...

Finally,'I'would suggest''strongly'that the committee

consider hearings frc.n other qualified experts representing

Harrisburg area groups opposing the ra-opening of Three Mile

Island as. nuclear plants. I would submit a list, which is

being copied, of people you might consider hearing.

Thank you. .

CHAIRMAN '.!RIGHT: We would appreciate your leaving
4

the material, of-course, with us. - We will circulate it and

p) , file it. A qucction for you, sir. Ycu mentioned that there
(
~.,

7 #

K. .p[ i- - M. -J *ye e g 7
'

_ ~ ': , + . . - -
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are fluidized beds in Pennsylvania?'

M3. POLLINI: Yec.

C'IAIRMAN URIGHT: Do you knou .rhere?

?P., POLLINI: Cne of them in --

CHAIRMAN WRIGHT: Ue have been to the one in West
. n . 6. > n .v , -

,. . .y i g;y.,+ : :t w- , , . ,m ., ; , t. , ,. ,, ., . . , _

Ma. HOLLIS: Georgetown.

IEl. POLLINI: There is one in Allentown, PA. I don't

knau uhare it's ab. It's conatructed at GPTE, Sylvania. I

guass --

CHAIRMAN 1RIGHT: And it's producing steam for what

<-
purpose? Do you know?

'[ IEt , POLLINI: No, I am not sura.

CHAIIGil.N URIGHT: Do you have another one?

~

?IR POLLIMI: Oakr tdze National Lab, r.nde by

Meatinchouca Electric Company. Thare is another one with
- . s . -9 r(- , . ,, . , , , .. j,,,,.,....,....,

~, , , . , , , ,,,,,

Energy Limited USA. I don't know uher= !. t ' O located.

MS. IUCUYE: Perhapa we cculd get that to the

committee. ,

1

CHAIRMAN URIGHT: There is a rather large sized one |

1

down in West Virginia that i..'e visited a year or so ago. I

think it was a federal plant, private plant type of thing, i

MS. IN0lTIE: What was your reaction to it, if I may

asl:?

CHAIRMAN WRIGHT: ' 'e ll , according to the people, it.

5

I- ,;
.

. .
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was an acceptable type of technology. I have not heard any

arguments on the other side.

MR SH4FFER: In the article of Popular Science, it

is mentioned that the State of Ohio is funding a pouer
!

generating station to use their hich sulfur coal. In the

<- avo w . article," it- mentions 'also 'Hazelton, 'a' fluid ized -bed a is being
~

funded by the federal Department of Energy.

CHAIRMAN WRIGHT: Huelton, Pennsylvania?

MR. SHAFFER: Yes, for use in a paper mill; but these

are small projects. However, in a later issue of the magazine,

I believe the July or August magazine, it did state that there

are two major construction companies in the United States today

who are willing to supply full engineering and construction to

cuarantee of any cine nuclear bed pouar generaf .nc plant or

for 'ny other purpose.

CHAIRMAN URIGHT: Ivan.

. . . . . . . .
4 ,

. REPRESENTATIVE ITKIN:' TIhet 'do ou do'with the' * **a

linestone after --

MR. POLLINI: It 's treated mechanically. It f orms

enlcium sulfate in the linestone. It's just treated chemically .

T e sulfur is removed and I think that uhen they remove it, it' sh

actually a refining technique so that it can be sold commer-

cially.

REPRESENTATIVE ITKIN: Is that basically what gces to

the scrubbers?
|

i-
.
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IG. POLLIllI: Yes, but they are not energy efficient.

They require large volu:.les of water and then you have to

re.aove the water t.nu then you have to remove the fly ash and

whatever frta the water. It i>ecocr.cc rather expensive.

CIIAIRMl.N URICH2: Geort c,1;ould you go through your
. . . . . :. , . . >t.. .. . . . .m,, ,4 v ~. , y, . . . . . . . ., files upstairs a.nd cce uliether ycu got any material on the

,

tripu '; hat 1,'c made up there?

MIi. ELLIL: Lure.

CHAIE.EN i.RIGH2: Cha;r, we tnank you very much. Most

of all, uc thank you for your patience. It .tas a long day that

you had. to wait to testify.

MC. INGUiT: It .ias a very fat.cinacing performance.

;;e were impreuccd ilth the quality of questions that were put..

i

|
CIU.IRMiI! .,h:ChT: ..o thank you . I

|
|

I
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I hereby certify that the proceedings and evidence

taken by me before the House Select Committee - Three Mile

Island are fully and accurately indicated in my notes and that

this is a t,ue and correct transcript of same.

O '''G n'rDi JQww
\/ :/.

P-.?

|A '

Joyce hae Schwarz, Reporter /nc \
,y , , , . .g,g - s.,- . , 1 ,, .. ,1 , 1 , .. m.. , ,, , .

\

I hereby certify that the proceedings and evidence

taken by ne before the House Select Committee - Three Mile

Island are fully and accurately indicated in my notes and

that this is a true and correct transcript of same.

DJYhL )' 9]'L*NN
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Dorothy M. Malone 3
iRegistered Professional Reporter
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